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Could revaluation Incite revolution? Hundreds of Portland taxpayers raised the possibility August 5. See page 2.

Water
power
New England
may decide fate
of huge hydro
project that
pits Quebecois
against Cree

CBW{fonee HllT'berI

AUGUST 8, 1991

Surprise! T-plke
bucks buy Jobs

FREE

Using money that widening foes say was spent
illegally, a Maine Turnpike
Authority consultant has
come up with an astonishing
conclusion: Spending $100
million to widen a road will
create jobs for people who
pave roads.
See page 2.
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• By Melinda Tuhus

Just across the Maine
border lies the province of
QuC!bec, w hich is well on it~
wav to becoming the battleground for the next great
e ergywar.
Fueling this conflict are the
dozen mighty rivers that flow
from the Canadian heartland
and gather at James Bay.
Against these, the Quebecois
propose to build a matrix of
dams and canals so large that
it will be visible from outer
space.
The James Bay hydroelectric project would forever
alter the face of an area larger
tnan all of New England,
New York, New Jersey and
Maryland combined.
To Premier Robert
Bourassa, James Bay is the
golden goose that will make
Quebec economically selfsufficient - and perhaps
enable it to separate from the
rest of Canada.
"Quebec is a vast hydroelectric plant in the bud,"
boasts Bourassa, "and every
day, millions of potential
kilowatt hours flow downhill
and out to sea. What a
waste!"
But the Cree and Inuit
people who have taken their
livelihoods from these rivers
for centuries claim it is they
who are being wasted.
"They are telling the
Americans this is cheap and
clean," says Cree village chief
Robbie Dick. "But it's not
cheap for us. When you tum
on your switch, you're killing
us."

Continued on page 12

Dan Jolicoeur, a Portland bicycle courier, cruises down Congress Street to make a delivery.
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Just another-(hairy) job
Tourists, bruises and fax machines plague Portland bicycle couriers
• By

w.o. Cutlip

Dan Jolicoeur pedals his mountain bike a scant six inches
from the curb on Middle Street while a rust-eaten Cadillac
narrowly passes him on the left. As it passes, the driver shoots
Jolicoeur an irritated look, as if to say, "What are you doing out
here with the cars, boy? Didn't your mother teach you not to
play in the street?"
Jolicoeur is not playing in the street, nor is he cycling to get
in shape. He is, in fact, hard at work. He is "Dan, Dan the
Courier Man," a self-contained business on wheels.
Jolicoeur is en route to a photographer's studio on the west
side, having just picked up a package at an ad agency on
Moulton Street. He doesn't know what's in the package, and he
may not want to know. jolicoeur's sole task is to pick it up here
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and drop it off there.
It may sound like a fun job at first - ride around, meet
people, see sights - but the bike courier business is no joy ride.
Bike couriers work in all kinds of weather. Also, there are a lot
of things out there for them to bump into - curbs, sign posts,
buildings - and things that might bump into them; IS-wheel
trucks, for example.
If you stop and think about the hazards and adverse working
conditions that bicycle couriers face, you might begin to wonder
why anyone would take the job.
There happen to be a couple of good reasons. For one, they
need money. And for another, some people just naturally crave
a challenge.

Continued on page 8
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BACK TO
SCHOOL
SPECIAL!

• Continued from page 3

~nveni~A
-=Coroputin

Doc docks at Peaks

386SX 16MHZ
Special!
·1MB RAM
• VGA Display Adapter
• Deluxe Keyboard
• Choice of Floppy
• 40MB Drive
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel,
1 Game Port

-SUNDAYS-

-THURSDAYS-

+ Iruli 9fjglit +

Ladies' Night
Dancing to Real Rock N Roll
with OJ Pat Jackson &
The Devil's Music

Kick'n Back - Irish Duet
Traditional & Requests
-MONDAYS-

-FRIDAY, AUGUST 9The

Restaurant Employee
Night

Chadbourn Bros

1/2 OFF with Pay Stub

;

-SATURDAY, AUGUST 10-

Monitors:
• MAGNAVOX
14" MONO VGA-$139
• VIEWSONIC 1
VGA Color-$329
• Add Windows 3.0
with mouse for
$99 with purchase

Open Mic Night
Hosted by
The Cool Whips
75¢ draft
I
I
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Getready to dance! dancel dancel to ... "earthy
I
reggae rhythms, lush aroustic guitars and symphonic I
keyboards.
I
Cut this out and give it to the doorman, and next
month when you tell your friends that you and your
I
date saw THE SAMPLES for only 2 bucks, they'll say
"NOWAY! BULL'jf%@! YOU LIAR!"
I

-WEDNESDAY,

1 4 -

THE SAMPLES

'-:T'>IiII.

45 Danforth Street (207) 871-1579
The O'Kendley Brothers, Proprietors" Blarney, Inc.

797-7585

&ummer Rose

6pecial

~~

12 Qoses for
$15
10 . 14 inch

AUGUST

Ariola Recording Miote from Solider CO

--------------------------------

94 Auburn Street
Portland,Maine 04103

~peci8l1y

- T U E S 0 A Y S -

FREE HELMET
WITH ANY SPECIALIZED BIKE
(except Hybrids)

OUR FREE OFFER
WILL Go To
YOUR HEAD

Wrapped

I'Q!',CS

Same Day

Delivery!

HARMON'S

BARTON'S

584 Congress Street
Portland

""'--

117 Brown Street

Westbrook

. at both lOCalWf1S.
.
854-2518
774 -5946 Free parking
AU major credit cards accepted on phone orders.
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. S5 00 OFF DINNER FOR TWO!
.
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Give yourself a head start on spring cycling fun. For a
limited time, buy a 1991 Specialized Hardrock® or
Rockhopper® mountain bike" and get our $59.95 Air
Force'" helmet. FREEl These bikes are just right for smooth.
comfortable ride, and they're mountain bike tough for
your favorite off-foad adventure. And the Air ForceTli
helmet Is cool comfortable, and meets or exceeds the
Snell ans ANSI standards for bicycle helmets. Any way you
look at it, this deal will rest easy on your mind.

CycleMania
59 Federal St., Portland

Complete Dinner Menu Served 4-12:30
Serving Lunch Mon.-Sat. from llam
Sunday Kids Eat for FREE! Any Item on Kids' Menu.
RESERVATIONS WELCOME· AMPLE PARKING. 878-3339

ALLEN'S CORNER· WASHINGTON AVE· PORTLAND

(207) 774-2933
M-W: 10-5:30
T-F: 10-7; Sat: 10-5
·Oft« good or/'( at patk:ip<JIing Specialized ...Idlers. Choice of helmet color oize
NmRedto stock CNdIobie. Otter ends AugusI17. 1991.

It looks like Peaks Islanders can finally stop worrying
about where they are going to
get medical attention when
they can't get to the mainland.
Island residents are
scheduled to get a new
doctor some time after Labor
Day, when Dr. Elizabeth
Rudenberg and her husband,
who is also a phYSician, move
to the island from Michigan.
Rudenberg will see
patients three times a week at
the island's medical facility
and is being provided with a
car to make house calls on the
island.
Rudenberg replaces Anne
Collins, who qui t last year
because of health problems.
Since then, a nurse practitioner and a physician's assistant have been the only two
sources of medical care on
the island.
The Rudenbergs, who
recently bought the Portland
practice of a former Peaks
Island reSident, will have
their medical supplies
donated by Brighton Medical
Center in exchange for
patient referrals. Peaks has
had trouble keeping a fulltime doctor on the island
because of the lack of yearround residents to support a
practice financially.

Summer jobs kill
jobless benefits
August 10 is the last day to
receive extended unemployment benefits under a
program that provided nearly
$19 million in emergency
assistance to nearly 19,000
Mainers.
The state's high unemployment rate meant that
workers who lost their jobs
could get 13 extra weeks of
unemployment after using up
the usual 26 weeks of compensation. But state labor
officials say summer jobs
have reduced Maine's jobless
rate to below the 5 percent
threshold for the emergency
program.

Saco COpS do the
dirty work
A new Saco ordinance
banning geni tal massage will
face tougher scrutiny when
members of the Saco Police
Department go under cover
to make sure the ordinance is
not being violated. The
department says its officers
will begin making secret
visits to local massage parlors
to make sure that hands do
not wander into the wrong
places.
Saco's new ban on genital
massage took effect July 17
and had a grace period that
ended July 27. It prohibits
masseuses from wearing
provocative clothing, requires

massage parlors to show
proof that all masseuses are
trained in therapeutic
massage, and requires that
they be licensed with the city.
Massage parlors caught
violating the ordinance can
be fined $500 to $1,500.
Continued violations can
bring fines of $1,000 to $5,000.
The crackdown forced Ace
of Hearts massage, which
had been in Saco for six
years, to move to Sanford the
day the law took effect. The
owners of Absolute Relaxation, another massage parlor
affected by the new orclinance, filed a lawsuit last
month in U.S. District Court
claiming that Saco's law is
unconstitutional.

Homesteading in
Windham
Seeking to provide
affordable housing for
Windham's middle-income
families, the Windham
Affordable Housing Alliance
has proposed constructing
homes on land donated by
the town.
The alliance's proposal is
viewed as a way to tackle
high land costs, which
remain the biggest obstacle to
keeping housing costs
affordable.
Under the plan, the town
would donate an ll-acre
parcel of land, to be developed into four to seven threebedroom homes that would
sell for $65,000 apiece. Town
officials have deSignated
another 19 acres of townowned land for similar
development.
The Windham Town
Council is expected to
endorse the proposal later
this month. If approved, it
would be the first time a
Maine town has donated
public land to create affordable housing.
To qualify for a home
under the proposal, applicants would have to be
Windham residents and firsttime home buyers. They
would also have to meet
income guidelines for the
Maine State Housing
Authority's loan program.
Under that program, a family
of one ot two must earn less
than $34,500, and a family of
three or more, less than
$40,000 to qualify for a lowinterest mortgage.

Cumberland gets
first cheap homes
The Cumberland Town
Council approved a plan
August 1 that gives a local
developer the go-ahead to
borrow $350,000 from the
state to build the first affordable housing project in town.
Casco Partners Inc. will
use the low-interest loan to
pay for roads and sewers in
the Small Brook Crossing
subdi vision of 49 singlefamily homes.
Under the agreement, the
developer will also build 30
affordable rental housing
units for the elderly.
As part of town and state-

sponsored plans to create
affordable hOUSing, the
Cumberland Housing
Authority will monitor
construction of the 30 units.
Plans call for the six onebedroom apartments to rent
for $390 a month. The 12 onebedroom apartments would
rent for $585 a month, and
the 12 two-bedroom apartments would rent for $675 a
month. The rent levels were
based on a marketing study
of affordable prices.
The project will be reviewed by the town council
on Aug. 12.
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No parties for cops
• Our futons are 40%-50% thicker than others.
• All are filled with "Joy" 100% pure
conon baning.
• Firmly tied tufts every 12' ensure no shifting.

The South Portland Police
Department has adopted a
new policy of not breaking
up loud parties unless they
receive a complaint in writing
from the annoyed neighbors.
The move is South
Portland's way of reacting to
a lawsuit it lost in May. In
that case, a Bangor jury
awarded South Portland
resident Marc Jeffrey $6,000
after he charged that three
South Portland police officers
had used excessive force in
unlawfully arresting him
when they broke up a
birthday party at his home in
July 1988.
The police now want
formal written complaints so
that they can demonstrate
probable cause if a resident
later charges them with
improper arrest or excessive
force. The move is also
intended to protect the city in
criminal prosecutions.
In two other cases, five
South Portland residents
have alleged that the police
used excessive force in
breaking up two parties last
summer. The residents claim
they were clubbed by police
officers wearing helmets, and
ordered to vacate the houses.
At least five other complaints of excessive force
lodged against the department caused the city to
initiate a review of the
department's policies in May.
City officials hired Paul
O'leary, the retired director
of the New Hampshire State
Police, to review guidelines
for handling volatile situations and procedures for
training, hiring and promoting within the department.

• Written workmanship guarantee.
• Futons made specially
for us by

60" X 80"

FUTON FURNISlllNGS

11le Futon Store. Est. 1987
343 Forest Avenue near Woodfords Corner, Portland, Maine

871-0578
Mon &: Thurs 10-8, Tues, Wed &: Frll0-7, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
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You've seen these
characters at YOur local
grocery store. But do you
expect them at a salad bar?
Well, a lot of the unexpected
is at Sizzler's Salad Bar.
Seafood salad. Potato skins.
Nachos. Chicken Wings.
Com Fritters. Apple
Cobbler. And More! So
come see what makes our list
the most wanted of them all.

Hamlet residents
want freedom
from Liberty
Residents of the Hamlet
Mobile Home Park in
Westbrook are looking into
the possibility of buying the
park from its owner, developer Michael Liberty.
Residents have talked with
representatives of the Maine
State Housing Authority and
the Peoples Regional Opportunity Program (PROP) about
financing the purchase of the
28S-home park.
The tenants' decision to
explore buying the park
comes after a ruling by the
Westbrook Rent Justification
• Continued on

page 6
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Sizzler
Seasonal mrlons

(BUFFET COURT & GRILL)

Crisp brocroli

i

I

( All-You-Can- Eat)

The New Buffet Court & Grill
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So. Portland, No. Windham, Brunswick, Bangor
Maine
ItertU moy wry by St'SSOI1.

Mill Rd .

Roosevelt
Trail
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• Continued from page 5
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BANGOR

in soft

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
BANGOR • HANOVER • PORTLAND

floral

patterns

Open House

for a

• talk with Faculty
• pre-register for fall courses

gentle
move

Monday, August 19, 1991

into fall
72 00 - 78 95

5:00 - 8:00 PM
State Street Church
159 State Street, Portland, Maine

Portland Evening Courses
Classes begin
September 4
,

,~/~cu.:~A MAR Y L. L

I'S
.."

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street. Portland

ME 04101

772-4439
parking stamps available for free parking

• Early Christian Communities in the Gospels
(Monday, 6:00-9:00 PM)
Introduction to the Old Testament

(Thursday, 6.'00-9.'00 PM)
Ethical Issues in Medicine and Patient Care

(Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 PM)
• Carl lung: Depth Psychology as Spiritual
Experience and Exercise

(Tuesday, 5:30-7:00 PM, non-credit workshop)

AMARYLLIS
SUPER SUMMER SALE
CONTINUES
with 25% Off on

• The Illuminations of Hildegard of Bingen

(Tuesday, 7:30-9:00 PM, non-credit workshop)
Limited scholarships available for M.T.S.

For more information, or to pre-register,
call Admissions Officer, 1-800-287-6781, Ext. 303

ARCHE SUMMER SHOES

Casco
Computer
Education
Center
Greater Portland's
most comprehensive
computer courses for
1_ _ _ children and adults.

761-5614
u .....v .. is Ul L'Y lL'''U
experienced professionals.

For information on classes.

99 1/2 Congress St. Portland

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice in
Portland, and hosts "Health line,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

SPECTACULAR VIEW
SUPERB FOOD
NATIVE TOMATOES
FRESH ARUGULA
SCOTCH BONNET PEPPERS
delicious fresh produce you
can't get in a supermarket

OUTSTANDING
SERVICE

****
****
****
- Maine Sunday Telegram

osprey

USM class conflict
Eleven workers at the
University of Southern Maine
are losing their jobs as the
university system takes its
revenge on two unions that
refused to reopen their labor
contracts when the state
budget crunch hit.
USM spokesperson Susan
Swain said the layoffs involve
seven members of the clerical
workers' union and four
members of the teamsters'
union, which represents the
university's security force.
The clerical workers voted
against slashing this year's 7
percent pay increase in half,
while the teamsters refused
even to put the question to a
vote. Unions representing the
higher-paid faculty and
professional workers at the
university agreed to scale
back their raises.
David Lane, director of
employee relations for the
University of Maine System,
said the recalcitrant unions
knew the consequences of
their decision. "It was made
clear that if they agreed to the
proposal, there would be no
layoffs for 1992," he said. "It
was clear at the bargaining
table what the alternatives
were."

Duck pond disaster

Food
Service
Atmosphere

The

Board in May, which said a
Liberty proposal to raise
monthly site rentals by 21
percent was reasonable.
Tenants have been battling
with Liberty over rent
increases at the park since he
bought it in 1987.
Tenants claim Liberty
raised their rents by over 33
percent between 1987 and
1990 while cutting back
essen tial services at the
park. Tenants have argued
that the 21 percent increase
on top of the previous rate
hikes has made their homes
unaffordable.
Residents say Liberty has
not gi ven a price for the
Hamlet, and they don't know
whether or not their plan will
succeed. This much is for
sure: Liberty could use the
money. His 100 Middle Street
luxury office complex is now
under bankruptcy protection
and delinquent loan payments on his Custom House
Square parking garage are
the subject of a lawsuit by a
New Jersey bank.

Lunch 11:30 - 2:30
Sunday Brunch 10 - 2:30
Dinner 5:30 - 9:00
10 minutes from Bath at
Robinhood Marine Center.
Just off Route 127 South,
Robinhood, Maine 04530
(207) 371·2530
Reservations accepted.

Westbrook police are
trying to determine who
entered the Woodlawn
Cemetery duck pond on July
28 and went on a shooting
rampage, killing ducks,
geese, pigeons and sea gulls.
Retired state representative Tuffy Laffin discovered
the grisly scene when he
went to feed the waterfowl in
the late afternoon. He has

offered a $100 reward for
information leading to the
arrest of the person or
persons responSible for the
shooting.
Animal control officer
David Sparks fished the dead
and wounded birds out of the
pond and took the wounded
ones home.
Richard Dunbar, the
retired superintendent of
Westbrook parks and
cemeteries, said the shooting
was the first of its kind at the
duck pond.

Lobster bake draws
political creatures
Maine's 1992 presidential
caucuses fall right between
the Iowa caucuses and the
New Hampshire primary,
and as a result Greater
Portland is becoming a key
stop for those few brave souls
who have allowed speculation that they will become
potential Democratic challengers to Republican
President George Bush.
Arkansas Governor
William Clinton visited
Portland on July 22, and on
August 4 candidate Paul
Tsongas of Massachusetts put
in an appearance at the
Democratic Party's annual
Muskie lobster bake in
Raymond. Tsongas, a former
member of the U.s. Senate,
made the event his first
political appearance since
becoming the first Democrat
to announce officially that
he's running. Clinton, Iowa
Senator Tom Harkin, and
several other Democrats
whose names are less-thanhousehold words, have said
they are considering a
preSidential bid.
Tsongas, former Senator
and Secretary of State
Edmund Muskie, and Senate
Majority Leader George
MitcheIl all used the
Raymond picnic as a chance
to sing their party's one-note
song about how Bush is great
on foreign affairs and nothing
else. "George Bush is at heart
a foreign minister," Tsongas
said

Shape Is libel loser
It's not nice to say that a
home-grown Maine company
is a "Ponzi scheme" that is
defrauding its investors, but
it's also not libel. A federal
jury on August 2 refused to
find Forbes magaZine guilty of
libel for casting such aspersions against Anthony and
Paul Gelardi, founders of the
Biddeford-based Shape, Inc.
Charles Ponzi was a 1920s
swindler jailed for selling
pyramid-type investment
schemes. But Jonathan Piper,
the Prehti, Flaherty, Beliveau
& Pachios partner who
represented the magaZine,
said the term "Ponzi scheme"
is just a poetic way of
describing a company that
borrows more money to pay
off existing debt. "Ponzi is
simply a means of finance,
and in and of itself does not
connote criminality or fraud,"
Piper said.
Shape is a manufacturer of

August 8, 1991

cassettes that filed for
bankruptcy protection in
1988.
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TO CELEBRATE OUR MOVE TO

Women win,
Le Club loses suit
Because women are
"prevented from basking in
the reflective glory of the
club," a superior court judge
has ruled that a prominent
FranCO-American social club
in Augusta can no longer
exclude women from membership .
Justice Thomas Delahanty
last week agreed with the
Maine Human Rights
Commission and ruled that
Le Club Calumet is really a
pubric accommodation and
therefore cannot discriminate
against women. The club had
argued that it was a private
facility that could exclude
women if it wanted to do so.
Delahanty based his ruling
on decisions by the U.S.
Supreme Court declaring that
women must be allowed to
join service organizations like
the Jaycees or the Rotary
Club. Officials of the Augusta
facility have not said whether
they will appeal to the Maine
Supreme Court.

KELLY ROAD IN FALMOUTH
WE ARE OFFERING SPECIALS
Free eyebrow wax with facial

FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST.
Free bihini wax with leg wax
Free product with body treatment

ilLa

L' Esthetiques

Skin Care Clinic
4 Kelly Road (just off of Route 1)

Falmouth 781·5100

gleason
FIN

E

ART

. 19th and 20th Century American Art
and Select Contemporary Art

MARVEL WYNN:
FACES & FIGURES
August 10 to 24
Artist Reception: Saturday,
August 10, 5 to 7:30 pm • Refreshments Served

Reported by Eric Hannelius,
Donald Maurice Kreis and the
Associated Press.

weird news
.. What could be more
roman tic than meeting the
love of your life at the IRS?
For Russell Pomeroy and
Shirley Summers, it's a
wedding on the stairway
overlooking the trout pond
inside the L.L. Bean retail
store in that lovers' paradise
of Freeport.
"We're not a chapel in the
woods," said L.L. Bean
spokeswoman Catherine
Hartnett, but the company
nevertheless agreed to the
request for a September 1
wedding for the couple, who
both work at an IRS office in
Arlington, Virginia, and met
at work.
The ceremony begins at
8:00 a.m. and, presumably,
the public is invited. The
couple has not announced
whether they plan a honeymoon at the Maine Mall.
.. The struggle for
freedom and dignity continues for thousands of Kurdish
refugees in the Middle East,
bu t at least some of them will
have L.L. Bean boots and
other Maine-made footwear.
Newsroom fax machines
across Maine were ablaze
with press releases from
Bean's, Olympia Sports of
Yarmouth and Dexter Shoe of
Dexter - as weIl as the local
congreSSional delegation announcing that 2,900 pair of
Maine shoes are going to the
Mideast as part of the Maine
Kurdish Relief Fund.

Now Put Your Favorite Gal or Four Legged Pal On Our
Unique, Chintz Photo Pillows.
--7'\ $ 24.50
/I

Each Pillow will
\'2..
be Hand Made
~ ;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;..,."..-''''
to your Order.
12" x 12" wtih
i>~fi'"
_-4\
colored piping.
A Truly Unique
Gift that you will
find no where else.
Allow 1 Week delivery.

Generated
Market St. (in The Old

774-4455 Mon.-Fri. 8- Sat 10-4

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of prints p..lus
Free film every day of ihe week!
Pictures bring it home.
Two cOllve"ient locatiolls:
30 Cif)" C(,lIIa, POr/I"",1 • 772·7296
71 US ROIII(, I. SmrhomtlKh .883.7363

;{ .
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Jolicoeur steps up to Casco Bank for a delivery.

JUST ANOTHER (HAIRY) JOB
Continued from front page

"I had contact
with cars a total
·\

of 15 times

.}

in the year and
a half I

"I

worked ... But
I've almost hit
(ChannelS
anchorwoman)
Neila Smith

One of the hassles of being a journalist is that it's often
difficult to find the right person to interview, especially in a
crowd. Set out to do a story on Democrats and everyone you
meet will be a Republican. Set out to do a story on landlubbers
and everyone you meet will be a sailor. Ufe is like that.
I expected no less when I went to Green Mountain Coffee
Roasters to interview Diane Friedlander, one of Intown
Courier's cyclists. Wayne Goodman, owner of Intown Courier,
said that I shouldn't have any trouble locating her.
"Just look for a woman with a bicycle," he said.
Right, I thought. There shouldn't be more than 50 women
cyclists around Green Mountain at this time of day. No problem.
And, amazingly enough, it was no problem; Friedlander
picked me out of the crowd right away. (Goodman probably
told her to look for a man in a terminal stupor.) What's more,
every working bicycle courier in Portland was right there .
waiting to be interviewed - plus a few unemployed couners,
and even one on injured reserve. I'd hit the jackpot.
At first I thought that Friedlander had arranged this gathering for my benefit, but it turns out that Green ~o~tain is .sort
of an unofficial community center for Portland s bike couners.
They are, in fact, a tightly knit community.
. . .
"It's a tough group," said Friedlander. '1 was very intimidated when I came to work here - one woman with all these
men - and they were all very experienced riders. But they're
really good, really caring people and they took me in. Even the

twice."
Eric Hopkins

people who worked at the other companies made a point to
come over and say, 'If you ever need anything, let us know:
Even though our bosses are in competition, we really aren't."
Friedlander, who has been a courier for one year, knows that
the general public does not see bike couriers in the same caring
light.
"1 think a lot of people around here, non-courier people, look
at us with some kind of feeling that we are this terrorist group
of some kind," she said. "They think that we're out there.
tearing up the streets and being dangerous and it's not true.
Pedestrians seem to particularly hate us.
"We get yelled at a lot," she said. "I know that we're intimidating, but we're really quite careful. We haven't had any
pedestrian accidents. As a group, I'd say we were ex~emely
nice, caring people, and we're very safe. When you nde every
day and get really used to the streets, you can go faster and do a
lot of things because you're used to it."
However Friedlander admits that accidents will happen.
"I've bee~ hit a couple of times," she said, "and I even hit a
car once, but nothing damaging. It's pretty scary. Close calls
come up all the time, every day. Someone opened their door in
front of me a half an hour ago and almost took me down.
You've just got to watch it all the time, be aware of cars turning
in front of you, because they don't see you at all."
.
Eric Hopkins, a former courier with the now-defunct QUIcksilver Messenger Service, has had his own share of close calls,
some of them stranger than others. "I had contact with cars a
total of 15 times in the year and a half I worked here. But I've
almost hit (ChannelS anchorwoman) Neila Smith twice. Once
she just stepped out from between two cars and I almost got
her. The second time she never even saw me."
This close brush with fame and beauty didn' t frighten
Hopkins away from bicycles. He quit the business back in
December to pedal his bike in the Caribbean - no mean feat,
that - and is currently looking for a courier career in Portlan~.
"It's hard to get in," he said. "There aren't that many slots In

Bits and Pieces Delivery & Courier Service owner Elliot
Nathanson acquired Quicksilver'S client list shortly thereafter
and began - reluctantly - servicing those customers with one
bicycle courier.
"1 was dead set against bicycle couriers until I acquired
Quicksilver," said Nathanson. "1 was real skeptical, but I have
to tell you: it's working well. We operate with one rider down
in what I would call the 'financial district,' the Old Port and
Congress Street. A bicycle can get in and out there before a
vehicle courier can even find a parking spot. I love it."
Despite this success, Nathanson has no plans to expand his
bicycle fleet in the near future.
Another place Hopkins might look for work is Intown
Courier, Portland's premier bicycle courier firm. However, in
the summer, Intown owner Wayne Goodman has no lack of
qualified applications - or, for that matter, unqualified applicants.
"1 get a number of calls every year in March or April," he
said, "from people who are going to be out of school in Mayor
June, and they want a summer job being a courier. They think,
'Gee, wouldn't that be fun.'"
As noted above, this is not a "summer job" but an allweather, year-round industry. However, Goodman acknowledged that some people see the job as a lark.
''There's a lot of freedom in the job," he said. "They don't
have a boss down their neck eight hours a day. Granted, I'm on
the other end of a radio most of the time, but they're free to do
pretty much whatever they want. They get to be pretty good
Hackey Sack players on slow days."
According to Goodman, when the weather changes, the fun
stops - and the work starts getting heavy.
"Our busiest days are rotten days," he said. "If it's really hot,
really cold, or it's raining or snOwing outside, we get very busy.
I try to have another person on call on those days, or transfer
some deliveries to a vehicle courier."
"Vehicle" couriers use cars and trucks. Intown was originally
an all-bicycle business; bringing internal combustion conveyances into the company helped Intown survive the recession.
'1ntown Courier was only bikes three years ago, before I
bought it," he said. "After we added the vehicles, bikes represented half our total income. Now bikes represent 15 percent of
our total income. Three years ago, we had four bike couriers
working for Intown Courier and we were doing on average of
125 deliveries a day by bike. Now we have two bicycle couriers,
who average about 30 deliveries a day each."
What caused this decline?
"The economy, and competition from other bike couriers,"

Jolicoeur answers a client's call on his cellular phone In front of
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters.
said Goodman. "Also, a lot of people either do deliveries
themselves now, or they send a secretary out to do it, or use it
as an excuse to get out of the office. Fax machines have taken a
lot of business from us, too. For instance, ad agencies now send
things back and forth via fax. Only the finished product travels
by courier now."
Needless to say, Intown Courier will not be hiring soon.
Barring any accidents, Hopkins and the other unemployed
couriers in his circle of friends will have to make do with some
other kind of job.
Of course, they could always do what Dan ''The Courier
Man" Jolicoeur has done: go off on their own. It seems to have
worked for him.
"It's a basic, simple operation," Jolicoeur said. "I've got a
cellular phone and 30 or so clients. I make enough to live on.
You don't get rich."
(We'll have to take his word for it. Another example of bike
courier solidarity is that absolutely no rider will tell how much
Continued on page 10

I

town."

Why did he leave in the first place?
"You burn out," he said. "You do 30 to 35 deliveries a day,
the same thing over and over again. It gets a little repetiti.0u.~'
I've been out of it long enough so that I want to get back In.
Has he applied with any courier companies?
He shrugged. "I'm not actively pestering people."

Hairy job description

Jolicoeur bills a client over coffee.

9

Quicksilver Messenger Service, Hopkins' former employer, is
beyond pestering. Owner Stuart Foreman closed the books back
in March.

Jolicoeur talks with his friend, Sunday Richards, while awaiting another call.

Photographs by
Tonee Harbert
~I
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JUST ANOTHER (HAIRY) JOB
Continued from page 9
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Let the Casco Bay Weekly Talking Menu suggest just the restaurant
you've been looking for - or help you
rediscover an old favorite. The Talking
Menu offers brief descriptions of more than
70 great restaurants throughout the Portland
area.
Just call1-900-680-MENU from any touchtone phone and follow the simple instructions. After indicating where and what Most

restaurants on the Casco Bay
Weekly Talking Menu change their
listings several times a month. So in
addition to hearing about new spots, be
sure to check out old haunts that may have
added new menu items or specials since you
last visited.
Talking Menu cost 95¢ a minute, charged
to your phone bill.
.

/

1-900-680-MENU

money he or she makes a week.)
. .
Jolicoeur has been riding longer than any couner m Portland .
He got his start two and a half years ago at Intown Courier, and
has been riding as an independent for about a year and ~ half.
Like Goodman (and everybody else in this country), Jolicoeur'S
business was brisker in days gone by, but he doesn't see the
advent of fax machines as a major threat.
"They don't affect me as much," he said, "because I wO:k
more with a lot of advertising agencies, photographers, pnnters,
typesetters and illustrators. They can't really fax that kind of
stuff around."
In fact, the only thing that has hurt Jolicoeur in his career was
a brush with a wayward automobile.
"I was sitting on my bike next to a curb one day," he said. "A
guy didn't see me there and decided he w~s going to park very
quickly. I was laid up for a few days. Nothing was broken. It
wasn't serious."
Avoiding serious injury is the first order of business for all
bicycle couriers. So far, Jolicoeur has been able to do tha~.
"You just have to be careful," he said. "There are tounsts
here looking at the tops of buildings, walking backwards and
stuff. People turning one way and the blinkers going the other,
don't know where they are, whatever. It can be like a slalom
course out there."
Nobod y knows this fact better than Goodman, who has been
training riders to avoid the unthinkable for three years .
"In the seven years In town has been in business," he said,
"we've made 200,000 deliveries by bike, and we've probably
ridden 75,000 miles. And there've only been two injuries that
have caused someone to take time off the job. There've been a
couple of other scrapes, but nothing serious."
Uh-huh.
Well, that all depends on what yo~ call serious.

Ouch: the sound of work
Skip Austin, Intown's other full·time courier, hasn't been.
courie-ing for a few weeks now. Austin ha.d a som~what ser.lOus
encounter with the infrastructure - meamng he hit somethmg
solid - and hasn't been the same since.
"1 was run off the road on Monument Way," he said. "I just
got forced into the curb. People follow you and pull cl.oser and
closer until you have no recourse but to crash mto ~h~lr ca~ or to
try and ride as close to the curb as possible. I was ndmg With
one pedal over the curb and I caught the crack.
"It catapulted me about 20 feet," he said, "and I landed on
my shoulder. Then after 1 was down on the ground he drove
around me. Now I have a separated shoulder and a broken
collar bone. This was my first injury in 10 months."
It sounded serious to me. Skip seemed to be serious when he
talked about it - even belligerent. And not without good
reason.
"Cars are the third form of transportation allowed on the
road," he said, "pedestrians first, bikes second, cars last - and
then commercial vehicles after that. It's your fault if you hit a
bicycle rider."
Mike Leonard, the lone bike courier at Bits and Pieces, has
only been riding since the end of May and has already been hit,
though he somehow managed to avoid getting smooshed.
This reporter was sitting on the curb across from the
Nickelodeon's marquee when Leonard rode up on a pretzel that
was once an expensive mountain bike. The horizontal support
bar between the seat and the front fork was seriously bent out
of shape, as were the tires and just about everything else.
What happened?
"I was riding down Middle Street and this guy was stopped
at the comer of Middle and Exchange," he said. "As I started to
come into the intersection he started to pull out of Exchange
Street and then he saw me coming. So he came to another stop a
little way into the intersection. When I saw him comi~g out, I
swerved a little bit to the right, expecting him to continue. I was
just going to go around him, but he didn't con~nue,. so I just
stayed in the lane and kept gOing. When I got nght In front of
him, he started going again and hit me." (Sounds like a
contradance on wheels.) "He wasn't going very fast, but fast
enough to total my bike."
.
Leonard said that he doesn't have an extra $400 to $700 lymg
around to replace it.
What do you do?
"Ride a shaky, bent bike until the insurance settlement
comes," he said.
Leonard received his bachelor's degree in business administration in 1988. "I'm putting it to use now," he said, laughing.
Leonard was employed as the operations manager for a local
distributor, but was laid off in November.
"I did the temp scene for a while, and wound up getting this
job," he said. "It's a fun job. Everybody's pretty friendly toward
.
you. It's good to have a job you enjoy doing."

W.D. Cutlip is the Inst of the armchair daredevils.
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James Bay lies about 700 miles northwest of :ortland,
extending southward from giant Hudson Bay hke a fat th~mb,
This shallow saltwater bay is one of the largest no~her:' nver
drainage systems in the world. Virtually every major nver north
of the Great Lakes flows into James Bay.
And the provincial government of Quebec has plans to dam
virtually everyone of those rivers.
Hydro-Quebec, a utility owned and ope~ted by the province, has already spent $13.7 billion on the first of three parts of
the world's largest hydroelectric project,
..
James Bay I, which began construction in 1973 and flnlsh~
in 1985, dammed or diverted five of the rivers that had run mto
James Bay. The Phase I powerhouses generate 5,328 megawatts
of power, which is about the amount used every day by
Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode
Island combined.
. .
James Bay II, which was begun in 1987 and IS still under
construction would destroy 15 more rivers. These dams would
generate an;ther 10,000 me'gawatts. Construction on th~ next
Phase II dam, ca\1ed the Eastmain I, is scheduled to begm thiS
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Continued from front page

the project's 1971 announcement, "will be the key to the ..
economic and social progress of Quebec, the key to the pohtical
stability of Quebec, the key to the future of Quebec;"
..
It would also tum out to be the Key to Bourassa s political
career.
Since his election in 1970, Bourassa has been plagued by the
Quebecois movement, which seeks to liberate Quebec .from
Canada. In the early years, Bourassa used the economIc growth
promised by James Bay as a way to quell the threat of separat-

Billy Diamond

From

Unusual
Places

ism.
d' fed I
Recently, he has taken to threatening the ~ana Ian
era
government with separatism in order to obtam a favorable
environmental impact assessment for James Bay II.

Killing caribou, killing Cree

But while the French-speaking Quebecois are counting on
Hydro-Quebec to finance their cultural independe~ce, ~orthern
Cree and Inuit people claim that the James Bay project IS
destroying their land and their culture.
The shores of James Bay are home to caribou, moose and
beaver. Its waters are home to whales, walrus and po!ar bears.
The tidal marsh that separates the two forms. the stagmg area
for the "central flyway" used by migratory birds and ~ucks.
And it is from all of these places that the Cree and inUIt people
have always taken their livelihoods.
.
In 1973, the Cree took Hydro-Quebec to court. .A Judge
granted their injunction seeking to stop construction of Phase I,
year.
I uld
erect
And the third phase, a $100 billion Grand Canal, wo
but one week later that injunction was overturned by the
Quebec Court of Appeal. The provincial court ruled that
a 100-mile dike across the entire mouth of James Bay so that
because of the investment already made, Hydro-Quebec would
fresh water from the bay could be pumped to the ~reat Lakes
and from there to the Midwest and southwest United States.
suffer more from a delay in the project than the Cree would
IT completed, the entire project would flood more than 9,600
suffer from its implementation.
"We were ready to proceed in court, but we saw.the need to
square miles - and would affect an area larger than New
limit the damages ... We decided to attempt a negotiated
England, New York, New Jersey and Maryland combin~. The
settlement. We really had no other choice," writes former Cree
project would be visible from space, like the Great Wall m
Grand Chief Billy Diamond, who negotiated the James. Ba~ and
China.
ld
'd
h t
Northern Quebec Agreement, in a 1990 edition of ArctIC CIrcle
And if completed, the James Bay project wou proVl e w a
Hydro-Quebec ca\1s "cheap, clean energy" to Quebec, New
magazine.
Under the 1975 agreement, the Cree recognized C?u:bec's
England and New York.
.
sovereign rights to the region in exchange for $90 mllh?n. The
Faced with the decommissioning of dozens o~ agmg ~uclear
money was intended to pay for health care, social ser~ces,
power plants and frightened by unpredictable 011 supphes, .
education and economic development programs. A SimIlar
utilities in these states have welcomed Hydro-Quebec' s electrtcity. The New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) has agreed to
settlement was reached with the Inuit.
Hydro-Quebec touts the agreement as one that protects the
import 70 billion kilowatt hours of scheduled power.from
interests of the native peoples, and the money actually s~ent
Hydro-Quebec. New York and Vermont have also sIgned
has exceeded $225 million. But Cree and Inuit leaders claIm the
agreements to import electricity from Hydro-Quebec.
.
In the wake of these sorts of deals, the power of James Bay IS
programs are still insufficient.
"The agreement was based on the assumption that hydro:as much political as electric.
"James Bay," proclaimed Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa at
electric development was compatible with the Cree way of life
and with the environment," says Cree Grand Chief Matthew
Coon-Come. "But that is obvio).lsly not true."
.
And there is evidence that bears out Coon-Come's cla.lm:
• Roads built by Hydro-Quebec have opened the regIOn to
white hunters in search of bear, moose and caribou, as well as to
mining companies in search of copper, zinc, silver and gold.
• Flooding caused by James Bay I covered. 11,500 square
miles of caribou calving grounds, fish spawning areas and.
migratory bird habitat. In 1984 alone, more than 10,000 ca~bou
drowned after water was released from one of the reservOirs
during migration season.
• And the many fish that had once been a staple of the .Cree
diet were poisoned by a dangerous rise in mercury levels m the
water. Geese and caribou, the other Cree mainstays, are less
abundant.
.
In compensation, the Canadian govern~en~ proVlde~ dry
goods to the Cree. As a result, junk food, WIth It~ res~ting s
In April 1990, the Cree and Inuit made a voyage by
health problems, is becoming more prevalent. LtkeWlse~ drug
boat from Hudson Bay to the Hudson River to publicize
and alcoholism have become problems in Cree and inUIt
the role of U.S. electricity consumen In the destruction
villages formerly isolated from modern culture.
of their culture.
"You can't separate the people from the land - we are the
environment," says Cree spokesperson Jimmy Dic~. "People (to
the south) are abusing the land and water and ~ooking ~orth
toward us. We depend on the river system ",:hlch nounshes the
land, our mother. The damage being done WIll c;?ntnbute to the
genocidal impact already prevalent in our land.

"IJ I had known in 1975
what I now know
about the way
solemn commitments
become twisted
and interpreted, I would have
refused to sign the
James Bay Agreement."

Unique
Art &
Jewelry

In the courts, In the boardrooms
"IT I had known in 1975 what I now know about the way
solemn commitments become twisted and inte~ret~, I ,:ould
have refused to sign the James Bay Agreement, wntes BIlly
Diamond. '1 would have gone to the Supreme Court ~nd we
would have found other ways to block the project - m the
courts and on the ground."
And now, as construction of James Bay II gears up, .
Diamond's Cree and Inuit successors are readying for Just such
a war - in the courts and on the ground .
The natives' most compelling court battle concerns whe~her
or not Hydro-Quebec must regain their permission to continue
construction of Phase II. Hydro-Quebec maintains that the 1975

ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

725-6077
A Cree woman stands with her child In Great Whale River Village. Roads built by HydrO-Quebec have brought a
new lifestyle to the native villages of the James Bay region, but the hydroelectric dams themselves have taken
away an older way of life.
Photos/Chase Roe
agreement gives them the authority to proceed, but the Cree
and the Inuit disagree. Diamond and others even go so far as to
suggest that "Quebec's claim to all of Northern Quebec is still in
jeopardy because the James Bay Agreement has not been
respected. "
Other legal battles center on how the environmental impact
assessment of James Bay II will be conducted (the Cree want the
project considered as a whole, Hydro Quebec would like to take
it in pieces) - and on who will conduct it (the Cree expect the
federal government to make the assessment, Hydro-Quebec
would rather see the less-stringent province of Quebec in
charge).
But where the courts have been slow to respond, consumers
have not. As in the long struggle over nuclear power, board.
rooms have done quickly for James Bay what activists have
spent years trying to do.
The holdup over environmental review has already jeopardized power contracts in Vermont. Consolidated Edison and
Long Island Lighting Co. of New York are rethinking their need
for James Bay power.
And while the projects linger, the debts don't wait.
"Hydro-Quebec today has more U.S. dollar debt than any
corporation in the industrial world, except for a couple of the
biggest LBOs," writes investment banker Robert Blohm in his
column in The Wall Street Journal. And, writes Blohm, "Hydro
now plans to double the debt for even more grandiose projects
as it completes preparations for Quebec's exit from Canada."
Blohm maintains that Hydro-Quebec's tax-exempt and
politically controlled status have molded it into "a combined
bank and construction company that happens to provide
electricity. The name of the game has been to set electricity rates
high enough to meet interest payments."
Boston-based energy consultant Paul Messerschmidt agrees
that the rates are the issue.
'''The question is, did we really get a good deal?" asks
Messerschmidt, whose firm is employed by the Crees. 'When
they built it, everyone thought the price of oil was going to the
moon, maybe up to $100 per barrel. IT it had, it would have been
a good deaL"
Messerschmid t figures that if the cost of fuel oil drops below
$25.20 per barrel, New Englanders didn't get a good deal. This
summer, the price has hovered just over $20 a barrel.
"It's a stupid decision based on economics," concludes
Messerschmidt. "All the environmental issues are important,
but you can push all that stuff off the table and it's still a bad
idea."

This story was reported by Melinda Tuhus and written by Monte
Paulsen . Additional research assistance was provided by Northeast
Alliance to Protect James Bay. A different version of this story first
appeared in the Valley Advocate.
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What you can do to
help save James Bay
The Cree and Inuit people of the James Bay bioregion
have been joined by a growing number of Canadian and U.S.
supporters who are working to undo the energy agreements
already signed between Hydro-Quebec and U.s. power
companies, and to prevent new agreements from being
signed.
This approach has proven effecti ve here in Maine, where
a group called No Thank Q Hydro-Quebec was instrumental
in convincing Central Maine Power to cancel its James Bay
contract in 1989.
To find out more about how you can help protect James
Bay, contact one of the following groups:

• No Thank Q Hydro-Quebec
Star Route Box 2905
Dryden, ME 04225
207-645-2155

I

• Northeast Alliance to Protect james Bay
139 Antrim Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
617-491-5531
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Thar she blows! A humpbacked spending project!

Captain Violette,'s great, wide road
Having failed to convince us that not widening the Maine
Turnpike would sink the Maine economy, Captain Paul Violette
and his crew at the Maine Turnpike Authority have once again
changed course and are now attempting to justify the project by
harping about all the jobs it would create.
Like Ahab before him, Violette has become so obsessed with
his personal leviathan that he is willing to make a complete fool
of himself in order to wrest this great beast from the murky
depths of oblivion.
His latest tack was to steal $21,000 from the ship's purse, with
which he lured the fishy Augusta consulting firm of Weil &
Howe to look into the sea and tell him what color it was.
"Green," reported the wizened Weil.
"Yes, Ahab," hastened the happy Howe, "if you spend $100
million dollars, it will create a few new jobs."
''Thar she blows!" said Ahab. And on this cue, the boys of the
Maine Turnpike Authority put their boats on the road and set
out to harpoon the press.
But in their haste, none bothered or dared ask the old man
whether $100 million was a good price for a mere 256 construction jobs. None asked whether a short four years of construction
would really employ another 1,179 people providing materials,

food and "personal services."
Call me Ishmael, but that's no whale of a deal.
Want a job, sailor? Get some poor taxpayer to give you $100
million and for the next four years, you and 1,562 of your buddies can each take home an average annual Maine wage of
$16,000.
Or you can invest the money in tax-free bonds; living off the
interest alone, you and a mere 624 of your closest friends can fish
for the rest of your lives.
Better still, come ashore and start a
business. In the hands of just about
any landlubber, that kind of money would translate into two or
three thousand jobs - permanent jobs, not just four years before
the mast.
Avast.
Ahab has the smell of a dozen harborbound highway contractors on his breath and the porcine bellies of a hundred groveling
lawmakers in his pocket.
But even the greenhorns among the crew can see the difference between a real whale - and another of the old man's
humpbacked spending projects.
"Thar she blows!"
(MP)

Monster zucchini invade Kennebunk
• By Hannah Holmes

Last night my companion and I sat down to a
heaping pan of fresh zucchini sauteed in olive oil
with garlic and parsley. "Mmmm. Good," said Neil.
"You know what the best part is?" I asked. "It
used up four zucchinis."
"You were the one that planted all the zucchini,"
he said.
I am. And I'm not even crazy about zucchini the way the skin squeaks just before my teeth go
through makes me squirm. But I planted them and I
will eat them.
I planted them because owning a zucchini plant
borders on the miraculous. You put nothing in but a
seed and a little cow shit. You get a summer-long
parade of dark green food that shines among the
leaves like the mother lode.
(It's not that simple, really. In scientific terms, it
must happen something like this: Orienting itself
underground, the seed sends its leaves upward and
its roots downward. The leaves gather in sunlight
that's carefully filtered by a zucchini-friendly
atmosphere, and convert it to energy. Underground,
the roots draw on a bank account that predates my
cow shit by a few million years - the accumulated
bodies of dead leaves, bugs, deer, even the excrement of homo sapiens, digested and redigested by
diligent microbes. Using groundwater as a river, the
roots ferry these ancient nutrients up to the surface.
Where the good of the sun and the plenty of the

earth meet, large orange flowers pop out, followed
by zucchinis.)
Having a garden for the first time in 10 years has
brought my community - and the circle of life
around me - into
focus. My beautiful
green vegetables
have become a point
of reference against which I can gauge my place
within the scheme of things. For starters, there are
yellow-and-black-striped bugs to contend with. I
know I've got to kill them if I'm to eat, but while
Neil calmly smears them between his fingers, I
shake them off the leaves and try to step on them
before they crank up their clumsy wings. I'm not
sure whether my squeamishness is rooted in a
reverence for all life, or in some primal fear of bug
guts. Either way, I am looking the competing species
in the eye and acknowledging its sacrifice to my
survival. (Don't feel too sorry for them. They
reproduce prolifically, a right I have waived.)
Then there's the "supply side" of my community
- the Shop 'n Save up the street. Yesterday as I
wandered through, I spotted a basket of zucchini.
They were pathetic little guys - soggy, scarred and
expensive. I felt insulted that Shop 'n Save would
even offer me such crap, trucked in from godknows-where, when all over the state zucchini
plants are doing their utmost to bury us in shiny
green exuberance. The Spirit of Zucchini was
whispering to me once again: Shop 'n Save isn't in

citizen

the doing-good business; it's in the money-making
business. Ah, zucchini, shatterer of all illusions.
The most obvious part of my community, the
people, is giving me the most trouble. Thanks to the
astounding bounty of the plant, I have food to give.
That is a rare and thrilling experience these days whom to bestow this treasure on?
(When I was a kid, all our neighbors grew their
own, so the extras lay beneath the leaves and grew
enormous. With paring knives, we would give them
eyes and "whale tails," then release them into the _
wilds of my grandmother's pond . There was enough
to go around, in that community.)
Neither of my neighbors has a garden. Yet I don't
give them my zucchinis. One household is so
attuned to the power mower, the Chevy Suburban
and the TV that I don't think my squash would get
through. The other set has never crossed the line
between our homes, although I've been over many
times to fetch my amiable dog. I may go yet, but
probably not with the jubilant generosity I envisioned when I planted those seeds.
When the garden has spent its summer allowance
and toppled into fall, we'll leave this community.
And when next spring rolls around, wherever I am,
I'll push a few seeds into the dirt. The zucchini will
rise again, and I'll get another chance to stop and
take stock of how I'm grOwing.
Hannah Holmes is a Casco Bay Weekly reporter emerita from
Kennebunk who is in the money-making business as a
reporter and editor for Garbage magazine.
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letters

to further insult us all by
presuming to "help" women
by boycotting the Afghan
Restaurant because its owner
is a Muslim?
In my experience, the
Afghan Restaurant displays
honesty, integrity and
graciousness, and its owner
emanates a presence of grace,
gentleness and humility. And

Cultural
muckraking
I would like to express my
reaction to Todd Walton's
recent article on "The myths
of love and romance" (CBW
7.18.91), which seemed to
attribute such diverse
cultural and global ills as
addiction, gender oppression,
abuse, mass murder, the fall
from "civilization," infidelity,
sexual dysfunction, and
obsessiveness to an archetypal concept. The author has
obviously missed the very
rich and human lessons this
myth offers all of us, and
instead uses it as a vehicle for
the whiny and largely
unconstructive cultural
muckraking CB W is becoming known for.
I am not an authority on
analytical psychology, but it
seems to me that the first
lesson about myths is that
they are not meant to be
taken literally. In other
words, the bottom line of the
story of Cupid and Psyche is
not about phYSically attractive men and women doing
gender role-playing with
lethal weapons. To reduce the
idea of romantic love to lust,
sexual abuse and slavery says
more about the author's
psyche than it does about the
potential for the marriage of
the woman and man in all of
us. Pass the word to Cicero ...
I'm also getting pretty
tired of the idealization of
matriarchal civilization and
the "wise and peaceful and
regenerative" Great Goddess.
Has it occurred to anyone
that any culture during any
period of history which is
dominated by any force, idea
or "energy" is inherentl y
imbalanced? Matriarchy and
patriarchy are two extremes,
and as such are both dangerous. Our challenge as
humans with unavoidable
gender aspects is to find
room for both of these
manifestations of being
(along with their dark sides),
in ourselves, in our relationships (including our romantic
ones), and in our collective
world.
I'll stop by suggesting that
we stop the bashing and try
to learn the lessons which are
everywhere we bring an open
heart.

Ceu/c:?~
Carol A. Gillis
Portland

Religion bashing
I am responding to Bonnie
Moore's attack on Muslims
and the Afghan Restaurant in
the name of women's rights
(CBW7.1O.91). Sure Muslim
women do not have equal
rights, but neither do women
from most religions. IT the
issue is women's rights or
human rights then name it as
such without dragging
religion-bashing into it.
To attack a religion in the
name of women's rights is to
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AI Abbott walts for takers
on Congress Street July 27.

attack a very serious issue
sideways, thus obscuring the
real problem and creating
new ones. To sarcastically
ridicule a people and their
tradition as well as trivialize
their pain and suffering is to
violate their human rights.
Can we use abusive and
aggressive tactics to achieve
human rights? Or is that just
role reversal? Does Ms.
Moore support human rights
or female dominance?
Inequality exists in all of
our vital institutions (religion, government, business,
education, families, etc.) and
when they are unhealthy we
all suffer. Change is absolutely necessary if we are to
survive. We need only look at
our own workplace, religion,
spiritual community, school,
and family to find human
rights violations. When we
stand up for our rights on the
job or in our own communities we can effect real change,
albeit at the risk of being
abused and persecuted.
When we attack others who
are outside of our sphere of
influence we change very
little, risk nothing and
perpetuate the problem by
creating more victims.

seen

While I truly support
women's rights, I have no
interest in a male/female role
reversal as the tone of Ms.
Moore's letter suggests. That
would be like saying OK,
dad, you beat me since I was
born so to make it right I am
going to beat you until you
die. In case no one has
noticed, matriarchal societies
didn't last either. If I boycotted every restaurant and
business that had ties with
patriarchal religions and
organizations I would
probably never spend
another penny.
!f/1/tU)o'IY

• By Tonee Harbert
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Anthony Jaccarino
Portland

Value Imposition
It has been a few weeks
since I read Bonnie Moore's
letter "Advice for Muslims"
(CBW7.10 .91) and it continues to bother me. In her letter
she imposes her own values
on another culture. It is one
thing for American women to
stand together with Muslim
women who are fighting for
increased righ ts. It is another

to tell people of a different
religion how to live.
Rather than boycott
Muslim businesses we should
respect their right to pray as
they wish. When Muslim
women ask for our help, that
will be the time to rise to the
occasion.

~r-Portland

Moore bashing ...
Which is more oppressive:
Muslim men speaking for
Muslim women or Bonnie
Moore speaking for Muslim
women?
Personally, I find ethnocentric jingoism oppressive,
especially when it parades
under the banner of "politically correct consumerism"
(an ethnocentric oddity in
itself). And I find particularly
oppressive the undertones of
religiOUS bigotry and xenophobia. (How dare these silly
savages make a distinction
between the sensual and the
spiritual, and in my country.)
Is it "pro-women" to
portray women as victims, or

If;: :~'7;:!~~"
Steven J. Priestley . \
Portland

... and Moore
bashing
I am responding to Bonnie
Moore's letter"Ad vice for
Muslims" (eB W 7.10.91). The
First Amendment of the
Constitution makes this
country great. We appreciate
Ms. Moore's concern about
Muslim women; however,
the religion is not based on
how Ms. Moore feels. Islam is
based on the teachings of the
Koran and Islamic laws.
My concern is Ms. Moore's
hidden objective. Why
doesn't Ms. Moore get out of
the closet and tell the public
her personal violence and
anger directed to these
peaceful Muslims? What is
her motive to draw distinctions between Muslims and
Jews? We are not at war with
Jews, and we don't appreciate her initiative.
What has religion got to
do with restaurant business?
I think her competition trick
is cheap, immoral, irrational
and illegal. I would like to
gi ve her some ad vice. If Ms.
Moore becomes knowledgeable about the Islamic
religion, we will take her
ad vice. Also, try to find a
distinction between a woman
and a wife. A Muslim woman
is God's gift to a man and
vice versa. We protect them
as our most valuable treasure.
The solution to Ms.
Moore's problem is financial;
therefore, if she contributes
$100,000, we will meet her
expectations. I know it is Ms.
Moore's ignorance about the
subject that pushes her into
the position she is in today.
We invite Ms. Moore to
the light of Islam, that will
save her from the miseries
she is struggling with today.
Before you take such a step
Ms. Moore, your advice is as
useless as it is indispensable.

()J£k
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MosesjAli Sebunya &
Abrahim Habibiz
Portland

Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brIef as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.
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The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the Thursday prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and LIstings Information to: Ellen L1burt,
Casco Bay Weekly, 551 A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.

Entertainment

• Come out of the woodwork and attend a reception
tonight from 5-7 for
printmaker Margery
Niblock. Her works are a
cut above the rest and will
be on display tonight from
5-7 at Books, Etc., 38 Exchange St., Portland. Call
774-0626 for details.

• The 1991 Maine Festival
starts today. It will feature a
traditional arts "village,"
folk arts demonstrations,
blues, jazz and rock 'n' roll,
international dance and
music, exhibitions and open
studios, a crafts market and
Downeast gourmet foods.
Performances and demon-

strations will take place
from noon till 9 p.m., rain or
shine. Tickets are $9 for
adults, $4 for kids under 16
and seniors 65; they're
available in advance at most
Shop 'n Save supermarkets
and at the gate. Call Maine
Arts, Inc. at 772-9012 for a
full schedule and more info.
See page 25 for a preview.
• Rhythm Chowder:
Tonight at cafe no, you can
hear the eclectic sounds of
pianist & composer Bevan
Manson's band, Rhythm
Chowder. Bassist Bob
Nieske and drummer Matt
Wilson round out the trio.
"For me, basically," says
Bevans, "jazz is instant
composition and telling a
story, and trying to tell it a
little differently every time.
You have to get hold of the
material you're given,
whether it's original or
something else, and try to
see what's inside it." See
what's inside Rhythm
Chowder tonight and
tomorrow at 9 & 11 p.m.
Cover is $5. Call 772-8114
for more of the score.

• Bookworm alert: Portland
Public Library (5 Monument Square) will hold a
book sale today from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in the Rines Room,
offering 1,500 to 2,000 titles
for sale at 50 cents each. Call
the library at 871-1700, ext.
728, for footnotes.
• It's "The Real Thing": The
Theater Project will close its
summer season with a
production of this Tony
Award-winning play by
Tom Stoppard, best-known
for "Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead."
Frank Rich of The New York
Times called this play "the
most bracing play that
anyone has written about
love and marriage in years."
Time Magazine said: "It
marks the return of radiance
- verbal, intellectual,
emotional, theatricaL" Casco
Bay Weekly says, "Go see it
tonight at 8." Tickets: $10
for adults, $8 for students &
senior citizens, Sunday tix
two for $15. Call 729-8584
for reservations.

• Under the big top:
Vidbel's aide Tyme Big Top
Family Circus comes to the
Seashore Trolley Museum
today and will feature high
trapeze artists, a dog and
pony show, Asian elephants, baboons & stiltwalking. The museum is
located in Kennebunkport
on Log Cabin Road, which
turns off Route 1 about four
miles south of Biddeford.
Tickets, if purchased in
advance, are $5 for everyone over the age of 3. On
the day of the show, prices
are $6 (3-11) and $7 (12 and
over). Shows are at 1:30
and 4 p.m. For further
information, call 967-2800.

Meet an elephant from the wrong side of the tracks Sunday.
August 11.

• Don't pay through the
nose to see "Cyrano de
Bergerac," a tale of
unrequited love starring
Gerard Depardieu as the
soldier with the schnozz
who woos his beautiful
cousin Roxanne for fellow
soldier Christian, who is
also in love with her.
Tickets are $3.50 at The
Movies on Exchange Street.
You can see true love won
by a nose at 7 or 9:30 p.m.
Call 772-9600 for details.

• She's back! And she's
better than ever... If you
were unfortunate enough to
miss "Lady Day at
Emerson's Bar & Grill" the
first time around, Portland
Stage Company has brought
Lanie Robertson's acclaimed musical back for
anotl)er run from Aug. 1531. The incandescent Paula
Newsome returns as Billie
Holiday and Oem
Moorman reprises his role
as Holiday's accompanist
Jimmy Powers in this
blistering musical biography of the Voice of Jazz.
Hear her tonight at 8.
Tickets are $10-$24 at the
PSC box office, 25A Forest
Ave. Call 774-0465 for
reservations.

• "Mellow music for Mother
Nature-minded mammals":
Other reviewers have
compared The Samples' mix
of reggae/folk/rock/
bluegrass to the music of
REM and The Police. Known
as much for their thoughtful
lyrics - about the environment, relationships, elephant

poaching in East and
Southern Africa, you name
it, they've probably sung it if
it's thoughtful- this
Boulder, Colorado band
normally sings for Arista
Records but you can hear
them tonight at 9:30 at Father
O'Hara's Public House, 45
Danforth St., Portland.
Admission is $3. Call 871·
1579 for details.

• Parisian Leisure and the
Art of the Impressionists:
Melissa Organek of Portland Museum of Art
education department will
give a gallery talk on 19thcentury life in the French
capital as she leads visitors
through the Impressionism
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The snapdragons are in bloom.
Re lax in the shade of the
penta-wing canopy, share a split
of wine or a home-baked pastty
with a friend. Enjoy breakfast,
lunch, dinner or Sunday brunch
on our garden patio - Portland's
oasis of civilization.

THE

WES10E
Q[6TAUQ ,INT

58 Pine Street

773·8223

- Thu.rsday, AUS.... , 8:
K. Barry Saunders Quintet
featuring Alan Nevew
-Fri. & Sal., AUSu.s19 & 10:
from Booton pianist
Bevan Manson and bi8 Trio
featuring drummer
Matt Wilaon of the
Charlie Kolhaae Quintet
& bassist Boh Nieake
of "Wolf Soup"
- Coming AUS.... t 16 & 17
Cecil McBee
reservatioD8 welcome

clo8ed sunday. & mondayo
20 danforth .t. - 772-8114

255

RAFFLES
C . A . F . E
BCXJKSfORE

MON - SAT 8 TO 5 . THUR 8 TO 7

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND .. 761 ·3930

• Apocalyptic, clairvoyant,
visceral, post-everything:
Hear Dinosaur Jr. play
hard-core/punk rock
tonight at 9 at Zootz (31
Forest Ave., Portland).
"Random hostility and
giant chunks of noise," said
Spin. "Art inspired and
inspirational boner," opined
Matter. "The best new band
in America," concluded the
Village Voice. Tickets are $9
in advance at Bad Habits or
$10 at the door. For more
info, call 773-8187.

Cheap t rill: a Fran talk
u.s. Rep. Barney Frank will visit Portland August lS to
address The Matlovich Society, an educational and
cultural organization of gays and lesbians. Frank will
most likely speak on a broad range of issues - though
it's hard to say, since he believes lengthy recitations of
biographical information and a speaker's agenda are
usually boring and thus does not supply them ahead of
time.
This much, however, is known about the openly gay
Massachusetts Democrat: For years Frank has been
Congress' leading voice in favor of Immigration reform In
the United States; part of
this reform was Intended to
remove the restrictions
placed on the Immigration
of gay and lesbian people to
this country. The congressman also advocates using
the peace dividends from
the apparent subsidence of
a Soviet military threat for
this country's social agenda
- particularly universal
health care, the elderly and
AIDS funding.
"He is absolutely funny as hell," says the society's
acting executive director Ron McClinton, adding that
Frank is well·known for his Intelligence, honesty and
forthright manner.
Frank will speak at 7:30 p.m. at the Portland Museum
of Art, 7 Congress Square. A reception will follow. The
society's board had originally Intended the speech to be
free to the gay community, but couldn't agree on how
members of the audience would prove their sexual
affiliation. Now it's free for everyone. Too bad: the
difference in admission might've Inspired a few people to
come out of closets they never inhabited.
Call The Matlovlch Society at 773-4444 for details.

Doing Strange Things in
The Name of Art
presents:

: hand
It:S1i
o al
I . Maine'S Famous
Visit..•

BON TEMP ZYDECO BAND

FRANK
MORGAN
Solurday, August 10, Bpm

Portland Performing
Arts Center
25A Forest Ave.
Tickels $15 Call 774{)465
Also available at Amadeus
& Gallery MusiC.
Sponsored by W/lf{JX.

Friday, August 30th
8:30 pm, $8.75
Morrell Hall
on the
BowdOin College
Campus, Brunswick
Tix Available at
- Record Exchange. Portland
• Play It Again. Yarmouth
• Macbeans Music. Brunswick
• Bowdoin College Events Office

tnfolCharge by phone:
Call 725-3201
8:30-5:00 Mon. - Fri.

I Natural Phenomenon
I Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated
I Coach Tours - Nature Trans
I
- Sand Mist -I 783 Bam
I • World's largest Sand Painting
- Gift Shop - Store

b)

DIRECny FROM USI

...

AWARD WINNER AT THE
' CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING:
1987.1989.1990. 1991

Open May 10th
to October 14th
Tel. (207) 865-6962

FEATURING OVER
20 FLAVORS IN 3 SIZES

WITH THIS AD. $1 OfF
ADULT ADMISSION

ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY
PORTLAND. MAINE 04103

ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE

IV I N \\' I': I.I .S

BUY YOUR CHIEESE,CAKE

...
...
MAIL ORDER AVAILABlE

...

207·797-9WJ

Thur Fri Sat AUG 8 . 17

on

Reservations
Phone: 883-0507
TIckets: $15.00
sale at Bookland downtown

772-4045
The Theater at
Maine Savings Plaza
Brown & Congress, Ptld.
8 pm Curtain

Park in Freeport is offering
"Secrets of the Shore" today
at 2 p.m. Walk in a salt
marsh and on the rocky
shore as you look for lesserknown animals and the
innermost secrets of plants
surviving in this harsh
environment. The walk and
talk, led by Pat Bailey,
interpretive specialist for
the Bureau of Parks &
Recreation, are free with
park admission: $1.50 for
those 12-64,50 cents for 511, and free for those under
4 and over 65. Fer shore:
call 865-4465 for more
details.

·9PM ·
' " THE ULTIMATE DANCE BAND
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Off U.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd .• Dept. CB •
Freeport 04032

UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

• Eiders, seals, osprey and
cormorants, a my! Maine
Audubon offers a tour of
Boothbay Harbor today
from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Experience Maine's beautiful
midcoast region on this
summertime cruise through
tidal waters of the Kennebec
Ri ver. Rafts of eiders, seals,
osprey, cormorants and
eagles are all likely
sightings. Cost is $20. To
reserve your space,
call 781-2330.
• The secret life of plants: If
you can't make the cruise,
Wolfe's Neck Wood's State

Meet the artist Thursday, August 8.

I ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO L.L. BEAN
I
Come to Freeport,

Continental Breakfast
Special
.. small orange juice
.. espresso
.. muffin, bage4 coffee
cake or cinnamon toast

Have a ball at the Maine Festival, Friday-Sunday,
August 9-11.

exhibition today at 5:15 p.m.
and tomorrow at 12:30. It's
free with Impressionism
exhibit admission. Call 7756148 for further details.

SPECIAL
GUESTS

FRIIUG 16TH· $9 ADV . $1 ()@ DOOR

IBA
WITH

:5iNO~URJr~~

=

.oN lUG 19TH (DATE /IIOVED FROM THE 13TH)
..... THE ULTIMATE IN SOUKOUS FROM AFRICA · $ 10

CWI

KANDA}30N@oMAN
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Entertainment
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS

Open Ooora Director Gianno Amelio tells
Ihe story of ajurist in pre-war, fascislltaly
presiding over a murder Irail. His antipathy to a recenUy imposed death senlance impels him to examine Ihe details
of the case more closely.

Maine's Best Selection of Outdoor Furniture
Classic

ELEGANT4S"
TEAK GARDEN BENCH
REG $295
.peclal $175

PORCH
ROCKER IN
SOLID OAK
REG $139
~$99

• Continued from 10-dJ,y CALENDAR

SILVER
SCREEN

Relax in the LafUJDa
OUTDOOR RECLINER
CHOICE OF COLORSFOLDS FOR EASY STORAGE

major credit cards
288 Fore So...,t
77+1322

FRENCH PARK
FURNITURE
THE LOOK OF A FRENCH
OUTDOOR CAFE

in-store financing , free parking

BANGOR

ELLSWOIITH

170 Park Street
942-6880

High Street
667-3615
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dogs. Disney at its spotted best.
Ar Carmela Story of a musiC-hail troupG
laken prisoner by fascisl forces in Spain
in 19381hal is forced 10 prelend they are
supporlers of Franco and provide enterlainmenl for the war-weary forces al the
same lime. Slars Carmen Maura of
"Women on the Verge of a Nervous
Breakdown.' Direcled by Carlos Saura.
Baekdraft Two fire-fighting brolhers in
Chicago come to lerms with the memory
of their lale fireman father, their resentmenl toward each other and each olher's
differenl approach 10 the profession during on ongoing arson investigalion. Robert DeNiro is a fire-fighting invesligator,
and Donald Sutherland plays Ihe arsonist.
Bill & Ted'. Bogue Journey More advenlures (as if we needed them) in the life
and limes of Bill & Ted. Starring Alex
Winter and Keanu Reeves.
Boyz N the Hood South Central Los
Angeles' mean slreels are the backdrop
forthisslory aboul inner city kids trying 10
grow up unscalhed in an envlronmenl
riddled with gangs and drugs.
City Slick..... Three middle-aged New
York men - Billy Cryslal, Bruno Kirby
and Daniel Siern- attempt to recapture
their lost youth by going on a modernday caltle drive.
Cyrano de Bergerae Based on Edmund
DeRostand's epic of unrequited love,
this film - the most expensive ever
produced in France - stars Gerard
Depardieu. English subtitles were translated in verse by author Anthony Burgess (Clockwork Orange, et al).
Delirious John Candy stars as the daytime TV drama wriler of "Beyond Our
Dreams,' who finds himsell transported
from reality 10 Ihe wacky wonderful world
of daytime lelevision.
Double Impact Story about twin brothers
Irying 10 find the person who killed their
falher. Stars Dutch dynamo Jean Claude
Van Danvne.
Doc Hollywood Michael J. Fox stars as a
plastic surgeon on his way 10 Hollywood
who gels sidetracked in South Carolina
and falls in love.
Everybody's FIne Story of an old man,
played by Marcello Mastroianni, who
goes to visit his grown children Ihroughoulltaly and discovers that they are not
who Ihey say lhey are. Directed by
Giuseppe
Tornalore
("Cinema
Paradiso").
Hot Shots Charlie Sheen and Lloyd
Bridges star in this spoof aboul the Top
Gun pilols of our armed services.
Jungle Fever Spike Lee's new film aboul
inlerracial love. Says Lee, 'We wanted
the two neighborhoods - that black!
Italian thing:
La Femme Nlklta French thriller in which
a woman becomes a secret agenHor her
country 10 escapG a death senlence for
kiling a policeman. Then she falls in love
and begins to question Ihe moralily of
her line of work,
Mobaters Christian Slater and some bratpack hangers-on star in this 1930s' period piece aboul gangslers in Chicago.

WHAT'S
WHERE
General Cinemas

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022
Dates effective Aug 9-Aug 15
101 Delmatlans (G)
1:15,3:10,5:10,7
BIIckdrllft (R)

9
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who likes to rob banks when he's nol on
his board. Gary Busey and Keanu
Reeves play FBI agents who go undercover in shorls and tans to catch the
surfboarding bank robbers. Now here's
a story.
Pure Luck DannyGloverand Martin Short
star in Ihiscomedy aboul a private invesligator whose luck is so bad he is hired to
find a girl just as unlucky as he.
Regarding Henry Harrison Ford plays a
ruthless New York lawyer with a lousy
marriage who is forced to reprioritize his
lifeaflersuffering a serious brain injury in
a near-falal accidenl. Also stars Annette
Bening.

Rocketeer Based on Ihe popular comic
book series, Bill Campbell assumes Ihe
Me alias in !his action tale aboul a daredevil pilot who, donning a streamlined
helmet to hlcie hIS Identity and strappIng
a rocket pack to his back, becomes an
ally to G-men in their battle against Nazi
agents. Siory is sel in 1938.
Robin Hood Kevin Costner plays Ihe legendary hero of Sherwood Foresl in this
sweeping epic filmed in England. Among
Ihe ensemble are Christian Slater, Morgan Freeman and Mary Elizabeth
Mastranlonio.
Shipwrecked Wall Disney's 'Robinson
Crusoe' for kiddies. Tale of kids shipwrecked on an island who find some
pirate treasure and some pirates who
return to Ihe island in search of their
Ireasure and find the kids inslead.
Terminator 2 A bigger, more explosive
sequel to the 1984 hi!. Arnold
Schwarzenegger slars as a kindhearted
cyborg from the future who does battle
this time with another, nol-se-kindhearted
terminator .
Thelma & Louise Two women leave their
crummy menfolk at home to head oul on
the road. They encounter crummy men
everywhere Ihey go. Thank God Ihere
are no cullural slereolypGS in cinema
anymore. With Geena Davis and Susan
Sarandon.
Truly, Medly. Deeply A cello player who
dies comes back as a ghost 10 live wilh
his wife, who tires of him and kicks him
oul of the house. Stars Alan Rickman
and Juliet Slevenson. Directed by Anthony Minghella.

Hot Shots (PG-13)
12:30,2:40,5,7:10,9:15
Pure Luck (PG)
12:20, 2:30, 4:50, 7:30, 9:35
Regarding Henry (PG-13)
12:30,2:55,5:20,7:45,10:10
Naked Gun 2112 (PG-13)
12:40, 2:50, 5:20, 7:20, 9:25
Robin Hood (PG-13)
1,4,7,9:55
Mobsters (R)
12:50,3:15,5:30,7:45, 10

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511
Dates effective Aug 9-Aug 15
Shows 1-4 Sun-Thurs;
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat
Bill & Ted's Bogus
Joumey(PG)
1,4,7:10, 10, 12:20
Doc Hollywood (PG-13)
1 :30, 4:20,7:30, 10:20, 12:30
Point Break (R)
12:40,3:40,6:50,9:40,12:10
Double Impact (R)
1 :20, 4:10,7:20,10:10,12:25
Terminator 2 (R)
12:30,3:30,6:40,9:30, 12:15
Delirious (PG)
1 :40,4:30, 7:40,9:50, 11 :55
City Slickers (PG-13)
12:10, 3:20, 7, 9:20, 11 :45
Boyz N The Hood (R)
t '10, 3:50, 6:30, 9, 11 :30

The Movies
10 Exchange SI., Portland
772-9600
Cyrano de Bergerac (PG)
Aug 7-Aug 13
Wed 9:15
Thurs-Mon 7, 9:30
Tues 7
Sal-Sun Mat I, 3:30
Open Doors (R)
Aug 14-Aug 18
Tues 9:30
Wed-Sat 7, 9
Sat-Sun MatI

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets,
Portland
772-9751
Dates effective Aug 9-Aug 15
Thelma & Louise (R)
2, 6:40, 9:20
Truly, Madly, Deeply (NR)
1 :50,6:50,9:10
Jungle Fever (R)
1 :40, 6:30
La Femme Niklta (R)

9
Ay Carmela (NR)
1 :20,7:10,9:30

V.I_ Warshawskl (R)
1 :30, 7:20, 9:45
Everybody's Fine (NR)
1 :10,7,9:40

Pride's Corner Drive-In

V,I_ Waraha_kl Kathleen Turner plays a
privale eye who carries a large gun and
an even larger ego.
Naked Gun 2 1/2 1I.
tigales an explosion al a Washington,
D. C. energy plant and the case reinvolves
him wilh his old girlfriend. Stars Priscilla
Presley, Leslie Nielsen, George ,Kennedy
and O.J. Simpson.

Route 302, Westbrook
797-3154
Open nightly through Labor Day
Rocketeer (PG-13)
8:15
Shipwrecked (PG-13)
11:15
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"Ain't No Such Thing as a Bogle"
Schoolhouse Arts Cenler atSebago Lake
presents this medieval melodrama complete wHh a spoiled princess, dreaded
bogies and a handsome prince. For kids
of all ages. Show runs Tues & Wed eves
aI7:30 pm, Aug 13-28. Tickels are $4.
The schoolhouse is localed at the intersection of routes 114 & 35 in Sebago
Lake Village. Call 642-3743 for info.
"All My Life" Shoestring Theale(s final
pGrformance of an adult thealer piece
based on oral hislory of women from the
wesl end of Portland during the early
nna Young as Gertrude Stein (left) and Nkole Wolf Gilbert as
part of this century. This show is staged
with pUppGts, shadows, dance and muAllee B. Toklas.
sic. During ils spring pGrformances it
played losold-oulhouses, so come early
II
for these final shows of an original work
that exposes changes in Portland and
her neighborhoods. Aug 10 at 8 and Aug
11 at 5, al Reiche School gym, 166
Brackel! SI, Portland. $5 donation. Call
• Written by Win Wells, directed by Kathleen Mary
77 4-1502 for info.
With TIna Young and NIcole Wolf Gilbert
"Anything Goes" Community Little TheAt the former Bookland, Brown & Congress
atre of Auburn celebrates Cole Porter's
l00th birthday with a presentation of his
streets, portland
high seas musical adventure. Aug 9,10,
15,16 & 17 at 8 pm. There will also bea
In the idle meanderings of wishful thinking it has crossed my
senior citizen/sludenl dress rehearsal
mind
that I wished I could spend an afternoon in Gertrude Stein's
Aug 8 al7 :30 pm althe Performing Arts
living
room, Gertrude Stein lived in - indeed, was the ~rande dame
Center, Greal Falls School, Auburn. Adm
of - one of those peculiar times in the history of humanity. when a
is $9. For reservalions, call 795-5853.
"Big RIver" Mark Twain's great classical
great collection of geniuses decides (who knows why) to ~hmb
novel "The Adventures of Huckleberry
down from their stars and hang out together at some deSIgnated
Finn" comes to the Maine Siale Music
spot on Earth, One of those times was between World Wars I and
Theatre stage as "Big River: running
through Aug 10. Evening performances
and the designated spot was Paris.
., ..
nightly al 8, malinees Thurs & Sat.
Much of that hanging out was done in Gertrude Stein s hVlng
Pickard Theatre, Memorial Hall, Bowdoin
room. And Stein held court there for 34 years with her companion, a
College, Brunswick. Admission:$ID-$21.
fellow American ("Please don't call us expatriates") Alice B. Toklas.
For reservations, call 725-8769.
Last week I got my wish: I hung out in their living room a~d was .
"Carou.el" The Freeport Community
privy to their gossip, their inside jokes, their concerns, thetr sardonic
Players will perform Rogers &
Hammerstein's musical Aug 9, 10, 16 &
wittiness, and the ties of understanding that bound them to each
17, starting at 7:30 pm. Set in a fishing
other.
village on the coasl of Maine early this
Doing Things in the Name of Art, a NYC artists' co-op, turned
cenlury, "Carousel' is Ihe tale of starthat living room into a veritable. "Louvre lnco~n,:e" -: a casual
crossed romance occasioned by a trav·
eling circus that makes a summer stop at
gallery space for the just-becomlng-known artIstic g.emuses of t~e
Ihe small village. Tickels are $8, $6 for
20th century. "The pictures .. ," says Alice B. Toklas In her aut~blOg
studenls & seniors. At Freeport High
raphy (actually written by Stein), "completely covered the whIteSchool. For info, call 865·6041.
washed walls, right up to the
"Cinderella" WindhamCenter Stage Thetop
of the very high ceiling:
atre presents Richard Rogers' and Oscar Hammerslein's musical version of
Cezannes, Renoirs, Matisses,
the universal fairy tale. Performances
Picassos, Braques, Gauguins,
are Aug 9 & 10 al7 pm and Aug 11 at 2
Manguins, and Toulouse-Lautrecs. It is very ~ifficult:: she expl.ains,
pm. Reserve tickels by calling Doug
"now that everyone is accustomed to everything, to gIVe some Idea
Prichard at 774-7926 or Marrianne Libby
aI892·3315.
of the kind of uneasiness one felt when one first looked at all these
·Closer Than Ever" The Thomas Playpictures on these walls."
.
house presents this musical with two
Her meaning (now that we are used to everything) must be that
men and two women about the probthe world had not yet become accustomed to the Post-Impressionlems, joys, frustrations and challenges
ists. Gauguin, after all, painted not formal salon portraits of upperof the '90s. Runs through Aug 24 wilh an
8 pm curtain. Senior and group raleS
class white ladies in jewels and gossamer dresses, or even Impresavailable. The playhouse is located on
sionist landscapes but instead (gasp) black people doing mundane
Route 302 in Casco. For reservalions
activities such as bathing and washing clothes, Picasso painted
call 655-3281 ; fordinnerllheatre call The
people with three sides to their faces and at peculi~r ~ngles.
Olde House Reslaurant al 655-7841.
Comedy at the Cave Every Thursday at
And into this room walled with avant-garde paintings came the
8 pm, comedians Tim Ferrell, Joanne
avant-garde writers: Hemingway wrote about wine, women,
Chessie & Kevin Shone marvel Ihe
bullfights and real men, in sentences using only one verb, FItzgerald
masses al the Cave (29.5 Forest Ave).
had the audacity to admit that the rich were different fro~ the res~
Their no-holds-barred, two-hour comedy slug fesl will jab , jolt and joslle your
of us. Ezra Pound wrote pro-fascist tracts and was hung In a cage In
humor
mbranes. Ferrell, Chassie &
the streets of Pisa for his efforts.
Shone serve up a different show every
These were really interesting people, and they came to sit at the
Thursday, with a diverse mix of audifeet
of Gertrude Stein, while Alice B. Toklas did her needlepoint in a
ence-suggested improvisalions, new
low chair off to the side and took it all in. And formed her opinions.
sketches and monologues. Serious fun
for only $3. For more info, call 879-0070.
Echoing the repetitive cadences of her writin~ Stein, ,!he. self"The Fisherman'. Wife" will be peracknowledged genius, repeats throughout this play, Alice has
formed by Ihe Kracke~ack Theatre Comalways understood."
pany Aug 13 at 7 pm, Winslow Homer
Indeed it is Toklas' quieter genius that is acknowledged and. .
Cenler for Ihe Arts, Scarborough High
celebrated in this play, whose title comes from the outspoken dlshke
School, routes 1 &114. Ticksls available
at Ihe library one week belore perforthat existed between Toklas and Hemingway, apparently at one
mance and at the door. Adulls $2, chilpoint a lover of Stein's. Toklas belittled him, saying that his books,
dren $1. Call 883-4723 lor info.
like
his women were all the same, and that in general he
"Gertrude stein & A Companion"
underwhelmed her. And he belittled her by referring to the pair of
Through the Paris salon 01 Gertrude
Stein and Alice B. Tolllas passed the
women as "Gertrude Stein and a companion." But were it not for
luminous talenls of an era: Picasso,
this peculiar companion who ~ore dramatic dang~ing earrings and
Braque, Matisse, Hemingway, Fitzgerald.
bizarre hats, who did needlepoint on patterns deSIgned for her by
DoIng Strange Things in the Name of
Picasso and understood things, much of Stein's work might not be
Art, a co-op for performing artisls, presenls a rich, iluminaling portrait of both
known.
Stein's celebrated career as a writer and
Toklas' devotion to Stein was absolute, and continued after
her enduring relalionship with Alice B.
Stein's
death in 1946 for another 30 years until her own in 1967.
Toklas.August8, 9,10& 15,16,17inlhe
Using
her
quiet jUd.gment and business sense, she sa~ficed ~,er
slorefront of Ihe former Bookland al
Maine Savings Plaza on Brown & Conownership of paintings of the by-now-ackn~wl~ged gr~ats to
gress streets. Curtain is at 8 pm. Adinsure that Stein be acknowledged - espeaally In the United States
vance lix are $15 and available at
_ as one of those greats. More than a mere companion, Toklas
BookJand downtown. Reservations are
became the principal manager of Stein's works.
recommended; cali 883'()507.
Tina Young as Stein and Nicole Wolf Gill~rt a~ Toklas portray.
"Hansel and Gretel" The Benninglon
Marionettes wil pGrform their most elabowith a feeling of easy intimacy the cheerful, mtelb~ent ca~aradene
rate produclion to dale Aug 20 at 7 pm at
between the two women, Against the power of theIr combmed
the Winslow Homer Centerfor Ihe Arts at
intellects, the two women referred to each other in incongruous,
Scarborough High School. Elaborate
babyish terms of endearment, and went down life's road .with .
costu mes, sels and spGcial effects along
courage and dignity. This play illumines not only the debght Stem.
wHh 26 handcrafled marionettes wil dislinguish Ihis production. Adults $2, chilclearly took in Toklas' insight and outspokenness, but also that qUIet
dren $1. Tickels available at the library
road.
one week prior to pGrformance or allhe
door. Call 883-4723 for info.
MlJrgol McWilliams

Gertrude Stein
and A Companion"

BILLIE

HOLIDAY

Portland Stage Company presents

LADY DAY AT EMERSON'S BAR & GRILL
Lanie Robertson's acclaimed Billie Holiday musical

August 13 - 31
"If the printed page could stand up and cheer,
this one would be doing so now."
-
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2 LOBSTERS
$9

99

FOR

THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873
Est 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm . Sat 5-9:30 pm . Sun 5-8 pm
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ANNUAL

Cumberland Craft Show
August 9,10 & 11, 1991
Friday, Saturday & Sunday; 10 a.m, - 5 p.m.
Over 250 Craftsmen exhibiting in
contemporary, classic and country styles
Admission: $2.00 (under 12 admitted free)
Ample Free Parking - Refreshments on Grol!I1ds
Cumberland Pairgrounds, Cumberland, Marne

presenting fine Craft Shows since 1969

REM
GSALE
ALL PLANTS

500/0
Red Roses:
12.99

OFF

Dozen

761 .. 1580
{Tee

parking

130 St. John St.- Portland
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Entertainment AUDITIONS
August 16 & 17

Cecil McBee

Comuu.red by many ......ic critic. to be
}au'. Greatest Living Bao.;'t

in portland

• great music
• great grub
• great wine
20 danforth .t
772~1l4

Open Jan Jam
Every Sunday
4:30 - Bpm

Cecil McBee

Steve Blum

Bas8i8t

Master Guitari8t

Matt Wilson
Percu8sion Phenomenon
from Booton'o Either Orcheotra
& the Charlie Kolhase Quintet

AdrrUssion $12.00

• Ccntinued from p<lge 19
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Community Little Theatre of Auburn
wHI hold aUditions for "Rumors' Neil
Simon's latest comedy, on Aug 11 at 2
pm and Aug 12 at 6 pm at Great Falls
~ool, Academy Street, Auburn. For
Info, call 783-9008 or 1-800-722-7060.
City Theater Assoclat. . will hold closed
auditions for their first production of the
1991-92 season, "The litUe Shop of
Horrors: Aug 25 & 26 at 7 pm. Come
p~ep.aredto sing (song of your choice; a
pianist will be available); walk across
stage without tripping (unless that's requested); and read from a script that will
be given to you. For more info, call Judith
Peeler, manager, at 282-0849.

"Killing Mr. WIth.,.." Comedy thriller
set in Death Valley at The last Chance
Pump & Grille. Though you'll be captive
In a seedy diner, you'll be served a
sumptuous four-course dinner by a
rogue's gallery of Ihe shadiesl persuasion. Mystery Cafe, Portland's only dinner theater, offers a choice of chicken
ma!Sala, vegetarian lasagna, sirloin sleak
or grilled swordfISh with a smoked salmon
and pesto cream sauce. Shows every
Friday and Saturday at 8 pm, in The
Baker's Table banquet room, 434 Fore
St in the Old Port. Call 693-3063 or 1800-834-3063 for reservations and further information.
"lady Day at Emerson'. Bar & Grill"
returns 10 Portland Stage Company for
one more run of this searing portrait of
the great jazz singer Billie Holiday as she
relates the circumstances of her legendary career with humor, shrewdness and
wn. The play is liberally laced with the
unforgettable songs for which lady Day
IS famous. Previews Aug 13 & 14 at 8
pm; opening Aug 15 at 8; closing Aug31
at 8; 50 pay-what-you-can tickets on
sale Aug 10 for the performance Saturday, Aug 17, at 2 pm. Tickets for other
performances $10-$24; call the box office at 774-0465.
"The Private Ear" and "The Public
Eye" Vintage Repertory Company presents two one-act comedies by Peter K. Barry Saunders Quintet featuring
Alan Nevew (jazz) , cafe no, 20 Danforth
Shaffer, author of "Amadeus.' August
St, PorUand. 772-8114.
13, 14,27 and 28. Performances held at
8 pm in Jordan Hal, Temple Ave, Ocean Fun House (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Park, Old Orcihard Beacih. Tickets: $9
adults, $6 seniors and children. Formore Al Cld (rock) Old PorlTavem , 11 Moulton
info, call 828-4654.
St, PorUand. 774-0444.
"Private lives" Vintage Repertory Com- Bill Morrissey (folk-rOCk), Raoul's. 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
pany presents Noel Coward's winy sophisticated comedy about the En9lish Wave Breakers (rock) Spring Point Cafe
leisure class, set in the 193Os. August 20
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627. '
& 21 . Performances held at 8 pm, at
Jordan Hall, Temple Ave, Ocean Park,
Old Orchard Beach. Ticketsare$9aduns
$6 seniors and children. For more info'
call 828-4654.
'
"The Real Thing" The Theater Project In Planl.t Bevan Manson & Trio featurIng drummer Matt WlI.on & baa.ist
Brunswick will close its summer season
Bob NI. .ke (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth
with this play by British playwright Tom
St, PorUand. m-8114.
Stoppard, best known for "Rosencrantz
and Guildenstem Are Dead.' "The Real The Chadbourne Bro._ (rock) Father
O'Hara's Public House, 45 Danforth St,
Thing: a Tony Award winner In 1982, is
a play about truelove, Stoppard's vision
Portland. 871-1579.
of love's romance and pain . It is also a Scott Oakley Duo (jazz) lItUe Willie's, 36
~Iay about art, languege, music & poliMarket St, PorUand. 773-4500.
tICS. "Its verbal wn is dazzling: says Bob Junior Project (rock) Moose Alley,
director Al Miller. "You have to move
46 Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
awfully fast. It's an intellectual cihallenge Al CId (rock) Old PortTavem, 11 Moulton
that is great fun.' Show runs Aug 8-24
St, Portland. 774-0444 .
wnh performances Thurs-Sat at 8 pm: Blue Flame. (blues) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Sun at 7 pm. Tickets: $10 adults, $8
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
students & senior cnizens, Sunday tix
Waft B.reake,.. (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
two for $15. Call 729-8584 for reserva175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
tions.
Tony Boffa Trio (pop) Tipperary Pub,
"TwoArtI.ta with Maine Connections:
Sheraton TaraHotel, S. Plld. 77S-6161.
Georgia O'Keefe and Loul.e
Big
Bambu (dassic sounds of the '60s &
Nevelson" A one-woman show by ac70s) The Wrong Brothers Pub at Port
tress Helena Hale at the Kennebunkpor1
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, PUd. 77S-1944.
CDrTYT1Unity House Aug 8 at 7:30 pm, In
connection wilh the weeklong CelebratIOn of the Arts - Capturing the Spirit. In
herthea1ricaJpresentation, HaJewWlshow
the character of eacih artist as well as her
work. Tickets are availabfe at the door
for $7 or Ihrough River Tree Arts at98S- Plani.t Bevan Manson & Trio featurIng drummer Matt WII.on & ba••i.t
4343.
Bob NI. .ke (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth
"The Wlz" will be performed by City TheSt, Portland. 772-8114.
ater Associates in conjunction with the
Curl lIea_tte (rock) Crickets, 175 lower
1991 Summer Youth Program. The cast
Main St, Freeport. 865-4005
is comprised of you ng people between
the ages of nine and 14 from York County EZ Acc. . . (rock) Father O'Hara's Public
House, 45 Danforth St, Ptld. 871-1579.
who have been participating in an Intensi~e six-week theater program in dance, Scott Oakley Trio Gazz) lillie Willie's, 36
Market St, PorUand. 773-4500 .
VOice & acting. The musical, an adaptalion of l. Frank Baum's "The Wonderful Delilah (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St,
PorUand. 774-5246.
WIZard of Oz," was Originally performed
on Broadway by an al~bfack adult cast AI Cld (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton
St, PorUand. 774-0444 .
and has been specially adapted and
updated to meet the demands of the Savoy Truffle (jazz) Raoul's, 865 Forest
young cast and to entertain audiences of
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
all ages.Aug 15& 16 at 7:30pm, and Aug Shlriey Lewl. (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
17 & 18 at2 pm. Tickets are $5 for adults
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
and $3 for chi/Q'en. For info call 282- Straight Lace (rock) Tipperary Pub,
0849.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 77S-6161 .
"You're A Good Man, Chari Ie Brown" Big Bambu (classic sounds of the '60s &
Sehoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago lake
'70s) The Wrong Brothers Pub at Port
wUI present this family musical Thurs, Fri
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, PUd. 77S-1944.
& Sat at 8 pm through Aug 24. Tickets
are $10/$6. The schoolhouse is located
at the intersection of routes 114 & 35 in
Sebago lake Village. Call 642-3743 for
further info.
la
~ ...
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,.
Klck'n Back (Irish Duet - traditional
fJ
JlCn ( J)! /]
Irish music & requests) Father O'Hara's
Public House, 45 Danforth St, Ptld. 871II \i r/l.1~.f't)(n
1579.
~.~
'~J'!i?

CLUBS

THURSDAY 8.8

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

<----

~\$s\.

Maine's /\ Authentic
OysterBai

°U° te,.

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of (1'_.5__
5 Portland Pier
772-4828

a

FRIDAY 8.9

SATURDAY 8.10

SUNDAY 8.11

cr V

~Tr~r 1'urf ~

Tall Richard (blues) Gritty McDuffs, 396
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Jenny & Jeremy (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246.
Cats on Holiday (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom (classical) Portland Regency, 20 Milk St, Portland. 774-4200.
Rockin' Vibration (reggae) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
The Acoustic Connection (acoustic)
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S.
Portland. 767-4627.
Allen Love God. from Mars (acoustic)
Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Ptld. 7730093.

MONDAY 8.12
Monday Night at the Movie. ('Misery")
Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Portland.
774-5246.
Cats on Holiday (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
So_Me" Blue. Society Jam (blues)
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Ptld. 773-6886.
Open Mlc Night with Ken Grlm.ley
(b.y.o. jam) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St,
PorUand. 773-0093.

TUESDAY 8.13
Open Mlc Night with The Cool Whip.
(b.y.o. Jam) Father O'Hara's Public
House, 45 Danforth St, Ptld. 871 -1579.
Blue Root. (blues) Griny McDuffs, 396
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Papa Loves Mambo (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mic Night with Peter Gle. .on
(b. y .0 . jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
St, S. Porlland. 767-4627.
Solatice (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf
St, Portland. 773-0093.

WEDNESDAY 8.14
Jim Lyden Trio featuring pianist Larry
Gariand Gazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
Portland. 772-8114.
The Sampies (reggae) Father O'Hara's
Public House, 45 Danlorth St, Portland.
871-1579.
Danny Gravis (blues) Gritty McDuffs,
396 Fore St. Portland. 772-2739.
Bachelors' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Papa Loves Mambo (rock) Otd Port Tavern, 11 Moutton SI. Portland. 774-0444.
Redllght Rewe (swing) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave, Ptld. 773-6886.
Benders (rock) Spring Point Cafe 175
Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627. ' Zane Michael Raven (acoustic) Wharfs
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
Open Mlc Night with the Cool Whip.
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
77S-1944.

DANCING
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Cover: $2. 871-0663.
Salut. ., 20MilkSt, Portland. Open nighUy
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T-Bird'., 126 N. Boyd St, PorUand. FriSat, Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed, Contemporaries. 773-8040.
Wh.rehou. . Chem-Free Dance Club,
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive
music. Fri-Sat, 9 pm-l am. 874-9770.
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed :
Progressives. Thu : Visual Vibe. Fri :
Deejayllive Music; Sat: CUlling Edge
Dance; Sun: Request Night. 773-8187.

.

~
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CON

CERTS
THURSDAY 8.8
Chandler's Band (pops) 7 pm, Fort Allen
Park, S. Portland . Free. 874-8793 or
874-8300 ext 8791 .

Magician Ralph Graenwood(kids' show) An Art Space, 273 Presumpscot! St, "Dos 1.la.: Work. of Elena Jahn A
robust use of color and strong emotion
Portland. "Photographs by John C.
12:30pm, Deering Oaks, Portland. Free.
pervade the paintings and pastels by
Ferris,' showing through Aug 16. Gallery
874-8793 or 874-8300 ext8791 .
hours: Mon-Fri, 1-6. 871-8285.
Jahn, who divides her lime between
Bill Morris.ey (folk) 9 pm, Raoul's RoadMonhegan Island and Puerto Rico, two
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Port- Baker'. Table, 434 Fore St, Portland.
very different islands that inspire a diaRecent works by Cumberland artist
land. $7. 773-6886.
logue of opposites in her wOrk. Despne
Evelyn Winter through Aug 18.
Tony BofTa Show Band (eclectic, horn
Ihe duality of the artist's lifestyle, her
section) noon, MonumentSquare, Port- The Baxter Gallery, Portland Scihool of
paintings and pastels are unified by a
Art, 619 Congress St, Portland. "1991
land. Free. 772-6828.
strong graphic quality where the drawing
Watershed Artists",' a selection of works
appears very gestural and empha~c .
from residents at Watershed Center for
Says Jahn, "In both the work in Maine
the Ceramics Arts, located in North
and Puerto Rico, I am after strong emoEdgecomb, ME . This two-part installation: I want movement, shock, change,
lion will be presented by 1990-91 residisruption, and passion.' On viewthrough
dents and the four artists who will be
Phil Verrill Fusion Band Gazz, rock &
Sept 22.
ar~sts in residence this summer: Joe
latin) noon, Canal Plaza, PorUand. Free.
Bova,BrunolaVerdiere, Michael lucero "Photograph. from a Lost Frontier: M.
772-6828.
Marvin Br9ckinridge An exhiMion of eariy
and Farley Tobin. Through August 16.
historic American photography featuring
Summer gallery hours are Mon-Fri, 10
29 bfack and white photographs by M.
am-5 pm. 775-5152.
Marvin Breckinridge Pallerson, a first
Congre•• Square Gallery, 42 Exchange
lady of the diplomatic corps, war correSI. Portland. Alan Sanborn's traditional
spondent, linguist, pilot, writer and phoFrank Morgan (jazz alto & piano) 8 pm,
but contemporary watercolors in dassitographer. Taken whHe shewasamemPortland Performing Arts Center, 25A
cal palette. On view through Aug 23.
ber of the Frontier Nursing Service in
Forest Ave. With pianist George Cables.
Summer hours: Mon-Wed, 10:30-5;
Kentucky during the 193Os, the photoTickets: $15. 774-0465.
Thurs & Fri, 10:30-9; Sat 12-9; and Sun
graphs provide Insight into the dignity
12-5. 774-3369.
and ciharacter of the Appalachian people.
Dean Velentg" Gallery, 60 Hampshire
The story of how Mrs. Panerson forded
St, Portland. "Views of the Head Berivers rivers in Appalachian Kentucky in
hind,' a series of sculpture dealing with
every season on horseback in oreler to
body and mind by Celeste Roberge.
take these photographs is a story about
Curt Be...tte (original folk & humor)
Viewing will evoke concepts of mind and
a courageous group of health-care pionoon, Tommy's Park, corner of Middle &
creation, as one sorts through fragments
neers, The Frontier Nursing Service. A
Exchange streets, Portland. Free. 772of clay shapes and attempts through
1930s film shot by Mrs. Patterson and
6828.
personal history to assemble a recognizdocumenting the Frontier Nursing Serable past. Showing through Septl . Galvice will be shown throughout the exhibilery hours: Thurs 12.a; Fri & Sat 12-5;
tion, whicih runs through Sept 15.
Sun 12-4; and by appl. 772-2042.
Frost Gully Gallery, 411 Congress St, Raffles, 555 Congress St, Portland. lori
Aus@'sworksonplastershowingthrough
Portland. A new group exhibition featurRic J. Edmi.ton(folkfJ8ZZ acoustic) noon,
Sept 4. m-1967.
ing the works of all gallery artists, includWharf & Moulton streets, Portland. Free.
ing oils, watercolor, pastels, and sculp- The Stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, Portland.
772-6828.
Group sculpture by gallery artists, feature in a wide range of styles and subFrederick Hohman (organist) 7:30 pm,
turing a wide variety of techniques, texjects by Dalav lpear, DeWiIl Hardy, Eric
Portland City HaQ Auditorium, 30 Myrtle
tures and styi,lls. Blown, cast, sandGreen, laurenze Sisson, Alfred
St. Music of Edwin lemare, PorUand
blasted, constructed, etc. A spectacular
Chadbourne, Martha Groome, Sharon
municipal organist of the the 19205, as
display ofform, shape and color. Through
Yates, Cabot lyford and John laurent.
well as Bacih and Tcihaikovsky. Free ,
Aug 31 . Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat, 11 amGallery hours: Mon-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by
with donations accepted at the door.
6 pm; Sun, 12-5 pm. 772-9072.
appointment. 773-2555.
767-3297.
The Good Egg, 705 Congress St, Port- Sun Gallery, 496 Congress St, Portland.
Paintings and drawings by lauri
land. Peter BuoUe's paintings through
Twitcihell. Through A~g 25. Galleryhours:
Sept 15. 77S-1514.
Wed-Sat, 11 am-6 pm. 773-8816.
Greenhut Gallerle., 146 Middle St, Portland. Works of Jane Dahmen, Anne
Gresinger & Connie Hayes. Running
Chartle Who (silent clown , juggler) noon,
through Aug 31. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat,
Maine National Bank, Temple & Federal
10:30-5:30. 772-2693.
streets, PorUand. Free. 772-6828.
lewis Gallery, Portland Public library,
Henry Hokans (organist) 12:15-1 pm,
Five Monument Square, Portland. "Paint- Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
Cathedral of the Immaculate ConcepWalker Art Building, Bowdoin College.
ings by Willard Goodman: an exhibit of
tion, Franklin Street & Cumberland AvBrunwick. "Trees: an exhibition comacrylics and watercolors of the Old Port,
enue. Portland. Free, with donations acprised of works in a variety of media
Portland's wateriront, and Casco Bay
including drawings, prints, photographs
cepted. 773-7746.
and its Islands. On view through August
and illustrated books dating from the
Oktoberfest German Band (traditional
15. Library hours : Mon, Wed & Fri, 9-6:
19th century to the present, presents an
German music) 7 pm, Mill Creek Park. S.
Tue & Thurs, noon-9; Sat, 9-5. 871 opportunity to view works that concenPortland. Free. 767 -7650.
1710.
trate on the ricih symbolic image of the
The Maine Emporium Up.tair. Galtree. Highlightsof1heshow indude drawlery, 85 York St, PorUand. Works by
ings by Rockwell Kent and James Hart ;
Portland artist Michael Waterman
prints by Camille Pissarro, Odilon Redon
through Aug 25. lectures and painting
and Theodore Rousseau; and photodemonstrations by Waterman Aug 15 at
graphs by Eliot Porter and Jean-EugenePortland Strtng Quartet 8117/91 (cham5 pm. Hours: Mon-Sat, 11-6; Sun, noonAuguste Atget. Exhibit runs through Sept
ber) 7 pm, 1794 Shaker Meetinghouse,
S. 871 -0112.
29. "leonard Baskin: Prints, Drawings,
Shaker Village, Route 26, New
and Sculpture' win run through Aug 18.
Gloucester. $10 per person donation. Nancy Margoll. Gallery, 367 Fore St,
Portland. Summer exhibit with cerami926-4597.
The museum is open to the public free of
cists Carole Aikl, Marvin Sweet, Dennis
charge. Hours: TUesday-Saturday, 10
Maust, Joy Brown, Barbara Diduk,
am-5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 pm. Summer
Susanne
Joellyn Rock, James Watral,
guided tours are also available through
Stephenson , David Wright , Patrick
August 24: Tuesdays & Thursdays at 2
Terjak; and furniture designers Richard
pm, and Wednesdays & Fridays at 12:30
Judd, Daniel Hale, RobertAdams, lauren
pm. For further information, call 72SCole. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 10-9, Sun
3275.
10-6. 77S-3822.
Element. Gallery, 56 Maine St,
The Photo Gallery, Portland School of
Brunswick. Robert Stebleton's contemArt, 619 Congress St. An exhibition of 011
porary folk wood carving and painting :
and watercolor paintings by Freeport
authen~c duck decoys to witty inlerpreartist Eric Glass: vintage aircraft, childtations of familiar imagery . Through Aug
hood memories and the current Maine
17. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat , 10 am-5
scene. Showing through Aug 30. Gallery
pm. 729-1108.
hours:Mon-Fri, 9-5. Free admission. 775The Gallery,les1erOrcutt Blvd, Biddeford
3052.
Pool. Margarellawrence's "Seasons of
The Pine Tree Shop and Bayvl_ GatChildhood; infrared photographs of sumBooks, Etc, 38 Exchange St, Portland.
lery, 75 Market St, Portland. Invitational
mer and fall images. Infrared film conReception Aug 8 from 5-7 pm for
group exhibition of whimsical animals in
tains an element of mystery and "picks
printmaker Margery Niblock's original
two-and three-dimensional forms. Works
up whallhe human eye cannot see at the
woodcuts from "T eaciher's Weekly Date
by Robert Slebleton, Dan Daniels,
infrared end of the color spectrum: says
Book 1991-1992.' Hours: Mon-Satl 0-9
Claude Schmutz, Kath Ince, Mary
photographer lawrence. Through Aug
Sun 12-5. 774-0626.
'
Brosnan, HelenSt. Clair, Tina Ingraham,
23. Hours: Tues-Sat. 9-1, and most afNorton latourelle and Suzanne Knecht.
Johnny D'., 425 Fore St, Portland. Reternoons from 3-5. 282-0088.
Exhibit runs through Aug 31. Gallery Hobe Sound Gallerie. North, 58 Maine
ception Aug 18 from 3-5 pm for works of
hours:
10-6,
Mon-Sat.
773-3007.
MariynBlinkhom, Shana Belknap, Tanya
St, Brunswick. Rich, powerful works by
Fletcher & Andres Verzosa. Showing Portland Mu. .um of Art, Seven ConAbby Shahn in tempera on paper, multiAug I-Sept 15. 77S-1514.
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tues,
faceted encaustic collage based on naWed,
Fri
&
Sat,
10
am-5
pm;
Thurs
10
Thom.. Memorial Library, 6 Sept! Dyer
ture by David Driskell, and site-specific
am-9 pm;Sun 12-5pm Adrrission:adults
Road, Cape Elizabeth . Reception Aug 8
steel and stone sculpture by Ron Cross.
$3 .50, senior citizens and students with
from 6 :30-8:30 pm for Elizabeth Burke's
Through Aug 17. Gallery hours: Thurs10 $2 .50, children under 18 $1, group
"Visual Slips: paintings and drawings.
Sat, 10 am-5 pm. 72S-4191 .
rate $3. Museum admission is free 10
Showing through Sept 14. 799-1720.
Maine Audubon Soclety,Gilsland Farm,
am-noon Saturday, bul $1 .50 will be
Thom .. Mo. .r Cabinetmaker., 415
118 Route 1, Falmouth. A. C. (Tony) Kulik
charged to see the Impressionism exhiCumberland Ave , Portland. Opening reof Searsport win exhibit his wood enbition
.
773-2787.
ception Aug 8 from 6-8 pm for the exhibit
gravings and lino cuts during the month
of porcelain work by artist Bradley H. "Impressionism and Post-Impressionof August. Kulik works in both black and
I.m: The Collector'. Pa •• lon Drawn
Wiseman . Showing through Sept 7 .
white, using traditional -White line"techfrom
private
collections,
thisexhibi~onof
Hours: Mon-Sat, 9-5. 774-3791.
nique and muhiple color by the reduction
81 works by 43 artists features eight
method. His work is greatly Innuenced
works from the Joan Whitney Payson
by Ihe sea, dramatic coastline and abunCollection as well as 11 from the holddant wildlife of Waldo County, his home.
ings of Portland native Scoll Black. The
Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 9-5, Sun noonexhibition explores the evolution of who
5. 781 -2330 .
collects, how such decisions affect the
Abacus, 44 Exchange St, Portland. ConAJIIII~
next
generation
01
collectors,
and
how
temporary handcralted jewelry of Gabriel
collectors' decisions affect the museum
Ofiesh, through Sept 2. Hours: Sun, 11 goer's access to the masterworks of the
5; Mon-Sat, 10-9. 772-4880.
ages. Monet, Renoir and Degas are
Alberta's, 21 Pleasant St , Portland.
among the artists represented in the
Martha Nickles' ph otographs and sepaintings and sculptures of -ImpreSsionlected works by other artists through Aug
• Continued on page 22
ism.' On view through Oct 13.
15. 775-1514.

(jood lJood
(jood'lJrin/(
(jood Company

FRIDAY 8.9

• aU Port's 'Best Outtfoor cafe

SATURDAY 8.10

•
•
•
•
•

Luncfi. & 'lJinner
'lJaify Jiappy Hour, 4 to 7
LJlTE 9{J(jJfI'DI9{9{'E'l{
Live 'Entertainment wei-Sat
!ll.wara Winning 'Wine List

~o~ttny ZJ ~

(j~ ~

MONDAY 8.12

TUESDAY 8.13
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SeafOOd 'Emporium
- 1@UI tJ3ar &

Outaoor Cafe -

Serving Lunch & Dinner U:30am-llpm
Lounge Hours 11:30am-lam
425 Fore Street· Old Port, Portland' 772-7713
Credit Cards Accepted' Ample Parking· Formerly Blue Moon

WEDNESDAY 8.14

OUT OF TOWN

UPCOMING

ART

OPENING

AROUND TOWN

Serving Lunch and Dinner Every Darn Dayl

UPC••,18 CDlCEI1$
TONITE ~ BILL MORRISEY
AUG 9 ~ BLUE FLAMES
AUG 10 ~ SAVOY TRUFFLE
AUG 11 ~ ROCKIN' VIBRATION
AUG 12 ~ SOUTHERN MAINE
BLUES SOCIETY ~.......
AUG 16 LUTHER "GUITAR
JUNIOR" JOHNSON

~

~~~g~i~fB~l~tl~~C1:1£?A'· :·:;

Ticket Info.

~
9

.

,pruno s Patio
IS

open!

Featuring
Twin Lobster
Dinner

$11.95

Open 7 days
Offering a new
menu for

lunch & dinner.
Free parking.
Take Out Available.

VISA. MASTERCARD· AMERICAN EXPRESS
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JAY YORK

• Contm""d from pagt 21

• AFFORDABLE PHOTO

••
••
••

has moved to a

NEW LOCATION
artist portfolios
copy slides
film processing

58 WILMOT STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04101

••••••••. =
•

Entertainment

(207) 773-3434

UDGET BOARDING
cat: 3.50; small dog: 4.50; med dog: 5.50; Ig. dog;

Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our endeavor to provide
you with an alternative to
the daily news.

• Jay York Affordable Photo
Portland

• Barridoff Galleries
Portland
• Parker's
Allen's Corner, Portland
• Convenient Computing
Portland
• Joe Jones Ski & Sport
South Portland
• Kid's Stuff
South Portland
• Bowdoin College
Brunswick
• Gleason Fine Art
Boothbay Harbor

Celeste Roberge: untitled, terra cotta, 1990.

Celeste Roberge: "Views of
the Head from Behind"
• Dean Velentgas Callery, 60 Hampshire St., Portland
Through Sept" 1
Celeste Roberge tells the history of the world - its geography,
geology and anthropology - through the human form. She uses
body images as surfaces upon which events take place. The
conceptualization for this current exhibition occurred in 1989, when
Roberge had been taking walks through the woods and along
mountam paths and seeing - juxtaposed on or through the
landsc:ape - various parts of the body. She began making photographiC collages of the natural landscape in the shapes of these
anatomical images.
These collages tell not only the history of the world, but stories
about the human mind and body as well. There are, for example,
tangled roots, branches, and the trunks of trees forming neck and
shoulder musculature, while dreamy photos of distant visages, or
huge boulders, form the various parts of the cranium. Pretty heavy
stuff: makes your head, sho~lders and neck ache, and strongly
suggests what It IS to be a pnmate, cursed with both intelligence
and the need to walk upright.

~

Supply Your Pet's Favorite Food "
We Provide the T.L.C.

• Portland's Elite Cutters
Portland

O'FarreH a..llery,46 Maine St, Brunswick.
Newpaintlngs by Eileen Gillespie, whose
work is organic in nature and focuses on
minutiae, of which the artist says: "It is
that which to me is sublime that I take
notice. It may be the intricate substructure of a leaf, the exoskeleton of a shell
the strange light of dawn flecking through
the air, an odd passage.' Showing
through Aug 17. Gallery hours: Mon-5at,
10 am-5 pm. 729-8228.
Yarmouth Historical Society, Museum
of Yarmouth History, third floor of Merrill
Memorial Library, Main Street, Yarmouth.
"Collections," an exhibit that looks at
--:hocollectsYarmouth history, why individuals collect things, and why they donate them to the museum. 1\ shows how
a museum collection grows, and includes
gUidelines for selecting historical material. 1\ also addresses the issue 01 ensuring that a museum collection rellects the
rich diversity of a town's history. A wide
variety of objects from the museum
collection illustrate the theme. Hours:
Mon-Fri, 10-5. 846-6259.

OTHER
Afrocenlrlc Cards & Prlnls Show Celebrate African-American Culture
Aug 17 from 10-5 and Aug 18 from 1 :306:30 at Green Memorial A.M.E. Zion
Church, 46 Sheridan St, Portland. For
more info, call 766-5149.
Art and Mustc In the Impressionist
Era: A Musical and Verbal Explora"
tlon Portland Museum of Art Docent
Council President Bob Goodwin emphasizes cultural influences as he takes
v!sit?rs through the exhibition "ImpresSlOntsm and Post-Impressionism: The
Collector's Passion: Free with Impressionism exhibit admission. Aug 22 at
5:15 pm and Aug 23 at 12:30 pm in
PMA's auditorium (7 Congress Square).
For more info, call 775-6148.
Maine Crafte,.. Wanted Schoolhouse
Arts Center at Sebago Lake will hold its
second Annual Craft show on Aug 24
from 10-4 on the Arts Center Grounds,
. located 100 yeards north on Route 114
at the intersection of routes 114 & 35 in
Sebago Lake Village. Maine artisans are
invited to exhibit their crafts. For more
info, contact Donna Stone at 892-9736
Glenne Gray at 657-2183 or the cente;
at 642-3743.
Mary Ca. .att: Impre •• lonl.t from
Philadelphia Portland Museum of Art
presents this lunch-hour video, an accompaniment to the "Impressionism"
exhibit. The ife of one of the few women
and lew Americans directly involved in
the French Impressionist movement is
revealed through Interviews with
Cassatt's neice, excerpts from the artisfs
corresponclence and the use 01 period
photographs. Aug 21 at 12:30 pm at
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress
Square. Viewers may bring their own
lunches or buy a brown bag lunch from
the cafe. Free with museum admission.
For more infonnalion, call the museum
at 775-6148.
Parisian Leisure and the Art of the
Impre••lonl.t. Melissa Organek of
Portland Museum of Art education department gives a galk;lry talk on 19thcentury life in the French capital as she
leads visitors through the "Impressionism" exhiMlon. Free with "Impressionism" exhibit admission. Aug 15 at 5:15
pm, and Aug 16 at 12:30 pm. Call 7756148 for details.
Reneetlo.,. of Imp.....lonl.m: Garden. as Art Landscape historian
Lucinda Brockway, a Boston University
faculty member, leads an informai, small
group discussion focusing on Monet's
gardens at Givemy. The relationship
between the 19th-century landscape and
the artists who painted it is illustrated in
slides and a walk through Ihe "Impressionism' exhibition. Aug 14 at 3 pm, at
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress
Square. Free with Impressionism exhibit
admission. Call 775·6148 for more info.

Roberge became increasingly interested in the human form and
intrigued by how it could be suggestive of other things. The h~ad
and shoulders, for instance, when mounted on a wall upside-down
are unquestionably phallic. They could also be an assortment of
'
internal organs. They can be moved around to suggest different
parts of the body. Or merely abstract shapes. And when they're
sculpted out of different materials, an unlimited variety of effects
can be achieved.
One "View of the Head from Behind" is made of papier mache
atlases, n;aps an~ anatomy books. This combination clearly lihks
human history With planetary and cultural history. But the heads
and shoulders are also made of Calcyria bryozoa (beach shells, as
far as I can figure out),
collected from Maine beaches
over the course of a year; of
.
.
terra cotta; and of copper sheet
over fiberglass and resm. The mood and significance of each is
entirely different from the others.
Part IT of this installation is comprised of three renditions of the
~uman Jeg. Roberge began working with the leg as a positive
Image, but then became fascinated with the possibilities contained
(literally) within the negative space of the leg mold. This negative
cast.of ~he leg form is inspired by Hans Holbein's image of the dead
ChrISt In the tomb. The leg is open on the presenting side so that it
forms a stage, or something similar to the inside of a Russian Easter
egg with a scene inside it. These three negative-space legs are
placed in tiers.
The bottom one, entitled "Fossils," is appropriately subterranean, with fossil forms drawn in it with graphite. The middle tier
contains the graphite drawing of a nude woman lying very still on
her back. Her state of being is not clear. She may be dead, or merely
asleep. But the suggestion is that she in in some dream state. It is,
says Roberge, a self-portrait, though not in the traditional sense.
Rather it is a self-portrait of feeling and sensing. Actually, it's not so
much "self-portrait" as "self-reflective," she says. The highest tier,
though not strictly speaking representative of heaven, is the most
metaphysical. It is entitled "Nebulae," and the drawings within are
va~e, ~bstract drawings of dreamy, nebulous shapes and formsqwte different from the easily identifiable, fossilized, historical
forms in the bottom-level sarcophagus.
The idea of representing these three pieces in tiers is derived,
says Roberge, from the medieval concept of the structure of the
universe. It was depicted as hierarchical: God and heaven were at
the top; the sky was next; then came the entire realm of human
activity (with suggestions of the consequences of this activity); the
ground was the next layer down; and then, of course, was hell. For
Roberge the tiering is more scientific, and not necessarily hierarchical. The three images simply represent three separate states of
being - a cross-section of the Earth. "You could call it a sort of
psychic people sandwich," she says.
The last series of repeated images is that of the arm. The arm to
Roberge is a positive image, because arms do things like reach out
and embrace, and have at their ends hands, which also do and
create all sorts of things. Her series of anns, which are reminiscent
of the Assyrian reliefs at Bowdoin College, is titled "Mesopotamia."
They are rendered in the colors of that region in recognition of her
concern with the state of that part of the world. And this series of
sculptures of an isolated part of the body, like the others, tells the
tale of mankind and the universe.

Margot Me Williams

Savage and CIvilization: Impresslon- The Campaign for Sensible Transpor- Cancer Support Group The Visiting
Nurse Service of Southem Maine holds
tation would like an office clerk for filing,
I.t Art and the View of the Other
this monthly supporl and education group
stuffing envelopes for mailings, labeling
Portland Museum 01 Art Curator 01 Eduenabing those affected by cancer to
and light-duty assignments. You will be
cation Elizabeth De Wolfe tours visitors
help others, providing information about
supporting a great cause while gaining
through the exhibition "Impressionism
resources and helping to decrease the
lund-raising experience. This work may
and Post-Impressionism: The Collector's
anxieties felt by those diagnosed and
be done weekdays or eves. Several vol·
Passion" with an eye to the artists' depictheir families. Info and support is facili·
unteers are needed. To sign up call the
tions of their own and other cunures.
tated by social workers, nurses,
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-1 015.
August8at5:t5 pm, and Aug 9 at 12:30
oncologists, nutritlonistsandcancersurpm, Portland Museumof Art, 7 Congress Common Ground Counlry Fair Vol unvivors. All meetings are held at the VNS
t . .,.. The Maine Organic Fanners and
Square. Limited capacity: first 50 only.
Saco Office at 15 Industrial Park Rd, at
Gardeners Association is looking lor help
Free with Impressionism exhibition adno cos\. Call 284-4566 or 1-800-660to create the 1991 fair. Volunteers are
mission. For more info, caH 775-6148.
4VNS for more info.
needed for set-up starting Sept 14, the
The third annual "Artl.ts of August"
Grieving
Support Group for bereaved
Sep
20-22),
and
clean
fair
(which
runs
show and sale is scheduled for Aug 10persons healing from the death of a
up, running through Oct 4. Hundreds of
18 at Library Hall, Route 24, on Bailey
loved one. Meets In Portland Tuesday
volunteers are also needed during the
Island. It will be open from 11-7. The
eves from 7-8:30 pm. DonatIOn. Call
three
days
of
the
fair
for
selling
tickets,
show features area resiclent artists as
Kristine Watson, M.A., at 775-<l366.
parking cars, assisting with juggling and
well as summer artists. Included this
slining workshops, recycling and answer- Help for Fears, Anxiety & Depression
year are Sylvia Dyer, Shi~ey Lewis,
Recovery, Inc. offers a method for people
ing questions, among other activities.
Wayne Robbins, Sandra Crabtree, Linda
whose symptoms are nervous in origin.
Volunteers are expected to work a miniWhynman, Pat McHold & Pam Moore.
Meetings are held every week in Portmum of four hours. In return they earn a
Call Moore at 833-6992 for further info.
land at lOam Saturdays at the Father
much sought-after volunteer T-shirt and
Hayes Center, 699 Forest Ave. Windham
a free pass to the fair. To receive info and
meetings are held at7 pm Mondays at N.
a registration packet, contact the ComWindham Union Church Parish House,
mon Ground Country Fair at P.O. Box
Route 302. No charge. Contact Diane at
2176, Augusta 04338, tel. 623-5115.
892-9529 for more info.
Open Door Student Exchange Open
your home to an exchange student and Homel ...n . .s I. a CrI.l. In All Seasons To help, contact the shelter closest
you will gain as much as you give. A
to you. Or if you need assistance in
young man from Leningrad arrives in
becoming not homeless, call Hospitality
August and will be attending Portland
House Incat453-2986, or write P.O. Box
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash
High School for the fall semester. He
Hinckley, Me 04944.
Power) is a diverse group of volunteers
needs to live with a Portland family. A
united in anger and committed to nonviosecond stuclent from Paraguay will be H,O.P,E. self-support groups with facil~a
tor meet weekly to help heal the emohere fortheentire school year, and could
lent, direct action to end the AIDS crisis.
tional pain associated with chronic or
ACT UP meets every Monday from 7-9
live with a family anywhere nearby and
serious diseases, injury, life, cleath and
pmalthe People'sBuilding, 155 Brackett
allend the local high school. Call United
childhood issues. Group meets at Mercy
51. Portland. New members are always
Way's Volunteer Center at 674-1000 to
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30
welcome. For more information, write to
explore this opportunity.
pm, and at the Unity Church, 16 ColumACT UPlMaine. P.O. Box 5267, Port- Parent. Anonymous Use your hardbia Rd, Portland, on Thursdays from 10land 04101, tel. 774-7224.x
eamed experience as a parent to help
12 noon. There's also a support group
Amnesty International will meet at7 :30
others by becoming a Parent Helpline
for the family and friends of the ill that
volunteer with Parents Anonymous. Help
pm on Aug 13 at Merrill Memorial limeets every other Thursday from 7-9
brary, MainStreet, Yarmouth. Interested
others find constructive ways to handle
pm; and a Next Step Group for 12-Steppersons are welcome to attend. Plans
thosedifflCultchildraising moments. Volpers who want to go deeper into feelings,
are unclerway for our local celebration of
unteers handle calls from their homes,
that meets every Monday at Unity from
Amnesty's 30th anniversary, a picnic!
are given extensive training, and are not
7-9 pm. For more information, call 1party to be held at the Royal River Park,
required to take overnight shifts. Call
800-339-HOPE.
Yarmouth, on Aug 22. For info, call Paul
United Way's Volunteer Center at 874Ingraham Volunteers Help available by
Shupe at 781-3551 or write to PO Box
1000 for info.
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774·HELP.
364, Yarmouth 04096.
The Refugee Resettlement Program
Getting started with Fletlon This dayhas provided services to refugees in Injured Worlte,.. Meeting lor workers
long workshop is lor the beginning or the
having difficulty with workers' comp sysMaine since 1975. Refugees are people
tem, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall
who, because of persecution or fear of
returning writer. Writing exercises and
nexlto Sanford Unitarian Church, corner
discussion will help the writer address
persecution have left home and are unof Lebanon and Maine streets, Sanford.
these questions: Where do I bB\lin? How
able to return. They flee because they
do I find my story and my characlers?
have to, leaving everything they know It's P.O.S.S.I.B.L.E. (Partners of SurviHow do I create tension in the story?
and love behind. You can become a part
vors Stop Incest by Learning and EduBring wriling materials. Taught by Elizaof this supportive and rewarding encating) offers phone support. workshops
beth Cooke. the author of "Complicity:
cleavor by volunteering in a number of
and self-help support groups. Portland
ways. This is your gateway village. helpAug 24. from 10 am·3 pm, at WaynOele
group meets bimonthly. For more info,
call 1-547-3532.
ing our newly arrived neighbors become
School, Spring Street, Portland. Cost is
members of the community. The suc- Need to Talk? Dial Kid. Hotline is for
$30 members, $35 others. Limited to 15
cess of this program clepends on people
teens who have a problem or need to
participants. Pro-registralion is required;
like you to fulfill its mission of early self·
payment in full should be sent to Maine
talk. The holline is open from 2:30-5 pm
sufficiency for refugees. Both financial
Writers & Publishers Alliance, 19 Mason
Mon-Fri. Teens calling in talk to other
and volunteer support are welcomed to
St, Brunswick 04011, tel. 729-6333.
teens who are well trained to listen and
help these ordinary people In extraordihelp. Calls are kept conficlential, except
Notary Public Workshop The American
nary circumstances. For info on how you
when the caller is in danger. Topics
Institute of Banking will sponsor this
can help, call Eli Dale at 871-7437.
discussed on thehotline range from famevening seminar led by Alfred E.
ily and school to sexuality and relationPlombing, a national notary law expert. Retired Senior Volunteer Program
ships, peer relations, birth control, lonoplaces people 60 and olcler in meaningAug 13, from 6-9 pm, at the Jewell Maliness, substance abuse & suicide. If you
chine Tool Technical Center Auditorium
lui positions. It offers the following opneed to talk, call 774-TALK.
portunities: Art lovers can train to guicle
at Southern Maine Technical College,
Fort Road, S. Portland. Fee is $35. For
visitors through a sma" art Freeport art Outright, the Portland Alllanca of a..y
collection, part of the University of Maine's
more info, call 772-7842.
and Lesbian, BI.exual and QuesSatellite Art Program. Environmental
tioning Youth, offers support and inforShaker Music A workshop atSabbathday
enthusiasts can do research on and
mation for young people 22 and under, in
Lake Shaker Village, on Route 26 in New
monitor a Portland river for pollution.
a safe environment, overy Friday from
Gloucester. Explore the historical oriNostalgia buffs can lead a yesteryears
7 :30-9:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel,
gins and evolution of Shaker music, leam
discussion group in senior housing. If
comer of Preble and Cumbe~and avShaker songs and hymns, and particiyou have 2-4 hours a week to give of
enues. For information, write or call:
pate in a typical Shaker singing meeting.
yourself, call Priscilla Greene at 775Outright, P.O. Box 5028, Station A, PortAug 17 from 10 am-4 pm. Fee: $25.
6503 for further info.
Send non-refundable deposit of $15 by
land 04101, tel. 774-HELP.
Aug 15to RR#I,Box640, Poland Spring
Parent Support Group sponsored by
04274. For more info, call 926-4597.
Parents Anonymous and the Family Resource Center is held weekly althe FamWorld Peace Library A group 01.
PorUanciers seeks to establish a comily Resource Center on Fridays from 10Il :30 am. Parents are given an opportumunity-based resource center for people
pursuing thegoalsofwo~dpeace, social
nity to meet with others and discuss
parenting issues and concerns. No fees,
justice and environmental preservation.
no waiting lists. For info, call 871-7445.
They are seeking donations of back issues and subscriptions to progressive
The Psth of Recovery Portland Sufi
periodicals, books and other media, ofOrder offers a series of small meetings
fice furniture & equipment, etc. To help,
involving meditation based on the Sufi
call Elliott at 775-0105.
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
into our lives. Meetings are modeled
aller 12·step groups and welcome anyAlpha One, Center for Independenl
one with a desire to recover from addicLiving invites individuals with disatlilitions or codepenclency. Meetings are
ties and other interested parties to a
Tuesdays, 7:30-8:45 pm, at Woodlords
meeting Aug 20 from 5-7 pm. Discuss
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
and vote on Portland meeting location,
St, Portland. Open to the public. Donaplan BBQ/Pool party for ea~y Sept and
tions are welcome. For information, call
discuss what's on your mind. At Alpha
Jan at 878-2263 or Eli at 774-1203.
One, 85 ESt, S. Portland. Call Cress at
767·2189 for more info.
A.R.T .S. Anonymous is a group of local
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
who have come together to form a support group that meets every Mon at7 pm
at 5t. Luke's Cathedral, State St, Ptld.
Building Materials Bank needs ware- A Brain Tumor support Group meets
the second and fourth Tuesdays of the
house workers to arrange and inventory
month at New England Rehabilitation
building materials in the warehouse, to
Hospital of Portland (NERH-PorUand),
assist in pick-up of materials, and to
13 Cha~es S\. This group has been
clean and keep the warehouse looking
clesigned by NERH-Portland and the
presentable. You must be willing to do
American Cancer Society to meet the
hard work, have a strong back and knowlspecial needs of adu Its with brain tumors
edge of building materials. You must
and their families. Interested participants
also be available one day a week. Health
should contact Rev. Wish prior to their
and liability insurance are available for
first meeting for a brief preliminary interwarehouse workers as well as volunteer
view. People are encouraged to Join any
recognition. To sign up call the Center
• Continued on 1K'ge 24
time . Call Wish at 775-4000, ex!. 542.
lor Voluntary Action at 874·1015.
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MULTI-CULTURAL ARTS

PORTI.AND, MAINE 04101

Inside

Sure Portland's a swank town ... and whether
your budget affords a solid and serviceable
Rambler or can shell out the shekels for an
El Dorado, there's plenty of eateries to choose
from. Our staff, God bless
'em, do on occasion eat out
at other places. Jim,
the owner could eat
every night at Cafe
Always; Hoke, our chef
adores Kathad1n 8e the Madd Apple Cafe; Jill's a
fixture at the Pepper club; Pete's a Hugo's
habitae; flnd Sarah at an outdoor table at the
West Side. Back Bay Grill and Street 8e Co. raise
clamor of strong approval, and watch out for
that new kid on the block
"Planets." All told,
a full line of sleek
and hep hang outs.
That's why Alberta's, CBW's Best Dinner Spot In
the 1991 Reader Poll, knows the roster of talent
out there is great and we're proud of this
moniker. We don't take it lightly. So try them,
try Alberta's this summer.

MAINE'S FIFTEENTH ANNUAL
CELEBRATION OF THE ARTS!
Traditional arts "vlllage?' StoryteUlng, folk dancing,
traditional music. and crafts. Workshops and demon"
strations. (Learn how to tall a square dance or make
a cedar canoe!)
Contemporary arts exhibitions and performances.
Jazz, blues, rock. New theater. International music
and dance. Visual arts. Maine's floest contemporary
crafts show!
Don't forget the kids! Friday is Kids' Day, but there's
plenty of entertainment for kids all weekend long
(not to mention the playground and the beach!)
Spectacular new sitel Pine woods and salt water
bay make Thomas Point Beach the perfect environment for all Maine Festival activities.
Tickets available at most Shop 'n Save
Supermarkets in Mairre beginning July 15 and at
the gate throughout the event. Call Maine Arts,
Inc.. (207) 772-9012 for full schedule information.
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Fr.. CI •• s In Foot M••••
R.nexology offered Aug 12 from 6:308 pm at Windham Family Footcare Center, 940 RooseveltTrail, Boulder Ridge,
Suite 2, Windham. Licensed massage
therapist Jennifer Frick wi. be giving the
class. Call the Windham office at 8923200 for info.
H.rbs
for F.mal. H••lth An herbal
NEW
ABBY BLACK
worllshop at Sabbathday Lake Shaker
An Incomparable
PROPRIETORS: LYNNE PINERO
• Om tinued from page 23
Village, on Route 26 In New Gloucester.
singer- stylist
playing a unique
Discuss herbs useful for common probNEW
HOURS:
MON-FRI
blend of music,
lems or Imbalances, along with dietary Audubon Summ.r Public Info S.rvlc.
from classical
9AM-8:30PM
and lifestyte suggestions to support opMaine Audubon Society is oltering an
plono to the
'
"
\"',..
SAT
9-3
timal health. Discuss role of women as
{i~I !j~}: .
electronIc sounds
expanded public info service this sumoJthe '90s.
healers, Aug 17, from 9 am-4 pm. Led by
mer on natural history & environmental
NEW YOUr
AUGUST
Connne Martin, Fee: $25. Send nonissues.
Info is avanable on baby birds,
Wed. 8-11pm
SPECIALS:
refundable deposit of $15 by Aug 15 to
gypsy moths, loons, bird feeding, proThu. 8- mldnight
Senior
Outr.ach
Services
In
response
•
Shampoo,
Style
Cut,
RR '1, Box 640, Poland Spring 04274.
frifSot 8:30pm 12300m
1ecting water quality, enhancing wildme
Finish - 1/2 price
to the needs of older people, Southem
Flee Parking
For more info, call 926-4597.
habitat and many other topics. Barbara
Maine Area Agency on Aging is provid- Inc. .t Survivor Groups for women sur• Spiral Perms $20 Off
Cherry, public info specialist, will answer
ing Senior OUtreach Services to the fol• Reg. Condit1onlng Perms
vivorsof sexual abuselincest held weekly
your phone calls or letters as well as mail
lowing locations: Agency'solticesat237
$10 Off
at Womenspace Counseling Center in
fact sheets Of 01 her appropriate info to all
Oxford St, Portland, every Friday from
PorUand: Man 10-11 :30 am, Connecinterested persons. The service is free
FREE PARKING AT REAR OF
10 am-1 pm; Pride's Comer Congregations I drop-in support groups $7-$1 Oper
and available Mon-Fri from 8:30 am-5
~lST9RIC CENTRAL RR BUILDING
tional Church , 235 Pride St, Westbrook,
mee~ng; Monday 6:30-8 pm, Connecpm until Aug 30. Call 781-2330.
't,):;" 222 ST JOHN ST
OF THE EAST
first Thursday of each month, for resitions II drop-in support group $7-$1 0 per Blk. & Plua Rides Bike for one to two
SUJte~
15
.
2ND
FLOOR
Sonesta Hotel Porlland
dents of Westbrook and Gomam, from
meeting; Thu 6:30-8:30 pm, survivor's
hours along the beautifuf coast and
775·5411
10 am-1; Ross Center, 38 Washington
828-0426
sharing counseling group $20-$30 per
marshes of Cape Elizabelh and
St, Biddeford, second Tuesday of each
session. All groups are facilitated and
Scarborough with the Casco Bay Bimonth , for residents of Biddeford, Saco
strictly confidential, For more info, call
cycle Club, every Thursday at 6 pm. All
& OOB, from 10 am-1 pm. An Elder
Vivian Wadas, MA, at 871-0377.
abilities welcome, Meet at Pat's Pizza
Advocale will be available to assisl resi- A Love Song to God Discover how you
Roule 1 (near Oak Hill), Scarborough:
denls wilh their aging-related issues and
can experience the light and sound of
Park in rear of reslaurant. Afterwards
concerns, such as Medicare, insurance,
God in your everyday life. Leam how you
join
the group for pizza and SOcializing:
housing, social security, ele. This sercan experience spiritual love, freedom,
For more info, call Keith at 799-1085.
vice is provided freeof charge, 775-6503
wisdom and lruth through the singing of Casco Bay Blk. Club will be meeting
or 1-8QO.427-7411 .
"Hu:- a love song to God. Maine Salsang
Saturday, Aug 10 at 9 am for the annual
Speelallnt.rest AA Meeting for people
Society, Inc. - a chartered affiliate of
club picniC at Range Pond State Park in
living with AIDS meets weekly on Tue&Eckankar - invites you to an introducPoland; call Sandy at 775-6488 for dedays at 8 pm at the PWA Coalition , 377
tory discussion Aug 14 at 7:30 pm, at
tails. The dub meets the third Tuesday
Cumbenand Ave, Portland. Meeting deScarborough Public Library, 48 Gorham
of every month, at 7 pm in the Portland
signed to provide a safe space in which
Road, Scarborough . Donations acSafely Building (policestation) on Middle
to discuss HIV issues, while living posicepted. For more info, call 781-5005.
Slreet. The public is welcome. The club
tivelysober. This meeting is open only to Opportunltl.. for Support In Healing
also
has Ihe following rides scheduled:
those who have tested HIV/Positive or
Two groups: Theme~ntered support
Aug 10, annual club picnic, Range Pond
have been diagnosed with AIDS. For
group for adults in recovery from addicState Park; Aug 17-18, second annual
more information, call 871-9211.
tion, and a men's supporl group. Use of
Grafton Notch bike hike, 50 miles each
TranAupport A peer support group for
joumals, art, role plays, humor, metaday, sag wagon support, campground
transsexuals, cross-dressers, their
phors, anecdotes, assignments, exerSat nite, for info call Holly Braley a1892friends and families who desire a better
cises and literature encouraged. For info,
0207 , Ongoing: evening rides every
understanding of gender-related issues.
fees and interview, call Rick Bouchard,
~--'-.- ~
Wednesday at 6 pm, in the Yarmouthl
We currently meet on the second SunLMSW, at 828-2031 .
Freepon area. Leisurely paced 15-20
day of each month at 6 pm. For more Portland Sutl Order offers meditation
miles, low traffic, Dinner alter at a local
info, write 10 Transsupport, PO Box
sessions wilh creative visualization
ealery. Helmets recommended I Call
17622, Portland 04101.
breath, sound, light, and divine qUalities:
Charley at 865-3636 or Ketra at 829WINGS A non-prolil organization dediStructure and content are based on the
4402 for dates and localions. Call the24cated 10 providing support for low-inteachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and Pir
hour hotline at 774-1118, Bob Murray al
come single parents announces The
Vilayat Inayal Khan. Open 10 all, no
892-7029 or Gary Davis aI892-8257.
Kids' Place, providing day care for chilexperience necessary, at 232 St. John Get Your Paddle Wet III Bring your
333 Forest Ave., Portland, Maine 12071173-6906
dren from infancy to eighl years in South
SI, POrlland. This summer the order is
kayak and the willingness 10 meet new
Por~and. Reasonable rates and nurturalso offering a healing class, a universal
friends 10 Portland's Easl End Beach al
ing environmenl. For more information,
workshop, and healing retreals. For more
6 pm every Thursday evening through
can 767-201 o. Also, weekJysupportgroup
Informalion aboutlheorder,caU Rosanne
Labor Day. All levels are welcomed and
helps set goals Ihat lead to self-suffiJalbert al 846-6039.
encouraged to join in the fun. For more
ciencyand 10 facilitale discussion of prob- Portland Yoga Studio (616 Congress
information, call 772-5357.
lems single parents encounter. TuesSt.) alters Hatha Yoga for People With H.r Wild Song: Wllderne •• Journeys
days, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S , PortAIDS through Aug 28 from 12:40-2 pm
for Wom.n Maine's newesl wilderness
land and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11 Day
every Wednesday, at 22 Monument
guide service is offering live trips for
St, Westbrook. Also: WINGS nowsponSquare (take the elevator to the fifth
women this summer. Founded by wilsors an Aces chapter in Maine, for single
floor). The cost is $1 per class for those
demess
guide Anne Dellenbaugh, Her
parents who are seeking to get the state
who can afford it. Call the studio at 797Wnd Song has planned canoeing and
to collect child support payments.
5684 for more info ,
backpacking joumeys that are appropriSummer Yoga W•• k.nd Gabriel
ate for novices and experienced outHalpem, director of The Yoga Circle in
doors women , For more inlo, call 773Chicago, will give a special weekend
4969 , or write to P.O. Box 6793, Por~and
worllshop Aug 16, 17 & 18, co-spon04101 .
sored by The Yoga Center and Pornand Maine Women Outdoors sponsors hikYoga Studio. ForalilevelsofHalha yoga
ing, biking and camping trips for women
students. Location: Porlland Performing
18 years of age and older. Upcoming
Arls Center Dance Studio, 25A Forest
events; Aug 17, biking - ferry trip to
Ave . Cost of entire workshop is $95, $25
Bailey Island, bike back 10 Portland, call
for a two-hourciass, $35 for a three-hour
Katieat665-2881 ;Aug23-25, beginner's
class. For more in fa, call Elaine & Francis
backpacking weekend, call Mary at 872at 797-5684, Jennifer at 799-4449 or
6891 . For more info on MWO call Sandy
Vickie at 775-0975.
at 657-5134 or Karen at 797-3006.
Th. TeenIYoung Adult Clinic is a place MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adv.nture
to go if you have a health concem or
Club) offers the following events: Aug
medical problem, need a sports/school
10, day hike (stre nuous) through northphysical done, or have birlh control isern half of the Presidentials; Aug 17,
sues 10 deal with. Open to anyone 13-21,
second annual MOAC Summerfest at
every Monday from 4-8 pm, al Maine
Camp Ketcha, Scarboro, volunleers
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portneeded, call Tony at 773-1788; Aug 21 ,
land. Call 871-2763 for an appointment.
6-8 pm, sunset sail on Ihe Palawan,
Walk-ins seen if they arriv'e by 7 pm.
discountrateof10percentforMOACians,
Adult H•• lth Cllnlc:a The Visiting Nurse
call Billat871 -7028 by Aug 19to reserve
Service of Soulhem Maine alters blood Well Child Clinic The Visiting Nurse
Service of Southem Maine offers physia space; Aug 23, canoe trip to Umbagog ,
pressure & blood sugars monitoring, urical exams by a nurse practitioner or
call 846-3036; evening walks around the
nalysis, hemocults, tuberculosis testing,
physician, immunizations, lead testing ,
Back Cove, meet at Payson Park Tuestetanus vaccinations & routine fOOl care.
hematocrit, vision, hearing , nutrition and
days at 6:30 pm and Thursdays at 6 pm,
Clinics will be held allhe following times
developmental guidance by trained, regcalI829-4124; surfing at Higgins Beach,
and places: Aug 9, 9:30-11 :30 am, althe
istered nurses. All dinics are open to
call 871 -1216; Frisbee at Scarborough
Salvation Army, Old Orchard; Aug 13,
children in York County from 0-18 years
Beach Tuesday eves, call 775-2563;
10-11:30 am, at the Prospect Manor,
of age. A fee scale is available. Call 284spontaneousrockdimbing trips, call 766Biddeford; Aug 14, 10:30-12 noon, althe
4566 for an appoinlment. The next clinic
4457; outing to Rangeley Lakes area
Ross Center, Biddeford; Aug 15, 10will be held Aug 12, 9-12noon ,at Visiting
July 12-14, call 828-1532.
11 :30 am, al Ledgewood Apartmenls,
Nurse Service Office, Saco.
Biddeford; Aug 28, 8:30 am-4 pm, at Ihe
Tafton Center, Sanford. You must be 18
or older to participate. Appoinlmentsare
necessary; call 284-4566.
Buddhlst·Orl.nted Meditation Group
now meeting every Sunday, from 10-11
am, at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small
donation . For more info, caU 774-2174.
Early Pregnancy CI... A 2 112 hour
class for pregnanl women and couples
in their first three to four months of pregnancy,Aug 12from7-9:3Opm. Classwill
cover fetal development, physical and
emotional changes of pregnancy, your
relationship as a couple, diet, exercise,
discomforts and self-care , and choices
in birth. Cosl is $12. Healthy Beginnings
also offers prepared childbirth classes,
breaslfeeding classes, and a new parents support group. For info or to regis20 word limit, no changes please.
ler, call MaryTaytor, ICCE, at 829-3362.
• Continued on page 26
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• Thomas Point Beach, Brunswick
August 9, 10" 11

A CHILDREN'S RESALE SHOP
(FO RMERLY CHILDREN'S ORCHARD)

around. It creates all kinds of problems from a
marketing point of view as well as a logistical
point of view. We'd like to have it stay put. I
think that the fact that the festival moved a
couple of times in a couple of years has to do
with changes that the organization was underSDing - and it also has something to do with
pressures that came to bear in an unforeseen
manner, at least the first time we moved. To
make a short answer, we're hoping that we don't
have to move again.
WD: A lot of people have said that the way
things were presented last year - and what was
presented last year -left something to be
desired . How is this year's
festival different from last year's?
BH: What we have this year is
a festival that is coherent and
focused in its program. We have
identified particular areas of the
program that we felt were
strongly representative of the
arts and cultural community in
Maine and we have based the
festival design program on that.
WD: How has the presentation cha nged?
BH: I think the problems (we
had last year) had more to do
with the site and the use of the
site, and I think that we were
very much in transition between
the model that existed for the
festival when we arrived and the
model that I think we've
established in pretty firm shape
this time around. Does that make
sense?
WD: Yeah, sure. I see that
Zydeco man Boozoo Chavis will
be there on Sunday afternoon,
How does he fit in?
BH: That's an interesting
example. I think the effort this
year has been, when we bring
somebody like that here, to
connect that part of the program
to Maine's roots. If you take a
look at the traditional arts area,
there's a big emphasis and focus
on Franco-American culture. You
see that by the presence of the
Maine French fiddlers, and by
800.1:00 Chavis will perfonn Aug. 11 at the Maine Festival.
the presence of Michael Parent,
who's a Franco-American
storyteller, and on and on. The idea is to bring to
the latest selection of featured performers reflects
the festival this element that is very strongly
a "Nerf" (safe, indoor) trend - Mainahs only,
developed in Maine, and then add dimension to
please.
that by bringing artists from outside of the state,
I talked to Bruce Hazard, executive director at
Bringing Boozoo Chavis, who tepresents the
Maine Arts, Inc., about these and other issues.
French-speaking black people of Louisiana,
While he didn't make everything plain as day, he
seemed to us to be an interesting extension of
did make it all sound reasonable. This is a
portion of that interview:
that.
WD: Is this festival-{m-the-move motif a
WD: Sounds great.
BH: Are you going to make it out this year?
deliberate thing?
WD: That depends on where it is.
BH: I think not. We really hope that we have
found a place where the festival can be for
W.D. Cutlip
awhile. We don't really like the idea of moving it

The Maine Festival opens August 9 at Thomas
Point Beach in Brunswick. Thomas Point is the
festival's third home in as many years, and
people are beginning to talk.
(Actually, people never stop talking around
here, do they?) Every summer for the last three
years, people have dropped dark hints here and
there; "Pssst. Hey buddy. The Maine Festival is
moving for some nefarious reason. Pass it on,"
One popular version of this rumor is that the
festival moved out of Deering Oaks (1989) and
the Cumberland Fairgrounds (1990) because
"Portland is not really Maine," Similar things
have been said about the festival's program: that

The Maine Festival will take place at Thomas
Point Beach, which is 2.5 miles south of Cook's
Corner Shopping Center in Brunswick. Use
Cook's Corne r exit off Route I, the n take Route 24
south from Cook's Corner and follow the signs.
This year's festival offers a wide range of
experience for all ages. In the traditional arts area,
audience members can dance to Maine's finest
traditional bands, help choose the winner of the
1991 Maine Fiddling Championships, or learn
how to make
a cedar canoe.
On Sunday,
as part of the
Franco American heritage program, The Red Clay
Ramblers and Zydeco legend Boozoo Chavis will
join Lewiston's Cest Si Bon on stage.
The contemporary stages (Festival and Cafe)
will feature performances by Darien Brahms,
Malinda Liberty, the Bebe Miller Dance Company, Forces of Nature Dance and Drumming
Troupe and the John Campbell Blues Band. In the
Theatre Tent, Lee Faulkner and Steve Grover will

festival

present "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird," and Shoestring Theatre will perform" All
My Life," an oral history of Portland's West End,
The festival will also feature extensive
activity in the visual arts. The Union of Maine
Visual Artists will be creating giant paintings
and a sc ulpture garden as well as presenting
workshops and demonstrations. Maine
craftspeople will show their work in the Art
Market, and creative Maine businesses will
display items they've produced in the Maine
Enterprise area,
Friday is Kid's Day at the festival, and there
will be feature performances and activities
especially for kids on every stage and activity
area. There will also be performances, workshops and hands-on activities in the Children's
Activities Area throughout the weekend.
Tickets for the festival are $9 for ad ults, $4 for
kids under 16 and seniors 65 and over. They're
available at most Shop 'n Save supermarkets
and at the gate. Call Maine Arts at 772-9012 for
full schedule information and special rates.

- INDEPENDENT ONCE AGAIN WANTS TO SHARE THE THRILL!

We pay CASH for your children's oulgrown clothing, (sizes 0-10),
accessories & toys. Call for your appointment today.
220 Mall Plaza , S. Portland
(by Ames & Bookland)

Hours : Mon,..-Sat.
9:30 am-8:30 pm

772-7333 -1-800-564-7333

Proud Recipients of the
Gourmet Diner's Club of
America's Silver Spoon
Award two years running
Dinner served daily 5 - lOpm

NEW SUB CIIY
SANDWICHSMITHS TO THE OLD PORT
151 Middle Street
Next to Videoport
Portland
828'{)211
FAX 828-{)318

Lunch;
Monday-Friday, 8-4
Ught Dinners,
Sandwiches, Pizza:
Wednesday-Salurday, 4-9

Famous since June, 1991, New Sub City has become a legendary
purveyor of state-of-the-art sandwiches, rolled Syrians, salads,
soups, pizza, Green Mtn. Coffee Roasters coffee, sinful chocolate chip
cookies (insulin therapy not included), muffins and other delectable
daily specials to discerning business, professional and stressed
executives of the Old Port office community,

Columbo Hon Fat Yogurt· Make Your Own Sundae

only $125

IIARDING~ BOOK ~80~

AUG 7-13
ONE

WEEK

WED9:15

T HURS-MON 7, 930
TUES7
SAT SUN MAT 1,

3:30

Cy
538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & Sold
Highest Prices Paid
Search Service
Tax & Insurance Appraisals

DEB

r:/~l~ R

A Film by
~
JEAN-PAUL RAPPENEAU
AUG 14-18

TUES9:30
WED-SAT7,9
SAT SUN MATI

Sirtgle items or large collecllons wanted

IIROWSERS AlWAYS WaCOME
10 am to 5:30 pm Mon.-Sat.
Antiquorlon Book.... " Auoclatlon of America

1-800-228-1398
761-2150

538 Congress 51.

646-8785
Rout. 1, Wen.

iOPEN
J6..DOORS

August 8, 1991

Gzsoo Bay Wukly
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Community
Cable Network
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waak of 8/9/91
THE UNEMPLOYMENT
SEMINAR: (1 112 hr)
IRELAND TODAY:
Memories of a
Longshoreman (1 hr)
PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE:
Segments 'rom the
Spurwink School &
Training Resource Center
(112 hr)

Entertaiirurlent 6 Nights
See Listings or call for info.

175 Picket St • S. Portland

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10prn
and are repeated Sat - Mon '
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues ., Wed
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Chan

i6i·461i

HOUR
& White .t'r()ce:ssirlP
24 exposures only $896

Photography Service for
Amateurs & Professionals

,

6O

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.

'

37 Ocean Street, South Portland 767.2007
157 Middle Street (Old Port) 761.2882
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Leavitt & Parris Inc,
free estimates, installation & delivery
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See page 31 for details.

Entertainment
• Contmaud from pagt 24

OUT

FOR

KIDS

Golf Tourn.ment Benefit USM Lifeline
and the American Heart Association are
sponsoring a goll toumament at the Sable
Oaks Golf Club In S. PorUand Aug 17.
Team asslgnments start at 11 am, shot
gun starts at 12, reception and awards
presentation will take place at the Sable
Oaks Club at 5 pm. Tickets are $50 and
include 18 holes of golf, use of go~ cart,
reception and awards ceremony. Registration deadline is Aug 9. For more info
call Len Jordan at 760-4573 or Sue
Rowan at 1-800-244-4202.
Portl.nd Rugby Club practioes Tues &
Thurs eves, at 5 :30 pm, at Fox Street
Field off Marginal Way. Players of all
abilities are welcome. Games and tournaments scheduled throughout the summer. For more information , call Peler at
829-4607 or John at 174-5221 .
Sports e..t 14th Annu.1 Bowdoin .nd
BKk 1O-Mlle Run to the Coat One
of New England's premiere road races
happens Sunday, Aug 18 at 8 am sharp.
Entry blanks and delails can be obtained
from Sports East in the Topsham Fair
Mall, at 729-1800.
ThIr\Y8omethlng Socc.r A group of individuals from the Portland area, ages
30 and over, meet to playsoccerSunday
eves at 6 pm on the lower field bah ind the
high school in Cape Elizabeth. Events
include pick-up games, challenge
matches with other area clubs and occasional toumaments. For more info, call
767-7122.
VolI.yb.1I Portland Recreation offers pickup games through the summer on T uesdays and Thursdays, from 7 :30-9 :30 pm.
Fee Is 51.50 for resldents, $3 for nonresldents. Proof of residency required .
At Reiche Community Center, 166
Brackett SI. For more Information, call
874-8873.

The Clrcua Come. to Town Vidbel's
Ofde Tyme Big Top Family Circus will
come to the Seashore Trolley Museum
on Aug 11 10 give two shows at 1 :30 and
4, rain or shine. Features acts from trape~e artists to stilt-walking to three huge
Aslan elephants dancing aroundthe ring.
Tickets purchased in advance are $5 for
everyone over the age of 3. On the day
of the show, prices are $6 (3-11) and $7
(12andover) . The museum is Iocaledon
Log Cabin Road in Kennebunkport. For
MOFGAF.rm&.G.rden Toura Whether
further info call 967-2800.
you're interes1ed in animal agriculture or
D.A.R.E. Summer Actlvltl . . In an effort
a vegetarian, self-reliant lifestyle,
to provide kids with exciting alternatives
MOFGA's1991 Farm and Garden Tours
to drugs and alcohol, the Portland Police
have something to offer. From Beth and
Dept DAR.E. Program will be providing
Art Tracy's efficient hand tools to the
adventure trips throughout the summer .
Pe~rlman's 50 varieties of apples and 58
On these trips, kids will learn positive
vaneUes of potatoes, take the time to
risk-laking and how to work with others
enjoy and leam from some exemplary
while having lots of fun. A police office;
farms, Hosts have scheduled a specific
and schoolteacher will accompany kids
day for vlslts on all the farms, Most are
on all tnps. The following is a list of trips :
MOFGA-certified organic or are farmed
Aug 13, windsurfing on Back Cove; Aug
organically by MOFGA members, For a
16-17, camping & wihitewaterrafting on
tist of farm tour dates, directions and a
th~ Penobscot River (for older kids) in
description for each, see the July/Aug
Millinocket, ME ;Aug23&29, whitewater
Issue of the Maine Organic Farmer and
rafting on the Kennebec River in
Gardener, available at newstandsor from
Bingham, ME (for kids involved in PROP's
the Maine Organic Farmers and GarPeer Leader Program) ; Aug 30, technidenersAssoc, Box 2176, Augusta04338,
cal rock climbing in Durham, NH. Call
tei. 622-3118,
Ollicer Karl Geib at 874-8523 for more
N.ture Lectur.. Wolfe's Neck Wood's
info on trips.
State Park In Freeport offers nature pr<>Gho.t storfe. Grealer Portland Landgrams at 2 pm on summer weekends
marks will present Ghost Stories at the
.and on some ~eekdays, The hour-long
Portland Observatory on Aug 15 promp~y
programs may Include a walk, short talks
at 6:30 pm. The shadows and dart<ness
and other activities. Reservations are
of the observatory at dusk provide the
not required. An asterisk marks wheelperfect
setting for haunting ghost stories
chair-accesslble programs: Aug 8, The
and chilling folk tales as told by Susan
Osprey's Story"; Aug 10, Nature's MediDries. Cost is $3 for adults, $1 for chilcine Chest by Mary Thorp, pharmacist;
dren . Recommended for anyone 5 or
Aug II, Stories in Stone: Aug 14, Nature
older. Reservations are encouraged :
Legends"; Aug 15,In the Pines"; Aug 17,
774-5561 .
Secrets of the Shore; Aug 18, Protecting
Our, Envlronme'l! with Leon Ogrodnick, Int.rpretlng the Salt Marsh through
Pottery Searcih for natural artifacts from
enVIronmentalist. For more info, call the
the salt marsh and incorporate them in
park at 865-4465.
your own handmade pottery. August 14
Outdoor Hotlln. Call774-1118 for a listfrom 10-12 noon .At Scarborough Marsh
ing. of bicycling, hiking , cross country
Nature Center on Route 9 West. Cost is
skiing , canoeing and other outdoor ac$3 member, $4 non-member, plus a $2
tivities sponsored by th e Maine Outdoor
fee for supplies. Call 883-5100 for info.
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay BiPeaks Island Children's F.stlval hapcycle Club.
pens Aug 18, starting at 11 :15 with a
Ov.n'. Mouth, WI.c •••• t
&.
bicyde. & buggy parade and Including
Hockomock Crul. . Narrated by Bud
entertainment, food, children's games,
Warren, this cruise leaves Maine Marioonking booth and raffle drawings at
Ume Museum Aug 20 for the Sassanoa,
1:30. Admission is $1 .50 for children, $2
Sheepscot and Hockomock Bay with a
for adults, $6 for families. Festival takes
picnic lunch in Oven's Mouth and a stop
place at Greenwood Gardens, Island
at Seal Rocks. The museum is located at
Avenue. Ferry leaves Portland at 10:15. The BIg Sounds Ben.nt at AIIm I.t.nd
243 Washington St, Bath, Cost is $32 for
F.rm Come join the celebration at an
Proceeds to benefit Peaks Island Child
members, 536 for non-members. Reserout-of-the-ordinary, fundraiser dance
Development
Center.
For
more
info
call
vations are required; call 443-1316.
party, Brave Combo, those outrageous
76&-2854.
Scarborough M.rsh Natur. Cent.r
nuclear· powered polkaholics who have
The
Portl.nd
Public
Llbr.ry'.
Weekly Progr.m. include the followrocked Portland two years running , will
Children'. Room Schedule for the week
ing : Canoe Tours - discover the vast
make this a night like no other. Aug 24, at
of
August
8:
Aug
12,
10:30
am,
Prearray of wildlife and plants, as well as the
6 pm, light supper provided by some of
school Story Time ; Aug 14, 9:30 am,
fascinating history ofScarooroug h Marsh
the area's finest food emporiums and a
Finger
Fun
for
Babies;
Aug
14,
10:30
as you paddle along the meandering
polkalcha-cha re fresher course; $50 per
am,
"Moose
Mainea'
Celebration
for
Dunstan River. Times : da~y from lOperson, Dance, auction & horsd'oeuvres
Summer Readers; Aug 16, 10:30 am,
II :30am;Tues& Thursfrom6-7 :30pm.
al 8; cash bar; 525 per person . An pr<>Tales
for
Twos
;
Aug
17,
10:30
am,
SumCost: $6 adult member, $5 child of memceeds to benefit Portland Performing
mer Reading Program ends. All pr<>ber, $7 adult non-member, $6 child nonArts and Big Sounds From All Over. Call
grams
are
free
and
open
to
the
public.
member (deduct $1.50 if providing your
774-0465 to order your tickets.
Five Monument Square , Portland. For
own canoe). Salt Marsh Adventure (for
Bookm.klng Participants will creale a
more information, ca ll 871 -1700.
all ages) - uslng all of your senses,
personal joumal in the style of 17thSumm.r
Programs
for
Children
at
explore the unique ecology of the salt
century Itafian limp-paper cover bindRiverton PubHc LibraryOn Wednesdays :
marsh and discover the interdependency
i~gs. Using the slmplest hand tools, parToddler Story Hour at 10:30 am ; Sumand adaptations of plants and animals
ticipants Will create their books from handmer
Craft
Fun
(all
ages),
led
by
Phyllis
Ilvlng there. Times: Tues& Thurs from 2made cotton/abaca paper covers, velForward through Aug 14 at 1 pm. On
3:30 pm. Cost: $2 member, $3 nonlum tapes & archival qual~y, machineFridays: Finger Fun for Babies , 9 :30member. Dawn Birding -the best birding
made text papers. The creative process
9:45 am; Preschool Story Hour (3 to 5IS often on the early moming when birds
wiHcontinue as participants write in their
year-olds),
10:30
am.
Students
5-13
are
are most active. Lookand i sten lor egrets
newly made joumals. Taught by Pamela
invited to sign up forthe summerreading
glossy ibises, herons, oocks, willets:
Fae Cole, who operates the Kennebec
program. Prizes will be given for children
sparrows, swallows and more. Times:
Hand Bookbindery In Machias. Aug 24
who
reach
their
reading
goals
for
the
every Wed from 7-8 :30 am. Cost: $2
from 9 am-4 pm, at the Maine Wr~ers
program.
Sign
up
through
July
5
during
member, $3 non-member. For more info
Center. Cost Is $40/$50 includes materinorrnallibrary hours : Wednesdays 9-6,
call the center at 683-5100.
'
als. Pre-registration is required;payment
Thursdays
12-8,
Fridays
9-12.
1600
ForSenior Sund.Y8 Reawaken 'your sense
In full should flo sent to Maine Writers &
est Ave. For more info, call 797-2915.
of wonder ooring this nature presentaPublishers Alliance, Maine Wrilers Cention and leisurely walk especially for seter, 19 Mason St, Brunswick 04011, tel.
niors ages 50 and over. Aug 11 & 25,
729-6333.
from 2-3:30 pm. At Scarborough Marsh
Bottle and Can Redemption DaySponNature Center (take Route 1 to
sored by The Greater Portland Affiliate
Scarborough and turn east onto Pine
of Literacy Volunteers of America, the
Point toward Pine Point Beach - also
funds collected will be used to provide
marked Route 9 West. SMNC is half a
support services for tutors wiho donate
mile down on the left). Cost is $2 memtheir lime to help adults leam to read .
bers, $3 non-members.
Info on volunteer opportunities will also
WednHdayEvenlng Paddle.Try a sea
be available. Bring bottles & cans to
kayak;join Saco RiverOulfitters for Wed
Brighton Beverage, 873 Brighton Ave,
evening demo kayak paddles. Meet ev- Action Sport. Toumament. for MDA
Aug 10 from 9 am-3 pm. For further info,
eryWedat5:30 pmat East End Beach to
Action Sports Unlimited will be hosting a
call Cheryl Klein at 767-5186.
test-paddle different kayaks. For more
series of sporting events for the Muscu- ~ttl. Drive Back Bay Botda Redempinformation , call 773-0910 .
lar Dystrophy Association of Maine.
tion and Mama D's Deli are sponsoring a
There win be a volleyball tournament at
drive to bene~t M~scular Dystrophy of
Old Orchard Beach Aug 10 from 10-5.
Maine. The drrve WIll be held at Deering
There will also be a softball toumament
Oaks Part< (Deering Avenue entrance)
on Labor Day Weekend, Aug 30-Sept 2,
on Aug 10 from 11-5:30 pm, and Aug 11
and a tennis tournament from Aug 30from noon-6. Just bring your returnables
Sept I , both at Deering Oaks Part<. Parto the park, and the people from Back
ticipants will collect donations for M DA
Bay Bottle Redemption will do the rest.
as an entry fee. Prizes. For more info,
Info, contact Back Bay BotUe Redempcall 773-2428 or 878-3749.
tion at 871-1044 or MDA at 878-3749.
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by Linda Barry

Doo~ RfMEM6ER I TOLD Yov ABovT HE,R. THE
ONE WHo DOESN'T I<\NOW IF SHeS A
VIP-GIN OR. NOT-IF I f)IDN'rTELJ.. Yov
L~T ME KNOW AN'O I'LL WRITE IT ITS
AN INCI<,£DIBLE STOR.Y-SHE HAP A
. SNEAK OVT PARTY LAST NIGHT BY
THIs THIN6 WE OIL-£. THE ROPE

CINDY LVOERf\\YER.

YJ/M'Sl

A

"'.

DEAR BRENDA

I

AM WIVTlNG YOv ACAtN

EVEN THOVGH I HAYEN'T GOT A LETI'E'R
BACK FROM You YET DON'T WoAAY ABovT
IT TMO~GH.
No 81G , I AM So 8oREDl~//

rrs

ALSO I GOT 400 MoSqUITo Bc;rEmOfr!'
SNE .... K ING OVTSIDE LAST N IGHT

FROM NEXT

d

L

e

No '('0 v lifO >/ ' r

ITS A ROPE HANGrNG IN THE' WOOD 5

BY THE

RIVER

Yov'Rf SuPpoSE/) TO

sv,mJG ON IT OVER THE WATER AND
LfT GO , LAST NIGHT THEY WERE
C A~LIN6 ME CHICKEN. FO~ TWO Tl-IINU,
I WOu LONT LET Go OF Tl-lE RoPt AND
, WOVLDN ' T PLAY THIS' STUPID 6AMf
wHfRE' ARoUND SIX GvyS FRENCH Yov ,
I LEFT fVEN 'Tt1oV6H NO ONt HSE WAS
l..fAlJlNG LET "THfM "THINK I'M A PRUPE.
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Contr.danc. with Shenanigans Band
Aug 10 in Newbegin Gym in Gray.
Couples dance workshop at 8 pm,
contradance at 8:30. All dances taught,
beginnerslsingleswelcome. $4. Call 4283986 for more info .
Danc•• of Universal P.ac. Join us lor
an even ing of meditaUon through sacred
dance. No experience is necessary. In
the tradition of the Sufis, the dances
celebrate qualities of the world's spiritual
traditions , such as Christian, Jewish, Islamic, Hindu , Native American, Creation
Spirituality, and the tradition of the goddess. The dances are offered as a wayof
supporting each individual's particular
spiritualspiritual joumey. The next dance
will be held Aug 10 at the Swedenborgian
Church , 2 Stevens Ave, Portland. For
more info, call Greg at 646-6039.
The Enriched Golden Age Center invites men and women 60 and over to
Wednesday luncheons. There is a donation of $2 and programs are as follows :
Aug 14 - Ray Hilton with a Sunset
Squares demonstration ; Aug 21 Rhoda Mite of the Peace Corps speak·
ing on Swaziland ; Aug 28 - Beau &
Dave McMakin's muslc program. The
center Is located on the ground level of
the Salvation Army building , 297
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Reservations
made in advance by calling 774~974 .
Goll. D.nc., Inc. Smoke- and chemfree dances with swing, Latin & ballroom
music every Friday from 9-12 pm, and
every Sunday from 3-6 pm. Re freshments . Cost is $5 pe r person .
Thompson 's Point, Building 1A, Second
Floor. For more info call 773-3558.
How to Really st.rt Your Own Bu.I·
ne•• Portland SCORE , Service Corps
of Retired Executives, will hold a workshop covering all important considerations in starting a new buslne!ls, including how to organize , budgeting , marketing and record -keeping. Aug 14 from 14 pm at its offices at 66 Pearl St , Portland. lnfo andreservationscall772-1147.
Introduction to Spinning A workshop at
Sabbathday Lake Shaker Village , on
Route 26 in New Gloucester. Working
with a Shaker neece, students wilileam
to sort, tease and handcard. They will
spin ' in the grease" on drop spindles.
Plying and skeining will be demonstrated
as well as spinning on the flax whee .
Handspun yarn will be dyed with a traditional Shaker butternut recipe. Aug 24,
from 10 am-4 pm. Fee: $25. Send nonrefundable deposi t of $15 by Aug 15 to
RR #1 , Box 640, Poland Spring 04274.
For more info, call 926-4597.

THREE' OF TIlE GlIYS WERE Of( BUT TH£E~
OF THEM WERE SO FAKE. CINDY Bl\RfI.Y
kNOVl~ THEM EVEN 811T TltEY AI<E'GltYS'
AND TO HER. Guy) (OllNT MoRE So
THATS WH Y / '/11 fJoR.ED 'THEY ARE ALL
Ar CRoFTON POOL 7DDAY AN!> Fo~ SO"" E
REASoN I DIDN'T FEn LIIff' GOING,
Yov wf~f NEVER. LIKE THAT TO ME
WITH 6vYS BRENDA, I HOPI: YOIA (NIl-I.

Ir1.I~SfN6 '(ov.
t~W~R~IT~e;-~M;;fTBSA~U(~/~

Main. Animal Sanctuary will hold its
ne xt monthly meeting at 7 :30 pm on Aug
13 at Clark Memorial Church, 15 Pleasant Ave , Portland. Anyone interested in
animal welfare is invited to attend. Call
772-1465 for details.
Men'. Go.pel The Greater Portland chapter of the Full Gospel Business Mens'
Fellowship International is pleased to
have Ron Gobeil as guest speaker on
Aug 10 at 9 am. The breakfast will be
held at Valle's Steak House at Exit8 on
Brighton Ave , Portland. Cost is $5 . Reservationsare necessary; call Bob at 7746416 or Dick at 799-8638 by Aug 8 . Men
& women of all faiths are welcome.
Mu.lc on the Bay Casco Bay Lines is
offering summer muslc cruises, which
run through Sept 8. Leave the CBl terminal at 5 pm on Sundays at hear three
hours of R&B/soullMotownlNew Orleans-Zydeco/swing by Big Chief & the
Continentals. All ages are welcome. Tickets are $10 for aoolts, $5 for children .
Group rates are also available. Call CBL
al774-7871 for more info.
The N.m. . Project, Maine, • chapter
of the N.tlonal AIDS Quilt, win be
holding panel-seWing workshops at The
Sewing Shop, 461 Stevens Ave (at the
comer of Pleasant and Stevens) from 25 pm on Aug 14 & 18. If you have any
questions, call 774-2198.
The Path of H.rb. Learn about the wild
edibles & medicinals that are free from
nature'spantrybyjoining Pol Hermes for
a plant identification walk through the
countryside, Aug I I , 2-4:30 pm, for $20 .
On Aug 18, from 1-4 pm, you can take
Herbal Preparations Made by Your OWn
Hand and learn to make your own herbal
extracts, salves, oils & liniments for $30 .
Hermes , herba lisVorganic farm er/
wildcrafter/teacher, is also ownerof Crystal Spri ngs, a 40-acre , MOFGA-certified
organic herb & vegetable farm in Dayton
that also serves as a teaching center
offering a variety of herbal & educational
workshops. For info and registration , call
499-7040, or write Hermes at 70 Hollis &
Buda Road, Dayton 04005. Please register in advance, ij possible , by sending
a non-refundable deposit of $1 O.
Schoolhouse Arts Center Annual Craft
Show will take place Aug 24 from lOam4 pm on the Arts Center grounds, 100
yards north of the intersection of routes
114 & 35 in Sebago Lake Village. Maine
artisans are invited to exhibit their crafts.
For more info, contact Donna Stone at
892-9736, Glenne Gray at 657-2183 or
the center at 642 -3743.

SOON I'/rl

Round Cape Horn Must Go: An Hlstory of Sea Shantl.s .nd Deepwat.r
Song. Yarmouth Historical Society presents an evening of entertainment and
fascinating history induding songs of the
sea and tall tales of maritime adventures. Bob Webb, Curator of The Maine
Maritime Museum in Bath, will focus his
talk on the development of shanty songs
sung on the square rigged vessels olthe
t 9th century. He will bring his concertina,
banjo and bunon -accordion to accompany his singing of sailors' ballads and
sailors' wort< songs. At the Cousins Island Community House is located one
mile from the island side 01 the bridge , on
the left slde nexlto the chapel. Aug 19 at
7 :30 pm. There is no charge for this
event, but donations are welcomed. For
info on this and other programs of the
Yarmouth Historical Society, call 64&6259.
Southem M.ln. Commodore U. .rs
Group meets monthly throughout the
year at 12 :30 pm on the second Saturday of each month. Meetings are held in
the Iourth floor conference room at the
Portiand Public Library, 5 Monument
Square. The Aug 10 meeUng will feature
a demonstration of hardware and software on the Commodore Amiga, For
more info call 773-7853 .
Th. United M.lne Craft.men 22nd
Annu.' Cumberf.nd Craft Show will
take place at the Cumberland FairgroundsAug9-11 . Over 250 MainecraflSmen will be exhibiting . Children 's tent,
food concessions, Maine food products
and more. $2 admiSSIon. For more info ,
call Penny Evans at 443-2787.
Women'. International Folk D.nclng
Beginner's classes in line and circle
dances of Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey, Armenia, Yugoslavia, Rumania, Israel &
others. No partners needed. Thursdays
at 7:30 pm, Williston West Church, 32
Thomas St, PorUand. Cost: $2. For more
info, call Ruth at 774-9378.

Regional Italian
&
Mediterranean
Cuisine
Open 7 days a week
from 5:30 pm"
Reservations Aeceptcd
41 Middle Street 774-2972

Watch prehistoriC sea
creatures come to life through
the amazing robotics of
Dinamation International
MAY 25-SEPTEMBER 2
191

Riverside SI. at Exit 8, Portland
$3. 50 per person
children under 1. FREE

The Children's Museum
of Maine
Open year-round
746 Stevens Ave., Portland
Call 797-KITE (5483)
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CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A
CAN YOU TELL THE DIFFERENCE
between an addictive family and a
healthy one? Call Peter Rush CAC
871-1000. New England F~ily In~
stiMe. Workshop 8/24/91 .
MENDING THE WOUNDS- FREEING THE SPIRIT- Beginning Sept.
10. 8 evening classes. Workshop
Series- Fall'91lSpring '92: I)GroundIng Anger & Agression; 2)Love. Eros.
& Sexuality; 3)Healing I=or Healers.
For dates and information call Pam
Chubbuck. MA. CBT. Over 20 years
experience as a therapist. 846-Q8()().
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax
tired. aching. stiff muscles while improving circulation and soothing tension. Sliding scale. Call Pam
Richards. A.B.M.P. Certified. 7756636.
THERAPEUTIC
PERSONAL
GROWTH
GROUP.
September
openings for 1 female. 1 male in biweekly. on-going group (Tues. 7:309:30
pm).
Codependency
relationship. self-care and self-es~
teem issues integrated in experienbal process. Individual session required. Call Denis Noonan or Barbara Hare Noonan. Center for Personal and Professional Well-Being.
772-1896.

roommates
INNERLIGHT
Medlt"t/on·I,,"Motloll
Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy

1.1 ,

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen. M.A .. L.M.T.. Licensed Massage Therapist. Alleviate chronic
backaches. headaches. neck and
shoulder stiffness. sciatica. stress.
improve flexibility. muscle tone . circulation. athletic performance. By
appointment. 865-Q672.
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ROLFING : HOW DOES IT WORK?
In a series of ten sessions connec~
tive tissue is manipulaied and
released. allowing you to become
straighter
and
more
flexible.
BRUNSWICK appointments available. Call 582-4580.
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VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN

:.

Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist

I ;
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I

772-6411
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SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

iI

1
I

Reasonable Ral8I

222 St. John St.

Portland

I I

Thomas
Myers
883-2756
15 years
expenence

• Member Rolf Institute'

• I

Alcoholics often act differently when
they are drinking. Some gct violent
and hurt those they love.
TIlAT IS NOT FUNNYI

If you or someone you love has an
alcohol, or other drug problem call
me, I may be able to help you .
GARY W. Me KENNEY

u censed Substance Abu se Counselor
Certified Hypnotherapist
142 High Street. Su ite 306
Portland.m ME Phone 772-3889
Addiction is a treatable illness!

Cellter
Moving and Being Moved

Saturday, August 17
9:30am to 4 pm
A one-day workshop for
adults to explore their
creative selves in movement.
Cost: $7500

Portland Yoga Studio
Classified ads
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-B .X .S. lyrnga ,.

Elaine & Frances
McGillicuddy · 797-5684
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Feeling Frazzled?
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' When you a re lull in lhe bo~dY
'
you meel /h e soul"

.
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775-6601.
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Bulley

Drama
Therapist

Lisa Sgambati. M.A.
Expressive
Therapist

879-1959

1 or 2 HOUSEMATES NEEDED. We
are across the street from USM. Inexpensive rent plus 1/4 utilities.
Please call 775-<5347.

Cenlfled Iyengar Yoga

1!
Ir

r.ssiv. Therapy RecoVlry Group
Molly Hoadley. M.A.

roommates

150 ST. JOHN STREET
. ME 04102

•

477 Congreu SI•• Sulle 410
Portland. ME CJ.41 01

LCSW • Psychotherapist

871-9256

ANOTHER RESPONSIBLE PERSON to share spacious. clean two
bedroom apt. in quiet neighborhood;
storage. wid hookup. off-street parking. Ideal near downtown locanon.
$290 +112 utilities; 775-7754 after
11 :OOam. or leave message.
APT. TO SUBLET Sept. and Oct.
West End. Off street parking. Large
space. $250 per month. Call 8740525.

PROFESSIONAL MALE (n/s. 27).
seeks MiF roommate to share 2 bedroom apt. in S.P. $G13/mo .• heat included. Spacious. cathedral ceilings.
deck. parking. Available Sept. 1.
Chris. 773-5297.
PROFESSIONAL NON-SMOKING
FEMALE wants same to share 2 BR
townhouse in Westbrook. $375 includes all. Call 856-6860.

ROOMMATE WANTED. MlF. share
two BR apt. Hardwood floor. nonsmoker. WID. Fireplacel woodstove.
no pets. Newly renovated. $325/mo.
HeaV electric included. Walk to
MMCI USM. 874-2448.
SEEKING
HOUSEMATE
FOR
SUNNY. Spacious 3 bdrm. apt.
Share with two vivacious. over 30.
profeSSional women. Must be nonsmopker and like cats. No additional
pets please. Avail. 8/1. 871-0110.
SEEKING HOUSEMATES: Beautiful
country home in Raymond. 30 min.
to Portland. Furnished! unfurnished
bedrooms.
Jacuzzi.
fireplace.
pnvacy. 100+ acres of woods. Complete appliances. Reasonable rent.
Call 655-5246. Leave message.
WARM . MATURE. N/S. Feminist.
health
conscious.
professional
woman seeks other bit lesbian!
straight women to form semi-collective household. Sense of humor and
cooperative
spirit
necessary.
Punsters.
recyclers.
artists.
musicians. social activists. and pet
lovers preferred. Interested? Wondering ? Questions? Call Bobbi at
761 -2784.

CAPE ELiZABETH- Share home
with Christian male. 31. Near Fort
Williams. Must be non-smoker
courteous.
responsible.
Prefe~
someone quiet. but amiable. $350+
1/2 util. and deposit. Available Sept
1. 767-1274.

WEST END- FEMALE NIS to share
2 1/2 bedroom. 2 bath. w/fireplaces.
WID. deck wlbayview. $375 + 1/2
utils. 774-0797 or 772-4614. Tammy.

FEMALE NIS WANTED TO SHARE
spacious house with yard & and offstreet parking with 2 other young
profeSSionals in Portfand. Walk to
downtown. $265 includes all. Available immediately. 874-<5027. leave
message.

A GREAT ROOM IS AVAILABLE in a
funky Deering Oaks 2 BR apartment
for 1 with a positive outlook. sense of
humor.
musical
interest
and
employment. Non-drinker preferred.
Rent of $250 includes utilities and
washer. Deposit required. 774-3958.

GM ROOMMATE WANTED for spacioUs 3 bdrm apt. in Portland. WID.
parking. $200/mo. + 1/3. Avail. immed. 772-5997.
HOUSE TO SHARE. North deeringLg. Colonial needs 1 prof. MlF 25+ to
join 2 Fll M. 10 rooms. off-street
parking. 2 baths. WID. disposal. Ig.
yard. more. $265+. 797-4165/8782312.
HOUSEMATE WANTED. Share spacious year-round house w/2 nls
human beings. $175/mo. + 1/2 util.
10 min. walk to boat. Sorry. no pets.
Large yard. room for garden. 7664425.
MUNJOY
HILL.
PEACEFUL
roommate
wanted
to
share
renovated 2 bdrm. spectacular city
views. on-site laundry. cats and
storage with GM. 40·s. Great price.
$235/mo. +112 utils. 774-7040.
NIS FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3 bedroom house near
Deering High School. Nice yard and
neighborhood. $266Imo. 871-8902.
NEAT MiF NON-SMOKER. to share
sunny. owner-occupied 4 bedroom
apartment with 3 professionals.
Ouiet Woodfords neighborhood.
yard. wid. $2101mo. +1 /4 utilities.
Avail. Aug. 10th. 775-2563.

apts/rent

PEAKS ISLAND- MiF ROOMMATE
to share spacious house in lovely
setting. Own room with private
bathroom. Sorry. no pets. $250/mo.
+ 1/2 utilities. 766-2025. Leave message.

PROFESSIONAL WOMEN. one
straight. one gay. seek female
roommate to share large. fun apartment in West End. This is a very nice
home with Wid. backyard and
privacy. $185 +. Call us. 775-Q626.

I

I :

761-9096

ADULTS. ADOtESCENTS. COUPLES

207-871-8274

I

Lkcn5ed Substance Abuse Counselor

Brief Therapy for the '90s

DIRECTOR
M.A. REGISTERED DANCE lHERAPIST

,

1:

Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC

COUNSEUNG & HYPNOll-lEfW>Y

Caroline Lour'"

I

Addictions • ACOA Issues
Co-Dependency • Individuals
Groups. Couples

TROTIIER

The art of being yourself. The art of
being
creative.
Mark
NakellPsychotherapist. 773-4413.

.

INTOWN COUNSELING
CENTER

Kripalu Yoga

TROUBLE RELATING? An experiential group forming for men & women
focusing on issues of intimacy and
communication . Contact Anthony
Provazza. MA. Psychotherapy Center of Maine. 871-9256. Individual
sessions also available.

WOMEN 'S
PSYCHOTHERAPY
GROUP. Sept. openings in on-going
weekly Weds. AM (10:30-12) group .
Issues including self-esteem. self
care. codependecy. relationships.
dreamwork and empowerment integrated in experiential process.
Previous therilPY recommended. Individual session required. Call BARBARA HARE NOONAN. 772-1896 or
326~810. Leave message.

caw CLASSIFIED AD

apts/rent
$200 IN FREE RENTI West End- Intown- Old Port- Outer Portland. we
have an apartment for you ! From
studios to 3 BRs. Some offering
heat. hot water. parking. exposed
beams and brick. cathedral ceilings.
WID hookup. big yards. sunny open
layouts. fireplaces and more! Rent
beginning as low as $300. Section 8
welcome at most properties. For
more details. call SPECTRUM. INC.
morns. at 797-0223.

EASTERN PROM AREA- A fantastic
2. bedroom apartment. Brand new.
ViewS . hardwood floors. WID . base·
ment. $6101mo. 799-7771 .
EASTERN PROM AREA- Wonderful.
large 2 bedroom. water views . large
yard. parking. oil heat. $620 + 1/~
util. 772-4334 or 879-0432. Avail.
Sept 1.
SPACIOUS
1st
EXTREMELY
FLOOR 3 bedroom apt. in quiet.
owner-occupied
building
near
Waynflete School in safe. Western
Prom area. Features hardwood
floors. fireplace. laundry & yard. On
bus line. References & security
deposit required. 772-1402.
GILMAN ST.. OFF PARK AVE .•
sunny 2BR. 5 rms. laundry. heated.
lease + dep. No pets. $4451mo. 7733629.
GLENWOOD AVE. WooDFORDS
sunny. 2 BR. kitch. LR. DR. bath:
hardwood floors. $540 heated.
Lease. no pets. 797-3963. Messages
returned.
NEAT STUDIO APARTMENT with
seperate entrance in quiet singlefamily house. Munjoy Hill area.
Rreplace. stove. fridge. and shower
available. $350/mo. includes heat
and utilities. Call Mike at 774-3392.
OCEAN AVENUE BLVD. AREA.
Spacious 3 tx.droorn owner occupied 2 family. livingroorn. dining
room . sun porch. office area. huge
yard. wid hook-up. $675+. 879-0051.
Avail. Sept. 1st.
PEAKS ISLAND YEAR ROUND
waterfront. LR. br. sun porch. beautiful view of Portland. 10 mins. from
ferry. $G50/mo. including utilities.
766-5103 evenings and weekends.

ARTI CRAFT STUDIO SPACE available to share. $1751mo. includes all
utilities and many extras. Call Nancy
at 797-3468 .
ARTISTI MERCHANTI PROFESto
Portland's
SIONAL: Come
Montmartre (Munjoy Hill) 950 sq. ft.•
Congress St.. 1st fl.. ample on-street
parking. Possible live-in. 871-1095
anytime.
STUDIO- 317 Cumberfand Avenue.
Join other artisV craft people in building. From 400-1200 sq.ft. Light and
heat included. Parking available. No
lease required. call 772-<5527.
STUDIOS: Artists only building. all
inclusive. tin ceilings. artist sinks.
high energy environment. Darkrooms
to suites with views. $125 to $200 a
month. 799-4759 or 799-7890 ask
about our summer specials.

real estate

$70.900!!1 Rnally something you can
afford. This small East End Victorian
has 4 br's and is totally renovated.
Please give me a call and check it
out. CHRIS BEHAN CENTURY 21
Balfour. 774-2121.
BRICK VICTORIAN TOWNHOUSEin the fashionable West End has all
of the features you'd eXI'BCt: maple
floors. fireplaces. high ceilings . You' II
love the gourmet kitchenl Parking
and an income apt. make it practical.
$199.900. Call CHRIS BEHAN.
CENTURY 21 Balfour. 774-2121.

Sell Your
House
in
Casco Bay
Weekly

PEAKS ISLAND- SPACIOUS. 2 bedroom apt. to rent or share with nonsmoking professional woman with
outdoor cat. $575. heat included.
water view. big yard. 766-2628 or
766-2724 eves.
PORTLAND WEST ST. Spacious
apt.. 2 bedrooms. 2 baths. eat-in
kitchen. tremendous walk-in closets.
gas stove. $490/mo. includes heat &
hot water. Avail. 9/1 or sooner. Call
773-4562.
WEST END AVAILABLE SEPT. 1.
charming 2 room efficiency with
combination
living-bdrm..
eat-in
kitchen and on site laundry.
$385/mo. with all. yes. ALL utilities
included. 774-<5363.
WEST ST. 1 Bdrm. carpeted. heated.
shower + !pIc. Lease & sec. dep. No
pets. $41 OImo. 773-3629.

houses/rent
LOVELY CORNISH
COUNTRY
HOUSE for rent. Uke new. spectacular mountain views. One bedroom . appliances. super-insulated.
45 min. to Portfand. Non-smoking
couple or single. References.
$585/mo. Available Sept. 1. 1-<5253655.

PEAKS ISLAND- Large. sunny Victorian . 3-4 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms,
BEAT THE HEAT: Cool Basement garden. woodstove. 5 mins. to the
apt. All utilities . WID . $375. Combo boat. year-round. $750/mo. +utils.
full kitllvg. rm . Ig. bedroom. walk-in Sec.Dep. Contact Kris or Del at 766pine closet. NIS female. no pets. 5153. Avail. Sept.
storage. parking. Lv. message. 7752566.

$200-$500
WEEKLY ! Assemble
products at home. Easyl No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour recording. 801 -3792900 Copyright' MEI 14DH.

BE ON TV. Many needed for commercials. Now hiring all ages. For
cas ting info. Call 615-779-7111 . ext.
T-1265.

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES : Learn
this trade. we send instructions.
parts. and check for assembly. Call
404-426-0672 Ext. WB3027 .

MANAGERS: Are you looking for an
innovative. progressive way to help
your people handle work related
conflict? I have developed a new
program that can assist you in this
area. Call Anny Young at 865-6812.

NEED PART-TIME INCOME? You
must have a typewriter or good
handwriting. Hours and location
lIexible. Call NOW for details 1-800783-8946.ext. 425.

BE ON T.V. Many needed for commercials. Now hiring all ages. For
casting info. call 615-779-7111.ext.
T-897.

MIDDLE-AGED
DEPENDABLE
professional available for housel peV
planV teen sitting. Day. week. or
month. 775-4888.

PEPPERCLUB IS LOOKING for a
part-time dishwasher. Apply in person at 78 Middle St. between 11 am
and 2pm.

NEED AJOB FAST?

$400-$600 WEEKLY

1·800·832·2626

r

TELEMARKETER
Casco Bay Weekly has an opportunity for an energetic
individual to join our sales team.
We are looking for a highly motivated self-starter to
aggressively pioneer new advertising accounts in our g~wing
classified section. The right person will be highly organized,
possess excellent interpersonal and telephone skills, and be
able to work independently. Prior telemarketing experience
will be a plus.
The position will require working evening hours, Monday
through Thursday, 4-8, and pays an hourly wage plus
commission.
If you are as enthusiastic about phone sales as you are about
the role Casco Bay Weekly plays in the community, send a
resume and cover letter to:

Ilftnlj:El'1

111'
443 [IJ
I

CIIsco Btly WetJdy IS on

child care
PARENTS- EDUCATORS : Learn CASCO
BAY
MONTESSORI
about a personalized pre-school SCHOOL
Programs
available.
education system. Designed to be Children ages 3-6. September Presimple. colorful . and FUN. Interac- school and after care. flexible
tive. developmentally appropriate scheduling. Stop by at 440 Ocean
gameslactivities for you and your St.. South Portland. or call 799-2400
child. Developed and tested under for more information.
guidance of renowned educators.
pediatricians. and child-development
Do It
experts. Designed to focus on the
like
important years of learning! Call 8566556.
This!

weeks

up to 30 words

$9

$6

o body & soul
Oroommat.s
Oapts/rent

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

o olfleeslrent

add'i

each additional word .25¢
DEADLINES
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Cali 775-6601 for display rates.

o houses/rent
o studioslrent
o seasonal/rent

o real estate
o auctions

20 Danforth 5L
Portland. ME 04101

commercial

Shop: 773·1 ~8
Home 282-8957

U.S. Asian Connection- For tree
photo brochure and details of beautiful. faithful. marriage-minded ladies
from overseas. write : P.O.Box 60283.
Las Vegas. NV. 89160. or call 702451-3070. leave mailing address.

Asymptomatic person with AIDS
looking for needed income; graphic
design . landscapingl gardening.
planting & maintenance. minor
renovations & rebuilding . stonewall
work. painting. etc. $$ neg. References- 761 -2582.
BOOKKEEPER
&lOR
OFFICE
MANAGER available. Hourly or daily.
Permanent. part-time or special
project. Independent workerl selfstarter. Leave message. 766-5655.
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.

Who are Compatibles
clients?
People just like you.
People who were hesitant to
call a dating service until they
learned about Compatibles, the
new way to meet in the 9O·s.

Call us.
We may know someone who's
been waiting
to know you .

883-1066
Portland

783-1500
Lewiston

775-6601

EBONY IVORY SOCIETY. Meet
singles of different racial or ethnic
groups for friendship or dating.
Stamped envelope: Post Office Box
8628. Metairie. LA 70011.
~

---

stuff for sale
2 KAYAKS. 1- 17' Sea Lion; 1- 17'
wooden Granta; $900 and $1300
respectively. Call Chris at 774-4907.
AKC
GERMAN
SHEPHERD
FEMALE. 3 months. excellent dog.
Obedience begun. $275 or trade.
Oxy-Acetylene cutting torch. 100'
hose. regulators. $100. Temporary
electric service. CMP approved.
Also. building materials. seilitrade.
293-2851.
ESOTERIC
AND
ANCIENT
TEACHINGS. unusual gifts and
childrens books at Maybe Someday.... a non-profit bookstore. Open
1-<5 daily. 195 Congress SI. on Munjoy Hill. 773-3275.
ROLLEI SL66 MEDIUM- FORMAT
CAMERA system: Immaculate condition. All Zeiss lenses and top-of-theline accessories. Sold as a package
only. Must see. Serious buyers only.
$4.500. 774-4732.
SONY 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM.
200 watts/ch. Look and sound like
new. Only two years old. I'm moving.
need to sell them by mid August!
$125 pair. Leave message. 761 1872
HAWAII IN THE WINTER. Round-trip
airline ticket available for travel
anytime during Dec.- March. 1-21
days. Call 874-Q525 to make arrangements.
5 PIECE SECTIONAL for sale; includes two wall-hugging incliners
and queen-sized sleeper. One year
old. Blue fabric. Must sell- moving.
Leave message: 772~703.
TOP QUALITY HORSE HAY for sale
by the ton or by the bale. Call 207-

dating services

REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLECall USM Recycles and find out
more. Casco Bay Weekly is using
our service and we can work for you.
personally or professionally. Call
Today!!! Recycling Hotline 780-4998.

282-Q3B2 and leave a message for
Peary.
JEEP: Bikini top. new. black. $50.00;
trailer hitch. $100.00 or best offer @
828-1555.

yard/gar. sales
GARAGE SALE. SAT. AUG. 10th.
9am-2pm. Clothing. teen male size
32-medium. ladies 10-12 and 14-16.
high
quality
clothing.
Many
Pendleton's
and
Bean
wear.
Sweaters. blouses. shirts. blankets.
Wedgewood. childrens books. and
Time-Life libraries. Several items
$1 .00 and under. 25 Candlewyck Rd.
(off Ludlow) Portland.
VICTORIA MANSION YARD SALE.
Saturday. Aug. 17. 9am. 109 Danforth St.. Portfand. rain or shine.
Huge quantity of old and contemporary stuff.

wanted
WANTED: ATHLETES to trade massage. My strong hands can work out
stress. soothe tension. and relax
your muscles. I'm looking for sane. ftt
men to exchange non-sexual massage on a regular basis. No experience necessary; strong hands a
plus. P.O. Box 1573. Portland. ME
04104.

ORDER FORM

Your classified ad: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o dating MMC.S

o stuff for ..1e

o garage/yard ..188
o wanted to buy

Ocomput....

o mUllcllnatruments
o wheels
o theater ms
Olearnlng

o child care
o publications
o help wanted
o animals
o Jobl wanted
o Ioat & found (free)
o buslnesl seMc..
0 legal notices
o bualn"l opportunltlas 0 bulletin board

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Address ~'

_______________________

Total words: _ _ __ _ __
1st week:_ _ _ _ __ _
_ _ _ acld'l weeks at:_ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone'~'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

Total:, _ __ _ _ __

PHONE IT IN: 207- n5-0601 VISQ or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order

FINE PRINT
Claseified ado must be paid lor .. advance w~h caah.
pereonal chackomoney order. VI88 or Ma81ercard. Lo81
& Found Hema i81ed free . Claseifl8Ci ada are
non·refundable . COO ehall not be iable lor 9J"I
typographical err""'. omieeione. or changee in the

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person •.. or worse,
cleaned up after them .. .
You need me in your life.

Chuck Thompson

business serv

CATEGORIES

1 week

and other lile support seNlces

Thompson AnUques & Fine Arts
Bought & Sold
Saturdays and Sundays 10-5

"~aud Opporlwllty Employer.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
RATES

"
NASTY~NEAT

I COMPULS I VE(CLEA N ING

residential

Attn: Mlchae.1 W. Pajak, Classified Manager

HOUSESITIING:
MATURE.
RESPbNSIBLE. NIS professional
woman. Green thumb. Cat lover. Excellent references . Bobbi. 761-2784.

Today you need a PERFECT
RESUME. Laser resumes (Macintosh) for as little as $18.00 Computer
resume fax service. )aser envelopes.
and same-day service available.
Satisfaction guaranteed! 854-2972.

Katherine Clark
772-87B4

551ACongressSt., Portland, ME 04101

[WE MAKE NEWS MAHER

PHOTOGRAPHY. FROM TOP TO
TOE: Weddings. Portraits. Families.
Friends.
Children.
Births.
Celebrations; darkroom and camera
instruction. film processing, contacts
and fine printing. Charles B. Melcher.
775-6301 .

Available Immediately

~-=='=========:...-===========;

offices/rent

CUMBERLAND CENTER: Pleasant
one bedroom apartment with extra
with
OFFICE
small room . Basement storage. Low FURNISHED
secretarial
and
bookkeeping
services
heat costs. Parking for one vehicle
only. Available Sept. 1st. $475 per available. Approximately 400 sq.ft.
Also available 800 sq.ft. unfurnished
month. 865-6473.
office. Parking available. Monument
DANFORTHI OLD PORT Bright. Square area. Call 772-<5527.
sunny. large one bedroom. hardwood
floors. parking. heat and hot water
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER
included. $495-$515. 775-<5000. ext.
713 or 829-<5155.

Receptionist. Secretary
Bookkeeper • Accounts Clerk
Warehouse. Laborer
Construction Trades
Hotel. Restaurant
Delivery Drivers

THE PEOPLE WITH AIDS COALITION needs a dependable part-time
person with some office skills to
oversee lunch program and co-ordinate volunteers. Evolving position
you can help create. Written
response only: P.W.A.C .• 377 Cumberland Ave .• Portland. ME. 04101 .
Deadline August 16. E.O.E.

jobs wanted

OUR READERS
ARE ON THE
MOVE

HEFTY GRADUATE STUDENTS
(brothers) with truck ready to take on
nasty summer projects. Call for free
estimate. 874-Q159.

$40.00OlYR! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple 'ikel don't
like" form. EASY! Fun. relaxing at
home. beach. vacations. Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 hour recording.
801 -379-2925 Copyright .ME 114EB.

FREEPORT - One floor condo
living ... 2 bedrooms. open spacious
rooms. Completly applianced. Condo
fee only $44. $77.000. FHA-MSHA
finance available. Diane O'Reilly - KUWAIT,
SAUDI
WORKERS
Harden Reality. 799-1501
pager NEEDED $35.00 & up per hour. Tax
758-5630.
free. Both skilled and unskilled. For
~~':":":~---H-:O-:-M-:E::----:I::-;-N information call 615-779-5505. ext.
CHARMING
K 1813
PORTLAND'S
Westhardwood
End . 3 floors.
bedrooms. 1 112 baths.
high ceilings. small fenced yard.
much more. Only $89.000. Call 9263332 for appointment.

dating services

business serv

help wanted

studios/rent

29

which do rot affect the value or content. or
eubetan!ialy change the meenr.g of the ad. Cred~ wi.
be ieeued when B viable error has been determined
ad

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard

within one week of publication. Tear oheete available

MAlLlWALK IT IN: CBW. 551A Congress St.
PorUand. ME 04101

lor $2/copy.

OVtaa 0 Mastercard
Crecit Card II: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Exp.dat.:....
· _ _ _ _ __

August 8, 1991

wanted to buy
WANTED TO BUY

ORIENTAL
RUGS
Top cash paid for
your old oriental
rugs regardless of
size or condition.
-

-

874-2233

computers

COMPUTERS

, I

Before you spend another
dollar on computer equipment,
do yourself and your company
a favor by call ing us for a free
consultation. We will gladly
meet with you to discuss your
needs and offer a sensible,
economical solution. We offer
superior client service and
excellent prices.

Call the big guys first,
then call us.

PROVIDENT AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS
772-9884

bulletin board
ADOPTION. Love, hugs, and warm
family times await the child we hope
to adopt. If pregnant and considering
adoption, call collect: Karen and
Cecilia, 914-793-3345.
CONSUMER
SELF-HELP
PROGRAM- Do you need: A better
credit rating?; To obtain a credit
ratino?: To maintain your aood
credit? Sensible techniques, proven
formulas for repairing, maintaining,
andlor obtaining a good credit rating.
Call 1-900-884-8804. $201ca1V24
hrs.l over 18. CCA 800-442-7379.
100% Money Back Guarantee.
DRIVING TO ARIZONA end of
August, would like help with driving.
1-929-4864.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Hitch a ride on a commercial jet anytime for only $160 with
AIRHITCH®!
For
details
call:
AIRHITCH® (212) 864-2000.
PLANE TICKET FOR SALE:- GOing
to Burbank, Califomia on August
28th. Burbank is close to the L.A.
area. If interested please call 7749463. I'd like to get $150 or BlO.
SANDY- our love is the most beautiful thing I've known. I'm sorry I'm so
ratten. I love you. I need you. Please
take me back.-JOHN
FOR SALE: ROUND-TRIP plane
ticket. Portland - Seattle. $350.
Leave Portland Aug. 30, return
Portland Sept. 9. Date changes possible. Kim, 874-2341.
REWARD FOR RETURN OF MY
BICYCLE, taken from the garage at
61 Falmouth St. on the night of 7/30.
Bike is a 20 1/2 inch Marin Elderidge
Grade, grey with black brush
strokes, Wolber rims and chopped
bars. Call 775-6473. No questions
asked.

wheels
l A S E R

CARTRIDGE
REC YCLING

$5 4~~R

CARTRIDGE

100% GUARANTEE
FREE PICK-UP
& DELIVERY

Responding to a
CBW Box #?
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551AC""S'!"" st.

Porta.nd. MI; 04101
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WE HAVE HELPED THE POUCE
find missing children. We can help
find out what is missing in your life.
I'm Taylor Lynne Smith. Call my
Psychic Consultants. 1-900-7734ESP. Adults Only, $5.OOImin.
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DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100; '84
Bronco, $50; '89 Blazer, $150; '75
Jeep CJ, $50. Siezed Vans, 4x4's,
Boats. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details. 801-379-2930. U.S.
Copyright
#
ME114KC.
U.S.HOTLINE Copyright.

women ... men

REAL PUZZLE

by Don Rubin

MUGS

CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes... $200; '86 VW... $50; '87
Mercedes... $100; '65 Mustang ...
$50. Choose fram thousands starting
$25. FRE E 24 hour recording
reveals
details:
801-379-2929
Copyright # ME114JC.

....
fi.0..

Would you buy a car
from this man?

ATTRACTIVE, AMOROUS, ADVENTURESOME, atypical professional
female with irreverent sense of
humor and reverent sense of self
seeks same (but of male species) for
dancing,
fun,
films,
dining,
philosophizing, playing, loving and
learning
together.
Recently
Relocated. CBW Box 751. 'U'5475

Each of these mugs represents a famous
pl!rsonallty whose name begins or ends with

"stein," Ust their names below.
1) _ _ _ __

2) _ _ _ _ __
3) _ _ __

_

men ... women

4) _ _ _ _ __
5) _ _ _ _ __

6) _ _ _ __
7)
8) - - 9) _ _ _ __

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20
gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize

winner. The second prize winner receives two
free passes to The Movies on Exchange Street.
Winners will receive their prizes in the mail.
Drawings are done at random. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in a fourweek span. Only one entry is allowed per person
per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be
received by Wed., AJgust 14. The solution to this
week's puzzle will appear in the August 22 issue
of o.seo Bay Weeldy. Send your best guess to:

Solution to Real Puzzle #81
(Glassy-eyed)
1) made in usa

2) MASON (twice)

3) NET WT. 283 G.
4) Contents 20 fl. oz.
5) no deposit no return
6) not to be refilled
7) refrigerate after opening
8) SHAKE WELL

Real Puzzle #83
o.sco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

This week, Yarmouth's Richard Gapp and a friend will
dine at Alberta's. Portland's Gary Spring and a friend will
take in a movie at The Movies on Exchange Street.

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was

recently publish2d by Harper and Row.)

learning

1984 Nissan pick-up 5 speed, amlfm
cassette, heavy duty bumper,new
bed, exhaust & shocks, runs great,
needs paint, 59,000 miles. To small
for a family of 4. $1300.00 or 80.
775-2852.
'82 NISSAN SENTRA WAGONAutomatic, PIS, PIB, AmlFm cassette,
122K
miles,
but well
maintained. Runs great. $1000 or
810. 774-9217.

ARE YOUR SUMMER EVENINGS
AVAILABLE for lively conversations
and leisurely dinners? SJF, arts
professional, 42, 5'8·, also enjoys
breakfasts out, movies, walks, concerts and fishing. Looking for SlDM,
38-48, slim, creative, secure, relaxed
and non-smoker. P.O. Box 4874,
Portland, 04112.
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Evening Classes Forming in Swing / Ballroom Dance
AthletiC Dance every Monday at 6:00 pm
Basi Adult Tap every Thursday at 6:00 pm
AND For Kids & Teens;
. Modern Jazz
. Tap
. Jittterbug

773-3558
THOMPSON'S POINT, POIITLAND

60% of all car buyers
today are women.
Call Marie Bundy, a wom,an,
at Morong Falmouth
781-4020
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useCBW
classifieds

visual arts
call 775-6601

Charge your ClaSSified ads
by phone
775-6601.

ask for michael
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women ... men
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CALL 1 9003702041 TO RESPOND TO ANY
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DO YOU LIKE SOUTHERN ROCK?
Are you a graupy? SWM just over 30
seeks attractive SWF with heart of
gold for trips down the coast with local guy "in the business·, must like to
travel, intimacy not necessary, but
easy going nature is. Would like
friendship and trust and warm company most of all, let's make some
memories. 'U'5473
DOCTOR, 46, JUST TERMINATED
a relationship, interested in meeting
attractive female who might enjoy
sailing, dining, travel. Your kids are
fine. Let's meet over coffee. Portland
area please. P.O.Box 8125, Portland,
ME 04104. 'U'5493
MIKEY LIKES It SWM, attractive,
mature business professional wishes
to meet single, attractive, active
woman over 30. Interests include
health, fitness, travel, good food. Call
today for a healthy relationship.
'U'5457
EXHAUSTED EMOTIONALLY trom
relationships. I've given up! My
friends said don't try an ad. OK!
Seeking a caring thin attractive
female 18 to 35. I'm 35, 5'5·, thin,
white male. CBW Box 745. 'U'5458

I'M NOT THE GUY IN THE BEER
AD. I have never: (1) suggested
women are intimidated by my loaks;
(2) boasted of my mother's brisket;
(3) recounted my Congo adventures;
(4) taken a call during dinner; (5)
eaten off a date's plate. I'm the other
one, the one you have yet to meet.
Reasonably fit and attractive, mid3O's professional, intelligent, lot's of
good qualities, I'm told, and only a
few vices- I'm working on them. Not
desperate, but occasionally lonely for
good company. Interested in meeting
attractive,
easYiloing
intelligent,
women, 20's-30's, lor dinner, movies,
concerts, maybe more, if the
chemistry's right. What's to lose?
Phone, photo if possible, to Box
7938, Portland, 04112. 'U'5483
IT WAS SUNDAY, 7/28, 4:15pm, Old
Orchard- Our vehicles met in the
traffic- Yours: light blue mini van,
Mine: black pickUp. You said something quite meaningful and now I
want to respond. Were you for real or
just merely demonstrating pure ignorance? Please get in touch .. .CBW
Box 747. 'U'5466
SWM, 35, STABLE, but would rather
be a bam . Lacks the big paunch.
Ukes hogs and long walks through
bleach. Seeks non-bogus woman,
27-38, active. Can crack a book and
mix a drink. No hard sell- if you want
to meet a nice guy, call. CBW 754.
'U'5471

person of the week
PETRUCHIO: R.S.V.P. Obnoxious,
opinionated, tough COOkie, 38, also
known to be pretty, sweet and sexy,
wants creative, honest, good-looking,
paSSionate and funny man to tame her
shrew. CBW Box 762. 1r5492

Each week, the person who places the funniest or most
creative Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as CBW's
·Person of the Week" and IS awarded two free mcwie tickets
compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas.

MWM- 30 YRS., MEDIUM to good
loaks seeks compatible F's who enjoy outdoors, music, people, good
smoke, Harley's, warm nights, and
intimate times. P.O.Box 170, Steep
Falls, ME 04085. 'U'5496
NEW TO AREA- Sensitive, attractive
SM, 35, nls, nld, veg, seeks attractive SF 20's-30's Who, like me,
doesn't crave the latest or loudest.
We can share a lot if you value
health, conservation, and a relatively
simple but full life. CBW Box 749.
'U'5469
ooB BATHERI We waded near the
shoreline. YOU: lang hair, one-piece
suit, and beautiful eyes. ME: short
hair, white shorts, and wide eyes. My
nephew asked your name and if you
were vacationing. Let's have dinner
or just a hello. Please call. 'U'5476

How to respond to a personal ad
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DWM, ATTRACTIVE, HEALI HY,
good shape, seeks pretty, sexy, WF,
32-42, nan-smoker, fit and active.
Let's talk on the phone, walk on the
beach, cook each other a meal, have
a good time. Must enjoy popcorn and
backrubsl 'U'5494

DESTINED TO BE SINGLE- MWM,
handsome, healthy, fit, clean, fun,
nice, not macho, seeks SlM female
to kindle flame, friendship, more.
Photo appreciated. All answered.
CBW Box 750. 'U'5477

LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART,
someone who I can care about, likes
the beach & is not afraid to take a
chance to be happy. 'U'5487
MWM, 32, HEALTHY and easy
going, seeks MWF unsatisfied at
home, for special times and who
knows? CBW Box 755. 'U'5482
MWM, 37, SEEKING WOMAN for
companionship, eXCitement, sensuality in a work-a-day existence. I
am professional, generous, discreet,
passionate. If this sounds good, let's
meet. I'm waiting to hear from you.
CBW Box 758. 'U'5489
YOU'RE READING THIS, BUT you
don't think you'd respond to an ad.
You're exceptional, attractive, intelligent, why lower yourself to this?
This SWM agrees but searches
everywhere for Mrs. Right. 'U'5462

HEY GIRLS, I am age 42, single,
never been married and I am available. " you are a SWF, age 20-40,
5'3"- 5'7· tall, 100-145 Ibs., I have
been looking for you for a long time.
Can't seem to find you at all. I know
that you are out there somewhere. I
know that you must be as lonely as I
am and you do wish that you could
meet a nice SWM, one who is fun to
be with. Well, here I am. Must like to
have a lot of fun and enjoyment, to
go for walks on the beach, for
moonlit night walks on the beach,
and to cuddle up in front 01 the T.V.
By for now, and I hope to hear from
you soon. Please write: Good Looking, P.O. Box 15324, Portland, ME
04101. 'U'5478.
ME TARZAN. YOU JANE. NO WAY.
This 49 ylo DWM executive likes
easy walks at Two Lights, not
mountain climbing; candlelight dinners, not camping; and videos in
front of the fireplace are great. If you
are a S or DWF, 35-50, slim and trim
non-smoker and looking for a
relaxed relationship, I would like to
meet you. I know that you are out
there somewhere. 'U'5459
SWM SEEKS FRIENDSHIP and
conversation with early 30's SWF
with long beautiful auburn hair who
likes camping, movies, quiet times
alane, gardening, and jazz rhythm
and blues, let's talk. 'U'5463.

SWM, 28, 6', 1851b., professional,
athletic, adventurous, quiet, and attractive. Interestsl likes include
sports, outdoors, dining, dancing,
movies, Black music, cards, parties,
kids and dogs. Seeks attractive,
down-to-earth, easYiloing lady lor
possible relationship. CBW Box 763.
'U'5499

women ... women
BLONDE WITH STRAW HAT and intriguing smile, 7/30, 3pm, PSA
area- are you curious too? Small
blonde wI red scart. 'U'5498

men :' " men
GWM, 31, 165lb. I love the outdoors
and don't mind getting dirty when
working in the garden or changing
the oil. I'm sensitive and emotional,
yet masculine and down to earth,
and have not been promiscuous.
Some people say I'm cute. If loyalty,
sincerity and exploring the mtns.
mean more to you than being in a
bar, write or call. CBW Box 748.
'U'5468
GM. 45 ylo SEEKS OTHER G/BM
45-65 for friendship and fun. All
responses will be answered. P.O.Box
10273, Portland, ME 04104. 'U'5467

SWM, MID 30'S, LOOK'S LIKE MID
20's. Happy with life & lookin' to
make it mare fun with some one. I
have green eyes & know how to enjoy life. 'U'5486

Respond to
any
personal ad
on this page.

SWM- EX ROCK & ROLLER who
was at Woodstock. I'm a great cook
with always too much on my table for
onel You select the wine. 'U'5485
THE
AIR
IS
NIPPYTHE
WooDSTOVES are all fired up, and
the trees are bu rsting with color...
what a great day for a picnic! Summer is great, but fall is where the
romance lies I I am a SWMP, singlewhite- male- parent, into movies,
romance,
walks,
romance,
candlelight pizza, oh yeah, did I mention romance? If you are PMR, possibly- miss- right, 25-35, into the
sarne things, but just tired of doing
them alone, drop me a line, and
hurry, fall's just around the comer!
CBW Box 759. 'U'5490
SWM, 27, professional student, fi~
good looking if you think so, looking
for SWF, 20-30, nonsmoker, chemfree, light drinking fine, prefers oneta-one. You and I are each independent, but still seeking that special
type of mutually exclusive giving and
recieving, and voluntary dependability. My passions and interests
include friends, music, fitness,
downhill skiing, singing, acoustic
guitar, deep conversations, whacky
times, growing intimacy, and occasional long walks, travel, camping.
Tell me about yours, and about yourself, and about anythingl Include
photo n you'd like. CBW 744.
'U'5456

Do It
Like
This!

Call

900-370-2041
Call costs 99¢ a
minute.

companions
COUPLE, AGE 35-45, INTERESTED
in getting together with another
couple. M.Jst be clean and discreet.
Please send photo to P.O.Bax 546,
Allred, ME 04002. 'U'5497
GAY/BI MEN ages 25-40ish in Gorham- Portland area. Let's form a
small, informal and supportive group
and spend time becoming friends
doing activities that might be of interest to each of us. Perhaps we can
get together once every couple of
weeks and get to be really good
friends. I'll respond to each of you.
CBW Box 746.
YOUTHFUL
GENTLEMAN,
HEALTHY, but with back strain,
would like to receive occasional,
professional, therapeutic massage
(no funny business) from practitioner
or student, in exchange for something you may need: professional
meditation
advice, conversation,
technique, etc. 'U'5495

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 99C/min)
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BIDDEFORD.
I'M 32,
blonde,
1601bs. weight. Sensitive, affectionate, looking for a mate. Hoping to
meet girl for friendship and more,
spending life alone is becoming a
bore. Matching qualities and interests, we could be together tonight.
Commitment can happen with one
who's right Love sailing, movies,
music, dancing, photography. Give
me calV write, I'll give you more of
my biography. Been lonely, you
lonely too? Sure hope to hear from
you! CBW Box 764. 'U'5500

•

men ... women
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ACTIVE,
OUTDOORSY
MAN,
humorous, sensitive, spontaneous,
caring, affectionate (5'8" 140Ibs.),
likes sailing,
canoeing, hiking,
animals, gardening, folk music, art
and culture conversation. Seeks thin,
fit woman, 30's, for some adventure!
CBW Box 757. 'U'5488

RELATIOf'lSHIP REQ.§.NTLY END?
me, too. Feeling better 1md sick of
being alone? Me, too. Looking for
new people? ME TOO! See, lol's in
common already. DWM seeking 3045 WF with pretty face, good figure.
'U'5460
TIRED OF BEING ALONE? This late
30's DWM is looking to change all
that for some nice young lady (and
himself). Curious? Call now, let's
start a new chapter. 'U'5465

K

~

WERE I A SUMMER FESTIVAL I'd
be a renaissance fair... or perhaps a
Macintosh conference. If a concert, a
medieval or ethnic music recital... no,
a 60's happening complete with
psychedelic light show. A library? My
shelves hold works on theatre,
music, culinary delights, history,
spirituality, nature, cats, writing, solar
design, travel, science, architecture,
painting, sculpture, canoeing, riding,
fencing, archery, role playing games,
Science Fiction and Fantasy. Are you
a SF from 30-40 who would visit
each of the above? Discuss, experience, create and appreciate it all
with a tall, long-haired, recaJcitrantly
misfit living enigma. This DWM, 39,
is proud of his intellectual and cultural versatility. CBW Box 761.
'U'5491
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Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone.
When Personal Call18i answers, lollow the instructions and
enter the four-digit,. number 01 the ad that interests you .
You may then leave a response, enter another ,. numberor
browse through other messages. (Calls cost9ge a minute.)
To respond to an ad without a ,.number, write to the P.O.
box or CBW box indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW
box, be sure to print the box number clearly an the lower left
hand comer of your envelope.

How to place a

PORTLAND
PROFESSIONAL
(DWF: intelligent, attractive, trim, tall)
seeks counterpart (S/DWM: sensitive, gentle, forties) to share city
delights and nature's beauty. Interested in exploring friendship while sharing activities, ideas, and dreams?
'U'5461

SUMMER IS ALMOST OVER and I
haven't had my fun yet! How would
you spend a day with someone
who's willing to try anything once?
SWF, 30, looking for ideas from
SlDWM, maybe we'll try them out.
Write Woodford Station Box 6764,
Portland ME 04101.

PETITE, ATTRACTIVE, SWF with
long beautiful hair who likes
romance, books, kids, outdoors,
dancing, if you're a similar SlDWM,
and drug free, let's see what we
have in common. 'U'5464

PETRUCHIO: R.S.V.P. Obnoxious,
opinionated, tough cookie, 38, also
known to be pretty, sweet and sexy,
wants creative, honest, good-looking, passionate and funny man to
tame her shrew. CBW Box 762.
'U'5492

SWF, 36, ATTRACTIVE INSIDE &
OUT, financially secure, spiritual, fun,
playful, children & family oriented,
N/S, NID, athletic, outdoors lover.
Ukes symphony & dancing to Port
City All-Stars. Interested in hearing
from available men who are family
oriented, attractive, athletic, emotionally & financially secure. Photo
please. CBW Box 760.
MWF LOOKING FOR A FEW good
men for a fun-filled fantasy about to
come true for some summer fun and
possibly more. Respond to P.O.Box
295, Pad, ME 04112. 'U'5455

LET'S SHARE OUR LlVESI Tall, attractive woman, 39, enjoys the
ocean, the environment, long walks
and short hikes, camping, x-{X)untry
skiing, skating, evenings out and
evenings in, is looking for honest, intelligent, patient man, 35-45, nls,
who enjoys children and would like a
lasting relationship. CBW Box 756.
'U'5484
MWF SEEKS MWM (born 8/1/57 in
Decatur, Alabama) for Birthday
Celebration. Happy 34th Birthday,
Jerry, love, Susan. 'U'5474

HONEST, ATTRACTIVE, DWF, 34,
seeks non-smoking gentleman, 3245 who is physically and emotionally
fit for an important relationship if
chemistry is there. I enjoy being outdoors, friendships, bicycling, music,
laughter and much more. Photo.
Portland area. CBW 753. 'U'5470

Respond to any personal ad
on this page. Call

900-370-2041
Call coat. 119$ a minute.

caw personal ad

You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 551A Congress St. in downtown Portland.
Call 775-6601 to find out mare.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use
of a Personal Call1IP'' number. When you place your ad,
you" be you'll be given a ,. number and an easy-to-follow
instruction sheet.lfs important that you call and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
- that way you won' miss any of your responses .
When recording your 90-second gree~ng, relax and be
creative. Describe yourself - but don' leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

You can change your" message as often as you like.
And you can start getting responses right away.

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

Category:

Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25e each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use of a Personal Call1lP 1r number is free. Use of a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a
CBWboxw/oa" numbercosts$9aweek. Visa, Mestercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.

Rules & deadines
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will nat be accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04102.
Phone: 77S-6601. FAX: 775-1615

Owomen .. men
Omen .. women

o women .. women
Omen or men

o companions
Confidential infonnation:

• of words: - - - - (H more than 45)

name

Co~. .k:-------

See rates at left

• of weeks: _ _ _ __
address

dty. state, zip

2-week rrinlmum

caw box:

______

Add $5 or $9lwoek

See rat.. at left
phone

Tota. due: _ _ _ __

-
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BEST BuY

SKi & SPORTS EQUIPMENT

o

Up \0 500/0 ott ,,\I Ski Packages
ROSSIGt-IOl , 1<-'2, ,,10MIC, FISCHER, and El"t-I
UP \0 500/0 ott M Sl<.iBoots

o
o
o

o

t-IOROIC", MICHlE, l"t-IGE, and S"lOMOt-l
Up \0 500/0 ott M Ski and Boot Bags
30-400/0 ott M Waterskis and Wetsuits
UP \0 30010 ott ,,\I Road and Mountain Bikes

S~
WEAR
Up \0 600/0 ott Mens and womens Skiwear

PARKAS &
o

COlU MBI" , DESCEN1E, FER", t-IEVIC",
OBERME,{ER, ROFFE and MOREl
o 500/0 ott womens Wool-blend Stretch Pants
o 500/0 ott MEISlER wool Ski sweaters
500/0 ott Famous Maker cotton sweaters
o 500/0 ott Mult and '{outh I<OMBI Glo~es
500/0 ott ;..ssorted Ski Soc\<.S, Hats, "ccessories

o
o

KIDS PARKA
EXTRAVAGANZA

3 .500/00FF
e~er\

our largest selection
COlUMBI", DESCEN1E, FER",
re
t-IEVIC", OBERME,{ER, ROFFE, and mo \\
$4999 _$7999 reg. $85-$145

there's So Much

Ski And Skiwear
Inventory We Mad
10 put Up A1ent!
Mom and dad don't miss tbe
great deals on \lid's ,arllasl

761·1961

I

)

.
;

S',. Eod, Sun. August 11. Hours: _

;

S"'··N~
.#01
n ••
S ..
JlRT.S HER,r

.-Sat. 9-9. Suo. 10-6 JRouteU95. E,iI 7 M .
• alne Mall Rd . - Next to Servlce
..
. Merchandise

